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By James C. Williams

Looked out the back window
yesterday and there were
twelve Quail hooding in the back
yard. There were several adult
Quail and several nearly grown.
They grazed around, some flew
up into the Pine tree, then they
all moved slowly across the
yard and back into the woods.
Pelied some of the
Cutworms we have seentr
the Tomato plant. They lire as
big as your little IthgerA Ckads soinidlng off in the
top ofthCdar tree. We moved
up çlee so we could see him at
vPdek and he buzzed off to a new
roost.
The Shrine fraternity has had
it rough the past several days.
John L Williams suffered a
dilly of a heart attack last
Saturday. Glen Helms had a
heart attack Tuesday night.
Ralph Morris' ulcer kicked up
and the doctor sent David
Cooper home from the hospital
one day this week. Then Ron
Jones wife had to go to the
hospital for treatment and Ruth
Moffett, Bill's wife, had an
operation. Bill is scheduled to
g‘in soon himself.
As we write this they all seem
to be progressing nicely, thank
God.
nicest things that
ever happened to us occurred
last Friday when Sue and Joe
Spann gave a party in our
honor. We have participated in
Inch things for other people but
we hardly knew how to act when
it was for us.
Anyway good friends were
there and it was thoroughly
(See Seen A Heard, Page 12)
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The Weather
-7
Today, partly cloudy and
mild and much less humid and
a slight chance of a shower
during the afternoon, highs in
the low 80s. Tonight, partly
cloudy and cool with a chance
of a shower, lows around 60
Saturday, partly sunny and
mild with a chance of showers,
highs in the low 80s. Winds will
be northerly from six to 12
miles per hour today, diminishing to less than six
miles per hour tonight. Outlook
for Sunday is cloudy and warmer with a chance of showers. Precipitation probabilities
are 20 per cent today, 30 per
cent tonight and Saturday
Mostly cloudy through the pe---s-s-ried with- a chance of -showers
Sunday. and Monday, endingfrom the . west late Monday.
The temperatures will be near
normal, with highs in the low
80s and lows in the low 60s.

and medical and dental
programs.
The school will be held in the
Douglas Center, Schultz said,
commending the Tappan
Company for making the center
available, at no charge, to the
school.
The pre-school program will
be available for qualifying four
and five year old children.
Qualifications will be based on
Income, number of dependents
in the family, and degree of
hardship.
To involve 38 students, the
school will begin registration
within ten days, Schultz said,
with details of the registration
to be announced soon.
A staff of seven will be
utilized by the program, which
will provide an education
program based on the needs of
pre-school children. In addition
to Mrs. Arnold, Genese Reid
will be a teacher, and Shirley
Parris and Ann Perry will be
teacher-aides. Ida Bell Perry
will be in charge of the
cafeteria; Artie Petty will be a
part-time social worker, and
Willie Collins will be a part-time
custodian.
Hours of the school, which
will be a full school-year
program, will be from 1:30 a.m.
to 2 p.m. daily.
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Two Accidents
Occur Thursday
No one was reported injured
In two accidents Thursday,
according to Murray City Police
reports.
The first accident occurred at
8:50 a.m. at the intersection of
Kentucky and Calloway Streets,
and involved cars driven by
Kathy M. Fulton, Route Five,
and Hershell D. Woods, Route
Three, according to police
reports,
Investigating officers said the
Fulton car was going south on
Kentucky, and the Woods car
was going east on Calloway
when the collision occurred.
Damage to the Fulton car was
to the right front, and damage
to the Woods car was to the left
front.
The second accident occurred
ar1:30 pm. Thursday on Vine
Street,and involved cars driven
by Billy G. Snyder, Route Six,
and Jesse W. Lassiter, 508 Vine,
according to police.
Officers said the cars were
both headed west on Vine when
the ii&tdefit occurred. Damage
to the Lassiter car was to the
left front. Investigating officers
did not list the damage to the
Snyder car.
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MAJORETTES FOR the Murray High Scheel
TOnyeCarroll,TracirlWalker, eaptahi,VicUe*Mk

,'s*V

The Murray Natural Gas
System has received assurance
of a supplemental supply of
natural gas to help back up the
allotment received from Texas
Gas according to Murray
Mayor Holmes Ellis.
Ellis said that industrial
customers who have been
curtailed in their allotment of
natural gas could be provided
with some natural gas in addition to their allotment at a
cost of approximately 50 per
cent above the present rate.

The -3043-74 Murray High
School Band will make its first
home appearance tonight
during the halftime of the
Murray-Heath football gssae
with Joe Sills and Buddy Light
as the directors.
This year's band is one of the
largest in the school's Main
with 113 members participating. Only five members
are seniors and approximately
fifty are in their first mar
season. Additional ur=
were ordered in March, bat
have not been delivered; so the

band is using a ''summer"
uniform.
Director Sills said the band
Will use the "Olympic" routine
M the precision drill show and it
was written by him, assisted by
Associate Director Light
The -Olympic" show will
feature music from many lands
es the Olympics gather athletes
from many countries. Featured
during this show will be the
Majorettes and Flag Corps in a
"rock" setting, and soloists will
be David Hall, drum, and
Ginger Gilliam, trumpet.
Majorettes are Trace Walker,
captain, Becky Thornton,
Tonya Carroll, Vickie White,
Phyllis Tibbs, and Lisa
McReynolds

tect national security and pursue foreign intelligence.
They based their argument
primarily on a 1972 Supreme
Court decision dealing with
wiretaps and bugging. The high
court demanded prior judicial
approval when such surveillance is used against domestic
organizations in national security cases. But the court specif-

Debate Workshop
tCheduTed At MSU
A one-day debate-discussion
workshop will be held on the
Murray State University
campus October 13.
To be sponsored by the speech
division of the communications
department, , the workshop is
expected to attract high school
students and instructors from
Illinois, Missouri, Tennessee,
and Kentucky. The workshop is
designed to better prepare high
school speech students for interscholastic competition
during the academic school
year.
Dr Jerry Mayes, assistant
professor of speech will
supervise the workshop activities.

Twenty Pages
Vol. LXXXXIV Ne. 212

Farm Prices IncJetse
Record 23.1 Per Cent
During Month of August

The record monthly increase
for this century occurred in

Arthritis
Forum Is
Set Here
The Kentucky chapter of the
Arthritis Foundation will
sponsor a regional arthritis
forum at the Community Center
on Ellis Drive on September 20,
at 7:30 p.m.
Co-sponsored by the HoustonMcDevitt Clinic, the Calloway

July of 1946 when it was 10.7 tail already have increased
about 12 per cent so far this
per cent.
year.
The increase in price of farm
Secretary of the Treasury
products was led by higher
prices for livestock, grains, oil George P. Shultz had said in
seeds, poultry, eggs, cotton and advance of their release that
milk, and was lust about double the August spiral in wholesale
the previous record monthly in- prices would be "astounding."
For example, prices of grains
crease of 11.9 per cent in July
were
up 70 per cent over July
of 1946.
The Labor Department also and 167 per cent from a year
reported a slight increase in ago; prices of live poultry were
the country's unemployment up 42 per cent over July and
rate in August to 4.8 per cent of 153 per cent from a year earthe labor force, up from 4.7 per lier, and prices of eggs were up
35 per cent from July and 111
cent in July.
per cent over a year ago.
officials
have
Administration
Some of these increases in
expressed fear that the August wholesale prices, such as alsgs
Wholesale Price Index, which and poultry, already have
shows what happened to prices reached the retail level.
after the government price
In the nonfood area, the Lafreeze was lifted Aug. 12, could bor Department said prices of
4
anti-indeal the new Phase
animal fats and oils were up N
flation program a major psy- per cent over July and 248 per_
chological blow.
cent over a year earlier; crude
Most of the increases in vegetable oils were up 68 per
wholesale prices eventually will cent and 173 per cent, and
be translated into higher retail prices of manufactured aninmd
prices. Since much of the in- feeds were up 33 per cent and
crease is for farm products, 134 per cent, iesoedively.
higher prices are ahead for
(See Prices, Page 12)
many foods. Food prices at re-

Unemployment Rate Edges
Up Slightly Last Month

WASHINGTON ( API - The
nation's unemployment rate,
after declining for two months,
4414 CbrIl"."
Itilam finly Health
=
pI ero
anll edged up slightly in August as
Holloway, Beta Sigma Phi, the subject of the economy continued to cool,
Karen Jones, Marion
CherY
Lezlee Bartholomy, Jan the forum will be "Latest the government said today
Cooper, Judy McCuLston, Becky Developments in Arthritis,"
The Labor Department said
ically reserved judgment on the Humphries, Lisa Robertson, and the speaker will be
the number of workers without
question as it pertains to "ac- Nancy Fitch, Rita Wilson, Ftheumatologist Frank W.
jobs last month numbered
tivities of foreign powers or Vicky
McClard, Debbie Lehn„ M.D.
about 4.2 million on a seasontheir agents."
Robinson, and Cindy Black.
The admission-free program ally adjusted basis, or about 4.8
Since then, a federal judge
Officers and leaders of the Ls a public education program of per cent of the work force.
here has decided a case that band are Beth Wilson, Martha the Kentucky chapter of the
At the same time, total emseems to buttress their foreign McMullin, Mike Conner, Arthritis Foundation.
ployment in the country held to
Intelligence argument, at least Amanda Buice, Donna
Mca seasonally adjusted level of
as far as electronic surveil- Mullin, Van Hendon, and Jan
84.4 million. It was the second
lance is concerned.
Haggett.
straight month in which emLast July US. District Court
This past June the Murray
ployment did not increase,
Judge John H. Pratt dismissed High band was selected as Phi
after posting particularly
a suit brought by members of Beta Mu "Band of the Month."
strong gains earlier this year.
the militant Jewish Defense Their picture and an article
Unemployment had hovered
League for damages against appeared in the "School
around the 5 per cent mark for
the government for tapping Musician," national
An open house of the Twin several months dropping below
JDL telephones in 1970 Ad 1971 professional music magazine.
without judicial- --eppreval.
On September-IS-they will bir !Akers Good Sam Club will be that level in June for the first
time in more than three years.
the Murray State "Honor Band held Saturday afternoon and
(See Presidential, Page 12
The June unemployment figure
of the Year" and will perform at Sunday, September 9 and 10, at
was 4.8 per cent and was folthe Tennessee Tech game and the Murray City Park in the
lowed
by another slight drop in
campout.
of
a
form
Clayton's Creek Voting
will also have the honor of beihg
Private camping vehicles, as July to 47 per cent
the first high school band to
Site Is Moved By Court
perform in the new Hoy Stewart well as those exhibited by
stadium. In addition to Parker Ford and Giles Travel
_ The voting place for the representing Murray at the Trailer Sele5..Will b open to the
Calyton's Creek voting precinct football games, they will enter public.
The Twin Leiters constitute a
has been moved by the several competitive events this
Local chapter of the Good Sam
Calloway County Fiscal Ccurt fall.
to the Shoemaker Livestock
The directors and band Club, a national organization.
Sales, located on Highway 94 members have expressed their Membership is made up of
East, according to County appreciation to the many loyal recreational vehicle owners
Judge Robert 0. Miller.
fans and boosters for their who strive to promote attitudes
The change was necessary support already this year and and practices of good camping.
due to the sale of the Cohoon's pledge to continue to work hard A campout is held each month
Body Shop, formerly used as a in being the best represen- for family recreation and group
By . GREGORY NOKES
activities.
voting site.
tatives of Murray.
Associated Press Wetter
was
The local group
WASHINGTON (API - Barearly
organized in Murray in
ring last-minute intervention by
1972. The present officers are: the Supreme Court, many gasoGraham,
President-Jimmy
line retailers around the coun.vice president-Nix Crawford, try will have to lower their
secretary and Treasurer-Ann prices at midnight tonight.
Lemons, publicity-Gene
New government price ceilSchanbacher.
ings on retail sales of gasoline
will force many stations to
True said he felt the merged Health Services, to be headed
shave from one to three cents
department would be able to by _former mental health cornper gallon off their prices to
provide still better serric'es mingoner Dale Farabee That
motorists, officials of the Cost
than the agencies did separate- bureau, along with the old
of Living Council said.
ly.
Child Welfare and Economic
Every gasoline pump in the
Former Health Commissioner Security Departments and othKiwanian Ken Owen showed
William McElwain Jr., whose er, smaller agencies, were put slides and told of the trip to country is supposed to have a
status was put in some doubt under True.
Europe that he and his wife red, white and blue sticker listby the reorganization, was sinMcElwain became health made last April to members of ing the ceiling price and octane
gled out for praise by several commissioner in 1970, when the club at its regular meeting rating of the gasoline in the
that position was filled by the Thursday evening at the pump.
board members.
Gasoline retailers, who claim
Getting to the point most board of health. A 1972 law Murray Woman's Club House.
bluntly, Board Chairman Dr. gave the governor authority to
Owen told many interesting the government has singled
Robert Long of Louisville appoint the health commission- facts about Rome, Pompei, and them out for special price punasked, in effect, what would er while another 1972 law Naples in Italy, Vienna, ishment, held to a slim hope
happen to McElwain. He got no reorganized the board of Austria, and Lucerene, Swit- that the Supreme Court might
direct answer but True said lat- health, broadening its represen- zerland. They also spent one suspend the ceilings at the last
minute.
er he would very much like to tation and ingpiliog consumer day in Caacbos/avakia.
Jteep.licElwain in./be dEpart-.. interests
it.sa it no longer is.
.."1.an4 in -Lucerne ss.l)s _for _ Chief Justice Warrip_Burger
appli:
ment although the, decision basically a panel of doctors.
Sfigalki.e squ.are yard.," .1.1sens.. rejected- Thnrsdiy.an
-1W from fR-141iienaT i7on-would[se ip
te MeEtiva in '
McElwain told the board at said with houses costing ea
The revamping will put the the conclusion of Thursday's "675,000 to 880,000," he added°. graui of PetroleurtsRetailers
program aspects of both the de- meeting that he was unsure of
Carter, that would have blocked the
Raymond
Dr.
partments of health and mental his personal position but that "I president, presided at the new controls, but an attorney
for the group framed a new aphealth into a new Bureau of
(See Health, Page 12)
meeting.

Twin Lakers Will
Hold Open House
At Murray Park

The summer drop had raised
hopes of the Nixon administration that its goal of a 4.5 per
cent unemployment rate would
be achieved by year's end.
However, there was sonic doubt
as to whether the rate would
continue to fall or edge back
upward as the economic boom
cooled.
The Labor Department
reported little change in the
unemployment rates for both
black and white workers last
month. The white jobless rate
in August was virtually unchanged at 4.2 per cent while
the rate for blacks, after rising
sharply in July to 9.3 per cent,
dropped in August to 8.7 per
cent.
Over the past year, total employment in the nation increased by 2.4 million
The Labor Department said
employment increased substantially in August for nonagricultural workers, rising by 290,000
to 75.$ million.

On Gasoline At
Midnight Tonight

Board Of Health Assured Of Top
Priority In New State Department
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) The State Board of Health's
reservations over a reorganization involving the health department appear to have been
only partially dispelled by assurances that it still will get
high priority.
The assurances were given to
the board Thursday by Laurel
True, Gov. Wendell Ford's secretary of human resources.
Several board members questioned the reorganization and
some appeared to be highly displeased at what they felt was a
downgrading of the health department brilifiewiag it in with
•We other,huge-41.1111114116- - true_ said the old tieeilli_
partment was "one of the best,
if not the best" in the country
--se was the mental health department, which also is involved in the reorganization.

Null --It-14Ti

10 Per Copy

The department's Wholesale
Price Index showed the over-all
increase in wholesale prices
left to right<llecky Thornton, during August was 5.8 per' met
allatLisa MeReynolds.
on an unadjusted basis and 6.2
per cent when adjusted for seasonal variations.
The over-all increase in the
wholesale index was not a
record, but was the highest
since an 8.1 per cent rise in
wholesale prices in October of
1946.

Some Additional Murray High School Band
Gas Available to
Pertain Olympic Routine
To
Industrial Users

a
•

Two Sections
Today
•

WASHINGTON -(API Prices of fanyp/roducts increased by,a record 72.1 per
cent at the wholesale level in
August and the nation's inflation approached the worst
rate of this century, the Labor
'
,
Department said today.

Presidential Right To Break
And Enter May Be Questioned 'en""Y
WASHINGTON (AP) - A
claim that burglaries are legitimate tools in the hands of a
president responsible for protecting national security may
be in for judicial examination.
Former White House domestic affairs chief John D. Ehrlichman, the principal public
exponent of presidential right
to break and enter, stands accused in the burglary that
brought the issue to public attention.
He and three other former
White House aides have been
named in sealed indictments
returned by a California grand
jury in connection with 1971
break-in of the office of Daniel
Ellsberg's psychiatrist.
Ehrlichman told the Senate
Watergate committee he had no
prior knowledge of the break-in
conducted by the "Plumbers,"
a special White House unit, But
he and his lawyer, John J. Wilson, argued strenously that the
burglary was "within the President's inherent power" to pro-
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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, September 7, 1973

In Our 94th Year

Grant Approved
For Pre-School
Training Here

Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Ploo

•

Member of Associated Press

-- By DAVID HILL
ledger & Times Staff Writer
A $25,615 grant for a preschool headstart training
program in Murray has been
announced by Senator Marlow
Cook.
Superintendent Fred Schultz
said that the grant will be used
to fund this years program,
which is now in its sixth year.
Schultz said that Mrs. Lucille
Arnold will be the teacherdirector of the school.
Calling the school the most
comprehensive
pre-school
program we have in the community," Schultz said that it
will be complete in the areas of
physical
development,
nutrition, parent involvement,
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MORE DAYS TO
RE-REGISTER
TO VOTE
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Kiwanian Owen Is
Speaker At Meet

peal to Justice Thurgood Marshall.
The attorney, Jerry S. Cohen,
dismissed speculation about a
possible boycott by the 165,000
members of the group if the
ceilings go into effect at midnight.
A boycott had been threatened by some retailers last
weekend - when the ceilings
originally were to have taken
effect - but the Cost of Living
Council delayed the new price
levels for a week.
"Most of Otir members are
middle-Americans who believe
in obeying the law," Cohen
said.
"They have no objections to
treated like everybody
else, but they do object to being
singled out from other groups
for special treatment," he
added.
Cohen said there is "no question about it" that many dealers will Ifive to roll back_ their
prices when the ceilings go into
Wfiect

inotarreestreurnotahl 07

his local internal Revenue
Service office if he feels he is
lietng cheated, either on price
or the octane rating
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Laurel True To Be Secretary
Of Human Resources Cabinet
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Ten Years Ago Today
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The Lutherans will form a church in Murray,
according to Rev. Fred Voigtmann.
Charles Dugger, son of Mr. and Mrt Sidney M.
Dugger of Murray, is serving aboard the USS Mount
McKinley which recently returned from a tour in the
Mediterranean.
The Murray High School Tigers won over the
Russellville Panthems 14 to 7 in a football game
Walt Disney's "Castaways" is showing at the
Capitol Theatre:
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20 Years Ago Today
LIDGER•*KU FUJIJohn Ttioinls Johnson was burned to death in a
• fire at a house on North 2nd Street yesterday.
Coach Fred Faurot's Murray State Thoroughbreds are hard at work getting ready for the 1953
football season which opens for them in Murray on
September 19 when they meet the University of
Louisville at Cutchin Stadium.
Capt. and Mrs. Max Olson of Cherry Point, N. C.,
are the parents of a baby girl born September 3,
Maternal grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. H. I. Sledd
of Murray.
The Murray Board of Education has invited all
citizens of Murray to visit the new grade school on
South 9th on September 9.

iots
'Mission control?--unidentified object in outer space!'

New State Librarian
Predicts New.Progress

FRANKFORT, Ky. - Kentucky's libraries are mwe than
storehouses for books; they
make up an innovative library
service network for the people,
according to new State
Librarian Charles F. Hinds.
A former director of the
Kentucky Historical Society,
Now the God of patience and consolation grant
you to be like minded one toward another according state archivist, and Murray
State University Librarian,
to Christ Jesus.-Romans 15:5.
Hinds assumed his post on July
It is said that little men, quarrel about the things
1.
on which they disagree whereas big men discuss the • Hinds said he's impressed to
see the impact of federal and
things on which they do agree.
state funds on the library
system over the past several
years. Federal funds provided
by the Library Services and
Construction Act of 1965 and
matched by the state have
by Carl Riblet Jr.
Most wives think their husbands are incurable made 67 construction and
projects possible.
liars, but I think the indictment is false. I have renovation
Throughout the state, comnever heard of a man who lied to his wife unless it bination library and community
was absolutely necessary.
centers have been built. The
new facilities include those in
"No man is a match for a woman
Perry, Bell and Letcher
until he is married."
Counties in Eastern Kentucky;
R.S. Surtees. 1843
Woodford, Lincoln and Franklin
Counties in the central area;
and in the west, Marshall,
Calloway, Logan and Caldwell
Counties. London, Kentucky
also has a new building, and the
Somerset library recently
underwent renovation.
Library CorrununitvCen
offer among other varied
services, children's reading
programs, activities for the
• By L EDGAR PRINA
Europe.
blind and handicapped, acIf Clements, who is reCopley News Service
tivities for the elderly, inWASHINGTON - Deputy garded as a hard-nosed hawk
formation centers for business
Defense Secretary William P. not given to euphoria over the
and professional people, and
Clements says he believes the appearance of a U.S. detente
mental health_pregrams. They
Umted States and the ,Soviet with the Soviet Union, is right
are a place where people can
Union, and their respective and an igreetheilf, interim or
meet and talk about community
allies, can agree on a reduc- not, is reached between the
tion of military forces in Eu- superpowers and then allies,
problems. "They're very
rope before the end of 1974. The first significant withdrawsimilar to the old-type country
In an interview in his al of American troops from
store," Hinds said.
Pentagon office, the former Europe could begin late next
Another library service now
Texas oil executive said he year or early in 1975.
developed is KENCLIP
being
According to the Pentagon,
was optimistic on the mutual
(Kentucky Cooperative Library
there
are
313,000
U.S.
military
and balanced force reduction
Information Project). KEN( MBFR) talks which began in personnel in Europe, includCLIP consists of six information
ing men of the U.S. 6th Fleet.
October between the North
centers throughout the state
This total is divided approxiAtlantic Treaty Organization
connected by telephone and
mately as follows: Army,
(NATO) and Warsaw Pact
teletype. It will enploy inter195,000; Navy-Marines,
countries.
42,000, and Air Force, 75.000.
library cooperation to provide"The MBfRfireallsiiiii the
There is a major effort bequick information not available
front burner with us," he asing mounted by Democrats in
at a local level. "Maximum use
serted."Some positive results
both the Senate and House
of all library facilities is the
could come within the next
this year behind speresolution
goal of KENCLIP," Hinds said.
year.
calling for a substantial uniDoctors, lawyers and other
"I think that with President lateral withdrawal of Ameriprofessionals will greatly
Nixon's basic understanding
can troops from Europe.
benefit from the free service.
with (Soviet General SecreThe feeling of these lawThrough an information center,
tary Leonid Brezhnev as a
makers, headed by Sen. Mike
they will have immediate acstarter, an agreement can be' Mansfield, Senate majority
accomplished in a relatively
cess to any information they
leader, is that a quarter-censhort time. That is, if we don't tury after World War
would need.
II the
do something foolish, like enHinds plans for the centers to
United States should not still
gage in an unilateral withbe located at regional univerbe paying for the entire nucledrawal."
sity towns-the ''natural
ar umbrella over Western EuLast yea., high-ranking
learning and information
rope and for such a large part
civilian officials of NATO in
centers" -with the State
of the conventional forces of
Brussels were telling report- the alliance - particularly 4..ibrary 'in Frankfort
as the
ers that MBFR was likely to since these allies, who have
base and coordinator. The
be a 30-year effort and one in formed the European Commajor universities will be
which a young diplomat could
mon Market, are increasingly
backups for the system. He also
spend an entire career.
prosperous.
foresees a Frankfort "hot line,"
This was exaggeration, per The Nixon administration
which people could call at any
haps, but it reflected the feel- and the European allies, on
hour to get information.
ing that enormous difficulties the other hand, contend that
The State Library is also cobarred the way to an agree- any significant unilateral
sponsoring
with the University
_ _ nit. with the. _Comrommit _iettbdrswal of Amer_Lean
K'etlltic'k' a • echitirfulhg
side on a truly mutual and
trogLis %slid doosallialdBEB.
Macatkin-fir
-orriiifiTi
lorCe reducifon", talks and result in a power
scholarships and grants to
particularly in view of the destabilization on the contigeographical location of the
nent This in turn would, they_A librarians and to coordinate
- format courses and workshops
USSR as against that of the say, increase the chances for
United States in relation to crises to develop
for librarians.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

DATELINE WASHINGTON

Troop reduction
in Europe seem

Hinds is enthusiastic about facilities and all library
the future of the state library programs on the local level,"
system, but also feels concern. Hinds said. "Hardly any phase
Federal funds for libraries have of the city or county library
been cut "all the way along the system isn't aft •*.ed by federal
line," he said. Last year KenRevenue sharing has helped,
tucky should have received $1
million, but $400,000 was im- he said. Over half of Kentucky's
pounded. The case is in the counties have given funds to
courts now, but no one knows their local libraries. "But once
we get back on the track with
what the outcome will be.
Much of the money for the the federal and state support we
first part of 1973 has also been used to get," Hinds said, "the
impounded, and Hinds has been Library Community Centers
told "we may only get $50-60,000 will continue their efforts to
for the first 3 months."
bring communities together and
"That money Is very im- instill a new pride in our
portant for construction of people."

CAPITAL TOUCH

FRANKFORT, Ky.-Gov.
Wendell Ford this week has
announced
plans
for
reorganization of the Human
Resources Cabinet with Laurel
True as its secretary.
"The new human resources
concept is not a shifting or a
grouping of old departments. It
is a compleie realignment and
creation of a new system of
service delivery, directly to
hundreds of thousands of Kentuckians, and indirectly to all
Kentuckians," the Governor
said.
Under the secretary will be an
Office of Policy and Budget, an
ombudsman, an Office of the
Counsel and five bureaus each
headed by a commissioner.
Governor Ford called attention to the ombudsman as a
new unit. "In recent sessions
where my office has been
located in Northern Kentucky
and the State Fair at Louisville,
time and again I saw the
frustration of people who did not
know where to get an answeras the human resources cabinet
touches so many thousands, the
ombudsman will become a vital
link in typing service to need,"
the Governor said.
The five bureaus will be:
Social Insurance; Social Services; Administration and
Operations: Health Services
and Manpower Services.
True namedr. three of the
Commissioners:
Mrs. Gail Huecker will head
the Bureau of Social Insurance.
Mrs. Huecker has been serving
as commissioner of the
Department of Economic
Security.
Dan
Howard, formerly
deputy commissioner of administration
and
fiscal
management in the Department
of Mental Health, will head the
Bureau for Administration and
Operations.
Dr. Dale Farebee will be
commissioner of the Bureau for
Heath Services. Dr. Farabee is
the former commissioner of
Mental Health.
The Bureau for Social Insurance will operate all income
maintenance and all income
supplementation programs of
the Department for Human
Resources. That is, it will issue
financial support to the poor,
umemployed and needy; and
will issue food stamps and pay
for medical assistance.

The Bureau for Social Services will provide child welfare
services, foster care, adoptions,
family services and all other
general counseling in support ot
families and individuals who
require assistance for sucadequate
cessful
and
development.
The Bureau for Health Services will operate all programs
of the department that provide
health service-including all
physical and mental health
programs. The bureau will take
over the functions of the
Department of Health, the
Department of Mental Health
and the Commission for Handicapped Children.
The Bureau for Manpower
Services will operate all
manpower development and job
placement
programsincluding all job recruitment
and business liaison functions,
job training , worker readiness
functions and job counseling
and placement.
Governor Ford estimated that
the consolidation into four
program bureaus will save
between $4.5 and $5 million
annually in administrative
Costs "which can be used for
services."
The Office for Policy and
Budget will provide staff
support to the secretary and the
program bureaus in overall
planning, budgeting, program
audits, and policy analysis for
the department, and will be
particularly concerned with
issues that involve two or more
bureaus.
The Office of the Counsel will
provide legal advice to the
secretary and other officials of
the cabinet and will represent
the department in legal
proceedings.
The
Bureau
for
Administration and Operations
will consolidate numerous
support services now furnished.
The
Bureau
for
Administration and Operations
will consolidate numerous
support services now furnished
by 10 separate units such as
preaudits, accounting, data
processing, purchasing and
duplicating, for all the department.
Governor Ford called attention to the Human Resources
Adivisory Councils and Human
Resources Regulatory Boards.
"as you know, this ad-

According to Boyle

Bicentennial film If You Think Your Job
stars 'Trek' hero Is Bad; Think Of Others
By HAL BOYLE

By EDWARD NEILAN
Copley News Service

"It's sort of a trade-off,"
said Shatner, between bits of
fried oysters. "They're giving
us all these karate and
samurai films and we're giving them 'Star Trek.'"
The original "Star Trek"
senes was canceled because
ratings started to fall in some
areas and, "frankly, the writers started running out of
plots," Shatner said.
The protest mail was so hot
and heavy when the pow disappeared ( and it's ani corning in) that creator Gene Roddenberry feels justified in re%riving "Star Trek" next fall
-A
as a cartoon series.

NEW YORK (AP)- Are you
a round peg in a square hole?
Many people suspect all their
WASHINGTON - What's
lives that they are. They stew
Capt. Kirk, commander of the
and wonder if they wouldn't do
space starship Enterprise,
better and be happier if they
doing on the west lawn of the
were in another line of work.
HCApitol?
If they would be, they are
That's what a group of chilfools not to summon up the
dren wanted to know when
courage to make a change and
they spotted William Shatner,
give themselves a chance to
who played the starring role
put their dreams into action.
in television's "Star Trek.'seOn the other hand, anyone
ries, performing before a
who does take the bull by the
camera crew one brilliantly
horns runs the risk of being
sunny day recently.
Shatner, at 42 still as trim
kissed aside and finding himas when he ended his space_
self worse off than before, an
world antics four years ago,
unhappy man with a punctured
wasn't wearing his "Star
Shatner, who has three chil- batloon.
Trek" outfit. He was dressed
He could find himself jobless
dren of his own, has high
in a light blue cotton suit, redhopes for the cartoon version or scrambling hard to cling to
and-white-striped shirt and
of "Star Trek." He said, "I a job that was worse than the
red tie.
think it will be very popular. one he had left.
He was also wearing a
There's good script work."
It is difficult, perhaps, for
Santa Monica suntan_
In "America Revisited:
you to think of a job less satisShatner was filming a
Washington, D.C.," Shatner
fying than the one you're workdown:to-earth educational
is a narrator and tour guide as ing at. But there are lots of
film,. -"America Revisited:
the camera moves among the them
Washington, D.C.," one of a
capital city's monuments and — Here, for example
series of 17being Produced for
ails Al -posgovernment buildings.
sible few:
the American Revolution Bi"There are a lot of things .
centennial Commission.
Girdle inspector for a firm
wrong with America," said
He had to disappoint chilspecializing in clothing for
Shatner in one sequence of the overweight women.
dren seeking his autograph
film, "but there are a lot of
while the shooting was under
Guidance counselor in an old
things right and we're going
way, but later Shatner obliged
folks' home.
after the problems. You only
a dozen fans who asked him to
Statistician for the police dehave to travel to many counsign menus and napkins durpartment during a crime wave.
tries, as I have done, to appreing an open-air lunch at the
Horse buyer for a company
ciate what we have going for
Market Inn Restaurant
that makes canned dog food.
here."
us
"You're great, man. I love
Dog catcher in a neighborThe Washington feature is
you and my wife loves you,"
hood full of kids.
said 'a black musician who
the second in the 17-film seA door-to-door salesman in
ries. The first was "America
asked Shatner to sign an autoRevisited: St. Augustine, Outer Mongolia.
graph for his daughter. .'You
Stand-in for Yul Brynner.
Fla." and was shot on location
really know how to handle
Ketchup spreader for
there with movie actor RicarSpock and all those space ene"shoot-'em-up" television promies."
do Montklban in the featured
gram.
Spock was a member of the
role.
Standby donor for Count Dr
The series is being proEnterprise crew, played in
cuts.
duced by Howard Matson of
the series by actor Leonard
Nimoy.)
I.a Jolla, Calif., and will be
Heating control officer on a
distributed by Oxford Films.
Although "Star Trek"
wientific project to hatch a diended regular production four
iosaur's egg.
The series is being sponyears ago, reruns are being
A rabbi in an Eskimo village.
sored by Copley Newspapers.
shown 'lin many U.S-: televiA missionary to hell.
James S. Copley, chairman of
sr%i diannets iICIi orie
Ole aollurtMon_ 71701)111I1111& P!..40.01.ti..ctritro(_enginetts
1rmf • Copley Newspapers, tsa paper clip factory.
about 20 foreign countries,".
member of the American
Bubble guru remover from'
according to Shatner.
Revolution Bicentennial ComTimes Square sidewalks.
He said the series is espemission and chairman of its
Porno book peddler at a Boy
cially popular in the Orient
,•ornrnunications committee.
Scout Jamboree.

Scriptwriter for a bankrupt
Chinese fortune cookie maker.
A code clerk in Peking.
A governess for the old lady
who lived in a shoe.
A Soviet army sentinel in Siberia.
The night watchman at a reform school for teen-age girls.
The CIA or FBI liaison man
for the White House.
Liberace's valet.
Caretaker of a secret Mafia
cemetery.
Social secretary for Martha
Mitchell.
Entertainment director for a
WCTU convention.
Fund raiser for the 1976 Republican convention.
Yes, any job has its own kind
of woe, You might as well remain a round peg in a square
hole as switch to a new job that
would only make you a square
peg in a round hole.

ministration is Committed to
bringing government to the
people, and people to the
government.
In
the
reorganization the many citizen
advisory groups have been
collected together and elevated
to an important relationship
directly with the secretary,"
the Governor said.
The Governor said he had
"instructed the secretary to call
joint meetings for the citizen's
groups concerned with common
problems so that the state may
benefit from a comprehensive
review of the issues."
The reorganization becomes
effective September 1 and True
said he planned to have all
bureaus and divisions functioning
by October
15
Reorganization at the services
level is to be consummated by
the next fiscal year-July 1,
1974,-True said.

THE
FAMILYvo
LAWYER
Bankruptcy!
A Clean Slate?
Almost two billion dollars in
debts will be wiped out this year
in the nation's bankruptcy courts.
Almost one American in every
1,000 will take this means of
"getting out from under."
Most of them will emerge with
a clean slate However, there are
certain kinds of obligations that
bankruptcy does not touch. The
most important are:
I) Taxes less than three years
old. This includes taxes owed to
federal, state, or local governments.
2) Debts based on family obligations. This includes alimony
and child support.

3) Debts based on a written
false financial statement. Suppose, for example, that in obtaining a personal loan you deceived the lender by purposely
understating your liabilities. Under these circumstances, you
would ordinarily remain liable
for the loan even after going
through bankruptcy.
41 Debts based on "wilful and
malicious" injury inflicted on
persons or property.
Usually this involves liability
for causing an automobile accident. Thus:
A drunken driver, travelling at
high speed on a rainy night,
swerved across the double line
and smashed into an oncoming
car. Held liable afterward in
damages, he sought refuge in
bankruptcy. But a court said
bankruptcy did not wipe out this
debt, because his driving was not
just negligent but "wilful and
malicious."
Non-auto injuries may also be
considered wilful and malicious.
In another case, a man allowed
his vicious bulldog to run free
even after it had bitten three
pedestrians. When a fourth victim went to court and won a
sizeable verdict, the dog's owner tried to escape through-bankruptcy.
But again, a court held him
still liable. The judge said bankruptcy taws were meant to protect the hapless debtor, not the
malicious wrongdoer.
An American Bar Association
public service feature by Will
Bernard.
0 1973 American Bar Association

Delicious - Refreshing
Drink Fruit Freezers
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Two Generous Scoops of Sherbert'
Pineapple & Orange
SPIKE IT WITH
& Lime di Raspberry CARBONATED WATER,WHIP
& Daiguri & eta,.
TO FREEZING FROTH
Cooling and Delicious-ICE CREAM SODAS

1308 Chestnut

DIPPER'S DELIGHT
32 Flavors
ICE CREAM STORE

Phone 753-6211

MODEL
4 PUSHBUTTOP
• Poore. Scrub. NI
Short Wash and F
• A.liontatec Delon
(110 DIspons•rs

'23!
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MURF
APPLTA
-"21L
Phone 7!
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Dunn And Lumley Vows Read

NIL BRAY, KENTUCKY

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 7, 1973

Reunion Of Crotzer

Mom's treating Dad
like a three-year-old

Family Is Held
A reunion of the Crotzer
family was held at Kentucky
Dam Village State Park on
Saturday evening, September 1.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. Roy F. Crotzer and
children, Donna, Steve, Sue,
William, Mike, Robert, and
Cindy, Mr. and Mrs. Fticki
McMahan, Mrs. Ola Burkeen
Mrs. Maude Crotzer, James
Crotzer, Mr. and Mrs. Curt
Colson, Mr and Mrs. Dale
Colson and daughter, Tia,
Buddy Colson, Miss Barbara
Colson, Jess Hillen, Jenny
Mien, Richard Crotzer, Mr.
and Mrs. Jerry Evitts, Kim,
Tons, Judy, Dixie, and Mike
Howard, and Billy Raye
Crotzer.

Murray High P. T. A. held its
first meeting of the 1973-74
school year Thursday, August
30, with Robert L. Hendon
president, presiding.
There were approximately
150 parents and teachers in
attendance. Programs far the
year's P.T.A. meetings were
distributed. The next meeting
will be October 8 at 7:15 and will be Open House and Back-toSchool for the parents.
The principal, Eli Alexnader,
introduced the staff and
previewed the 1973-74 school
year. He said that Murray High
had enrolled 143 seniors, 156
juniors, 181 sophomores and 189
freshmen for the total of 659.
Alexander also explained school
policy and how the policy was
developed.
The parents and teachers
divided into appropriate groups
(freshmen,sophomores, juniors
panel
and seniors) for
discussions relative to ways in
which P.T.A. could be of
assistance to the school in
helping make the program
more effective for the students
and conitntullty.
Refreshments were served by
a committee with Mrs. James
Klein as chairman.

Presbyterians Plan
Banquet Wednesday
A Mother-Daughter Banquet
with a Winnie-the-Pooh theme
First
will be held at the
Presbyterian Church Wednesday, September 12, at 5:30
p.m.
The men of the Church will be
in charge of cooking,serving, and
clean-up. Carl Mowery will
supervise the preparation of the
main course and will bake the
bread for the occasion.
After-dinner entertainment
will be provided by a drama
group from Murray State
University. A short business
meeting is scheduled for after the
entertainment, followed by choir
practice at 7:00.
Women of the Church who have
neither a mother nor a daughter
in town are urged to "adopt"
another member for the evening.
For reservations, please call
Betty Robertson at 753-7774 by
Friday evening.
CALL FROM GERMANY
Mr. and Mrs Norman Klapp
were pleasantly surprised
Sunday afternoon at 4:30 when
they received a telephone call
from their son, Jimmie, who
with his wife, Jean, and four
children, are living in Frankfurt, Germany. Jimmie told his
mother it was her delayed
birthday gift. Mr. and Mrs
Klapp said it was wonderful
just hearing their voices and
talking to all the family. It was
10:30 p.m. in Frankfurt at the
time the call was made.

REPLACE
YOUR OLD
DISHWASHER

Miss Geraldine Dunn
Miss Geraldine Dunn,oldest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Woodrow
Dunn of Gilbertsville Route One, and Gerald Lumley, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Sanders of 821 North 19th Street, Murray, were
married in an early morning ceremony on Friday, August 17, at
the home of the groom's parents.
The double ring ceremony was perfoormed at nine o'clock in the
morning.
Given in marriage by her father, the bride wore a street length
dress of white eyelet lace. She wore an orchid corsage pinned at
her shoulder.
Attending the wedding were the immediate families of the bride
and groom.
The bride is a graduate of North Marshall High School and has
given lessons in ceramics for the past few years. Mr. Lumley, a
graduate of Calloway County High School, attended Murray State
University and the Harris School of Art in Nashville, Tenn.
The couple left after the cermony for a wedding trip to Nashville, Tenn., where the groom works as a commercial artist. They
are residing at 1911 Warfield Drive, Green Hills, in Nashville.

The home of Mr. and Mrs.
William Gerald Paschall was
the scene of the family picnic
held by the South Pleagant
Grove Homemakers Club.
Grilled hamburgers,
homemade ice cream, salads,
and beverages were served.
Following the Supper Terry and
Jeffrey Paschall entertained
with selections on the piantS;

DEAR ABBY: I went to a charity luncheon as a guest
of a friend of mine. One of the door prizes was a trip to
Hawaii. I won it.
Afterwards, one of the women came up to me and
congratulated me and she said, "I hope the organization
can expect a nice donation from you."
To tell you the truth, I hadn't even considered such a
thing. I don't want to appear cheap. Should I send in the
price of a luncheon ticket for a donation?
LOVELY HULA HANDS

By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: Ever since I became an adult my moth
er has been pushing poor Dad around. She interrupts him
to correct his grammar, tells him what to say, what to
wear, and what to do. And when he talks on the telephone
she literally stands beside him and prompts him as if he
were three years old.
Dad doesn't like to be treated this way, but after a
lifetime of fighting with competitors in business, all he
wants now is peace at borne. Occasionally he tries to assert
himself, but it's such a hassle, he gives up and Morn vine
again.
I've tried getting Mom interested in volunteer work,
especially working with small children to satisfy her urge
to boss somebody around, but she finds destroying Dad's
manhood inch by inch more to her liking.
Don't tell me it's none of my business. If I hadn't
grown up poor Dad wouldn't be in all this trouble. He's
taking the heat meant for me. r wish I could help him.
SORRY FOR DAD
DEAR SORRY: Don't wasfg too much sympathy on
"poor .Dad." No man can be pushed around unless he
surrenders his manhood. If you could convert some of your
wishbone to "poor Dad's" backbone, you'd both have It
made.

DEAR HANDS: It would be a nice gesture. IP. S. Why
not be • sport and make it a little more than at the price
of the luncheon?'
DEAR ABBY: Recently I was in a drug store when a
woman, who appeared to be about 60, came in grumbling
about her -old age."
The druggist, a good friend of mine, pointed to me, and
said: "This old gent is 87, and he seems to be doing all
right."
The woman asked me how I did it, and I replied: "I
don't smoke or drink, I attend church regularly and never
fool around with more than one woman at a time."
She looked me in the eye, and asked: "Mister, what do
you do for fun?"
I told her that I wandered Uiru graveyards and copied
unusual inscriptions from the tombstones. It's true, but I'm
,sure she didn't believe me
L. L., MORAVIA, N. Y.
CONFIDENTIAL TO J. A. H., M. D. IN MINNEAPOLIS: The next time I come In for my checkup. I'm MANI M
weigh YOU, doctor! For your health's sake, watch that
girth-control. So many peonle love and need yea.

Present were Mrs. and Mrs.
Dennis Boyd, Mr. and Mrs. Fills
Ross Paschall and grandson,
Mike, Mr. and Mrs. Clifton
Jones, Mr.and Mrs. Miford Orr,
Mr. and Ms. Bob Orr, Mrs.
Autry McReynolds, Mrs. Hoyt
Craig, Mrs. Hallet Stewart,
Mrs. Jackie Butterworth, Mrs.
Nancy Simpson and daughter,
Hope, Mrs. Tom Erwin, and Mr.
and Mrs. Paschall and sons.

A Koffee IGatch, given by the
1973-74 officers and committee
Friday,September 7
chairmen of the Murray State
Sunday, September 9
Lynn Grove PTA will have a
Kirksey Baptist Church will University Women's Society.
potluck supper at the school have its homecoming with Rev. for all newcomers to the
cafeteria at 7:30 p.m.
David Brasher as speaker at University community, will be
Welcome tea for International eleven a.m. A gospel singing the first activity of the schem
Students at Murray State will be held at 1:30 p.m. year for the organization whin
University will be at the Baptist featuring the Song Masters. A is open to active and retired
faculty and staff and to wives
Student Union at six p.m. All basket lunch will be served.
and widows of faculty and staff.
internationals, host families,
and Blood River WMU memMSU Dames Club will, have a
Mrs. Bonnie Jones, president,
bers are invited.
"get acquainted" tea at 2:30 will open her attractive home at
p.m. on the second floor of the 1808 Keenland, for this
Saturday,September 8
Home Economic!" building.
welcoming event on Saturday
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276
morning, September 8, from
September
10
Monday,
F&AM will meet in a called
10:30 - 12:00.
Weight control classes will
session at seven p.m at the
open at ten a.m. and seven p.m.
Other officers are Mesdames
Lodge Hall.
at the Health Department.
Janet Hendon, vice-president;
Mary Jo Johnson, secretary;
The Wranglers Riding Club
Red Cross Volunteers, for- and Inez Rayburn, treasurer.
will have a money show at six
p.m. at the club. Twelve classes merly called "Gray Laides,"
Committee chairmen are
will have the organizational
will be featured.
Mesdames Doris Cella and Bess
meeting for all uniformed
Owen, social; Linda Reed,
All night gospel singing will Volunteers and prospective decorations; Dee Ann Umar,
be held at the Gospel Singing members at three p.m. in the membership; Lee Baker,
Drive Inn six miles east of conference room of the Murray? publicity; Barbara Rose,
Hardin on Highway 80, starting Calloway County Hospital with, yearbook; Cecile Applegate and
Mrs. Kathryn Glover, Chair-,
at eight p.m.
Jane Blair, telephone.
man.
The Captain Wendell Oury
Many varied and interesting
The Suburban Homemakers
Chapter of the Daughters of the
activities
are planned for the
American Revolution will meet Club will meet at the home of
year including a Fall Potluck;
Mrs.
Harry
Russell
at
7:30
p.m.
at the home of Mrs. Leon
Women's
with Mrs. Leon Adams as Couples' Game Nite;
Grogan at 1:30 p.m.
Game . NIte;
and
Snakin
cohostess.
Visitors
are
— -.—
Christmas Dinner Dance;
Breakfast will be served at wdlcorne.
Spring Dance; and Spring
the Oaks Country Club 7:30 a.m.
Brunch.
with Mesdames Barbara McBaptist Women of Elm Grove
The organization also enCuiston, Doll Redick, Judy Church will open its week of
Willoughby, and Vickie Nance prayer for state missions deavors to provide further
as hostesses.
programs with a meeting at the means for social togetherness
church at 1:30 p.m. with Mrs. by offering several interest
groups such as: Bicycling;
New Music City Singers will Letha Cossey as leader.
Bridge; Discussion; Dinner;
present a program at the Scotts
Physical
Fitness;
Board
of
Directors
of
Murray
Grove Baptist Church at seven
Homemakers; Interpretative
p.m. There is no admission Quota Club will meet at
Reading; and Tennis.
Triangle Inn at 5:30 p.m.
charge.

ESTPRIC •HE SEASO
ON NEW FALL FASHION FABRICS!
TREMENDOUS DIRECT MILL PURCHASE!
REGULAR $1.29 TO $1.79 YARD FAMOUS MILLS

NEW FALL
COTTON PRINTS
• 45" wide, First Quality
•65%.Polyester, 35% Cotton
•65% Polyester, 35% Avril
• All New Fall Prints
•Machine Washable, Perma-Pressed
.........„

FIRST
QUALITY

Look for the quality
seal on every Item '
n our store!
We tell it like it iSI

Cotton perma-pressed
Polyester , 35% washable,
machine
•65%
denims
6,
brushed
wide
Weight
• 5"
Colors
oz. Jean
Jean
•',01/2
wanted Fall
you buy!
the
every yard
•All
on
$1.11
•Save

DOOR BUSTER'
REG S1.99 VD. MILL LE' 3THS

CORDUROY
MODEL GSD461N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
• ee•••• Scrub.Normal Wash
Short Wash end hInse & Hold
• Automatic Dettirspenl & Rinse
Clio Dispensers

WE CAN SELL FOR LESS
BECAUSE WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLDS FOREMOST APPAREL MAN , ),

Plus small Installation charge

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
- 212 E. Main
Phone 753-1586

-,
Ry WM be Mittettes far a Konen
OFFICERS OFthi Ilfraaei's Sacieicof'Murray Sege
Klatch for all newcomers to the University community on Saturday morning at the bane of, MTS.Donald Jones, 1608 Keenland. Shown here ate...left to right, Mrs. Joseph (Janet) Headon, vicepresident, Mrs. J.D. (Inez) Rayburn, treasurer. Mrs. Robert (Mary Jo) Johnson, secretary, andMrs. Donald (Bonnie) Jones, president.

.WASHINGTON
204W
•
-

9 6 lfr:44
;
-Paris, Trf.—"---1
9 • 5:30(Saturday)

Sala Starts Monday, Soptember.10, 9:00
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astern, Morehig-Western
And Kentucky State Open Play
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
However, St. Paul's has even
Kentucky, Murray and Centre
more strength, with 20 of 22
will stay in the dressing room
players who started last year
this weekend as the other six
back for another effort.
football colleges in the state
Georgetown's team, resuropen the 1973 season, half of rected after the school's board
them on the road and half in first decided to drop the sport,
more friendly territory.
then changed its mind, has a
At home are Eastern Ken- new coach in Tom Dowling,
tucky meeting the University of
who has had some early injury
Tennessee's Chattanooga
problems.
branch and Kentucky State
Guy Newcom, one of three
against St. Paul's of Virginia crtrarterback
prospects,
while Morehead faces Central sprained an ankle, defensive
State of Ohio in the Shrine bark Rick Dixon hasn't recovBowl at Ashland.
ered from knee surgery, tackle
Western Kentucky is at Appa- Tommy Bryan had a shoulder
lachia State, Louisville at Mem- separation and linebacker Mike
phis State for a Missouri Valley
Ayres dislocated several knuckConference game and George- les on his fingers.
town at Findlay of Ohio.
But Dowling said the rest of
Tennessee members of the the squad has demonstrated
Ohio Valley Conference also such determination in the face
open the season Saturday with of practice in hot, muggy
Middle Tennessee at Tennessee
weather that "their approach is
State, Henderson State of Ar- fantastic."
kansas at Austin Peay and TenEastern Coach Roy Kidd also
nessee Tech at Western Caro- has three quarterback candilina.
dates, headed
by
Jeff
Western Kentucky again is McCarthy-, a 6-foot-5 junior
the pick to win the OVC and is from Cold Springs who condemonstrating that even in nected on 13 of 19 passes in a
of
the
honor
each
(right)
had
SamTorres
have
(left)
and
Benfleld
BEST-Gordie
TWO OF THE
football the rich get richer as recent scrimmage.
finithin& Iletaiad 4n the National Jueior Colieee.Cross Country Championships- BetifieW, a recruit
Leo Peckenpaugh, the Teppers - "Jeff looked poised and confrom Minsesota, and Torres, a star last year for Murray State, should be among the best in the tough
fine quarterback with ex- fident when he threw the ball
Conference.
Valley
Ohio
perience, is being pushed to and teamed up with (John) Re(Staff Photo by Mike Brandon'
keep his job.
vere and (Frank) Brohm for
Young Dennis Tomek has some big third down plays that
caught the eye of Coach Jimmy kept a scoring drive alive,"
Feix for the signal calling job Kidd said.
and just might alternate with
Kidd does have some ivorries
Peckenpa ugh before the season
about his defense, which is
is over.
young, and too many penalties.
Except for a punter and a
"We led the conference and set
placekicker, Western has exa school record last season in
the Italtirnore Colts to the Su- was there to begin with
perience and size almost everyfly 1.ARRY PALADIN()
yards penalized," he said.
On the defensive line which where.
Associated Press Sports Writer per bowl crown in 1970, took
Morehead Coach Roy Terry
DETROIT SP) - If the De- over Schmidt's job and has as- has been Detroit's weak spot
The same is true for Kentroit lions were as experienced sembled an impressive list of for three or four years- there tucky State, where 17 of 72 also has a good quarterback
are plenty of potential stars It starters are back from last supply, with all-OVC Dave
in their defensive line as they assistants
Former St inuis Coach Rob will be McCafferty's job to de- year, prompting Coach Leroy Schaetzke probably to get the
are in their new coaching staff
they might run away with all Hollway is defensive backfield velop the potential of tackles Smith to praise "a lot of pleas- nod over junior Alex Brawner
for the Eagles' first meeting
the honors in the National Foot- coach: ex-Pttiladelphia Coach Herb Orvis Ernie Price. Bob ant surprises this fall."
Ed Khayat is defensive line bell and Larry Woods.
ball league this season
bell Orvis and Price were
Rut they're not-so they might coach.. Rick F•orzano. Navy
coach last year is offensive No 1 draft choices each of the
not
last three years Orvis and Bell
Vet the new coaching staff backfield coach
Hall of Fame end Ray Berry are starters with Price and
might just be able to motivate
the Lions enough this season to is receivers coach while veter- Woods as backups Woods was
win the Central Division title. an assistant !eon McLaughlin a starter last year
Larry Hand is \11-Pro caliber
"Sure, it's a heck of a chalBy HERSCHEL NISSENSON
and perhaps the National Con- handles the offensive line and
ference crown and even Super young John Meyer the line- at one end but Jim Mitchell Associated Press Sports Writer lenge and a tough act to folhas been hot and cold at the
Hoping for revenge in Sep- low," admits the red-haired OsBowl championship-despite the backers
"I've got fine coaches." other end in his three seasons. tember and its third national borne. "But our coaches and
defensive line questionmarklast year's coach. -Joe McCafferty said ''They're dedi- He'll battle second-year man. college football championship ,opr players are anxious to do a
in four years come January, good job and they believe in
Schmidt had said one of his catd teachers They're profes- ten Sanders_
Co-captain Mike Lucci is Nebraska opens the 1973 cam- what our program means at
biggest problems was motivat- sional coaches it's not a parttime job with them "
coming off an injury-riddled paign Saturday against none Nebraska.
ing the Lions
Star cornerback Lem Barney season and anchors a strong other than UCLA-the team
Schmidt resigned in .January
"Sometimes I wish we were
He is that knocked the Cornhuskers opening with a weak team, but
after six seasons of being is bubbling with enthusiasm linebacking corps
flanked by veteran Paul Nau- from the top last fall.
that's not possible," Osborne
unable to take the. Lions to any over the new staff
•'Everybody's
optimistic moff and Charlie Weaver. the
Efren Herrera's last-minute says. "UCLA was good enough
titles His assistants departed
about the upcoming season "he former Southern Cal star who field goal gave UCLA a 29-17 to beat us last year and Coach
with him
.1 think it makes a tre- said 'The guys appear to be is replacing retired vet Wayne triumph, ending the Corn- Rodgers' team is better this
mendous difference." said team much more relaxed than in Walker
huskers' 32-game urbeaten
Larney Rudy Redmond and streak and deposing them as
owner William Clay Ford when years past Even last year
With quarterback Dave
asked if the coaching changes coaches said players seemed Mike Weger give Detroit three the No. 1 team in the land fol- Humm hampered by elbow and
could be the element to turn unsure of themselves Now good defensive backs. but re- lowing two consecutive national knee ailments and possibly limtitle potential into actual ac- players are more confident in tired Dick leReau's replace- titles.
ited to only part-time duty, Newhat they're doing "
ment at safety Wayne Rasmuscomplishment
They never made it back to braska may pass less and run
But all the superb coaching sen broke a wrist in an exhibi- the top of The Associated Press more.
• It gives the players new uplift a change of perspective." in the world couldn't turn a tion game and may be awhile poll and eventually finished
On the other hand, the 10thfootball team into a champion- in coming around There is no fourth, the same place they're ranked UCLA Bruins, greatest
he said
Don McCafferty. who coached ship squad unless the talent depth in the secondary.
ranked in the current preseason rushing team in Pacific-8 Con1)etroit which was second to ratings.
ference history, "have not
;reen Lay in the ('entral DiviGone from the Nebraska line- changed anything except imsion of the National Conference
0
up are a quartet of super prove our passing game," aclast year with an 8-5-1 record.
stars-Heisman Trophy stanner cording to Coach Pepper Rodhas one of the best offensive
Johnny Rodgers, Outland gers.
anywhere It is led by
lines
The only other member of
EYE
recipient Rich Glover, Willie
center Ed Flanagan. guard
Harper...and Coach Bob Deva- The AP's Top Twenty in action
Chuck Walton and tackle Rocky
this weekend is No. 17 North
•
ney.
Freitas
Carolina State, which enter95
Mier 11 seasons as head
tains East Carolina.
I drThere are plenty of speedy coach, during which he AiOther key contests on a
piled i brilliant 101-20-2 recofir game schedule
include Arizona
Greg Landry or backup man Devaney gave up the football
at Colorado State, Citadel at
bill Munson Rut catching the job to devote full time to his
Clemson, Drake at West Texas
hall hasn't been among the pri- duties as Nebraska's athletic
IT!
State, Holy Cross at Massachumary abilities they've dis- director. He turned the coachsetts, Louisville at Memphis
played in recent years
ing reins over to 34-year-old
State, Villanova at Mississippi,
Charlie Sanders however is Tom Osborne, his hand-picked
VMI at Virginia and William &
probably the best in the busi- successor.
Mary at Virginia Tech.
ness He can catch anything
close and in traffic He is also
a superior blacker

All Lions Need For A Winner
Is A Tough Defensive Line

Cornhuskers Are Hoping For
Revenge In Battle With-KUI
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Steve Owens \Hie Taylor
and Mel Farr give McCafferty
three fge running backs.
Owens should bust the 1.00(1yard mark this year

Kickoff Banquet
Set For Racers
Monday Evening

Schroeder Takes Lead In
Southern Open Tourney

By TOM SALADINO
Associated Press Sports Writer
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) John Schroeder says the Southern Open golf tournament
course reminds hirn of his finest hour on the tour when he
captured the PGA Match Play
A kickoff banquet for Murray title.
However, the 27-year-old La
State University football
players and cheerleaders will Jolla, Calif., player has plenty
be held Monday, September 10, of company at the top of the
at 5:45 p.m. at Captain's Kit- original 144-man field after
shooting a sparkling three-unchen in Murray.
The banquet will be sponsored der-par 67. Five others are tied
by the Big M Club, a group of after Thursday's opening round
men dedicated to serving the of the $100,000 tournament over
football program at Murray the par 70, 6,791-yard Green
Island Country Club course.
State University.
They are tour rookies Artie
All Big M Club members are
and
Larry
urged to attend this banquet. McNickle
-Prrilmring--'the . banquet,- Stabblefield, and, veteran,.
members are asked to go to the Grier Jones, Lou Graham and
Carr Health Building at 7:30 Don 13ies.
"I've always liked this golf
p.m. for the drawing for box
course," said Schroeder, who
seats

captured ninth place here two
yaks in a row and won $2,500
each time during his first four
years of obscurity on the tour.
COLUMBUS, Ga. (AP) Top first-round scores Thursday in the $100,000 Southern
Open Golf Tournament on the
par 70, 6,791-yard Green Island
Country Club course:
34-33-87
Grier Jones
33 34 67
Larry Stubblefield
3443-67
Don Bies
35-32-67
Low Graham
32-35-67
Artie McNickle
33-34---67
John Schroeder
35-33-68
George Knudson
35-33-- 68
Dick Crawford
33-3.5-68
Curtis Sifford
34 34 68
Babe Hiskey
34-34-68
Ralph Johnston
Mrs= Bu4iipts---'-1145-60
35-34-69
Forrest Feeler
35-34-69
Jerry McGee
37 3 69
Frank Beard .
35-34 69
Gary Player
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Former Colonel Executive
Named ABA Commissioner

with Central State.
"We'7e hoping for the right
combir ation of experience and
youth," Terry said, announcing
that his starting lineup would
include 11 seniors, two juniors,
five sophomores and four freshmen.
. "More than half of our defense will be first and second
year players and that's a big
order in college football," he
said.
Louisville's offense will be
the question as the Cardinals
try to do without such standouts
as Howard Stevens, the national
record holder at Rushing, and
Quarterback John Madeya.
Walter Peacock, who weighs
the same 165 pounds as Stevens
but is almost three inches taller
at 5-7, has the same style of
broken field running, though he
isn't quite as fast.
The Cardinal defense, no. 1 in
the nation last season, returns
almost intact, including 255pound tackle Rich Bishop, who
says "not many teams will
score on us unless it's a fluke
or a mental error."

NEW YORK (AP) -Mike
Storen, former president and
general manager of the Kentucky Colonels was to be
named commissioner of the
American Basketball Association today at a news conference called by the league.
The conference was scheduled for 2:30 p.m., EDT.
The Associated Press learned
of the decision Toursday night,
shortly after Robert Carlson
formally announced his resignation as commissioner at a
meeting of the league's trustees
in Chicago.
Carlson, who succeeded Jack
Dolph as ABA commissioner in
July 1972, said he would return
to his law practice with the
New York firm of Roth, Carlson and Spengler which is active in the sports field.
Storen was selected for the
new post at Chicago but the
ABA decided to postpone formal announcement of the appointment until today. Storen
quit his posts with the Colonels
July 11, following the sale of
the team to Ellie Brown, wife
of Louisville millionaire John

Jan Kodes Breaks Racket That
Brought Him Wimbledon Title
By KAROL STONGER
Associated Press Sports Writer
FOREST HILLS, N.Y. (AP)
- It just wasn't Jan Kodes'
day.
He won a match he didn't
really have to play but lost his
favorite racket along the way.
"It's gone," lamented the 26year-old Czech, holding up the
racket with a broken head.
"It's the one I won Wimbledon with," he said sadly. "I
played all my matches there
with it and all of my matches
Isere with it. I don't serve as
well with the other one."
Kodes broke the racket at 5-2
cf the first set then struggled to
a 6-2, 4-6, 6-1, 3-6, 7-5 quarterfinals triumph over Nikki Pilic
of Yugoslavia in the U.S. Open
championship.
Kodes broke Pilic in the 12th
game of the fifth set for the
right to meet top-seeded Stan
Smith in the semifinals. Smith,
the tall blond from Sea Pines,
S.C., who won Wimbledon last
year and the U.S. Open in 1971,
breezed by Onny Parun of New
Zealand 6-3, 6-3, 6-2 in Thursday's first center court match.
Pilic and Kodes were scheduled to play the second match,
but through a mix-up in scheduling, Pilic was a late arrival
so a women's doubles semifinal
was inserted.
"In the Italian Open I came
late for a match with Arthur
Ashe and I had to default,"
said Kodes. "But I didn't ask
Pilic to default. I didn't want to
go into the semifinals that way.
I wanted to play."
It was a matter of honor.
Kodes won Wimbledon after
more than 70 members of the
Association of Tennis Professionals boycotted it because

sr

Pilic had been banned for reftising to represent his country
in Davis Cup play.
The absence of many of the
premier players cast doubt on
his ability. Even the Open selection committee questioned it
by seeding him sixth.
Winning Wimbledon usually
means gaining a No. 2 or No. 3
seeding at Forest Hills.
BASKETBALL
CHICAGO - Robert Carlson
announced his resignation as
commissioner of the American
Basketball Association and
Mike Storen was named to replace him.
GOLF
COLUMBUS, Ga. - John
Schroeder, Grier Jones and
four others shot threeunder-par
67's to tie for the lead after the
first round of the $100,000
Southern Open Golf Tournament.
SOCCER .
MANCHESTER, England George Best, British soccer superstar, has come out of retirement and will return to his
Manchester United Club.

Y. Brown Jr. Storen said he resigned after being enable to
reach agreement with Brown
on policy issues and money in a
new contract.
He joined Kentucky in 1970
after working with the Indiana
Pacers and was associated with
the Baltimore Bullets and Cincinatti Royals of the National
basketball Association before
helping to organize the ABA in
1967.
Carlson said he had given
himself one year to achieve
consolidation of the ABA and
rival NBA.
"While that may have been
overly optimistic, I believe that
the ABA has made significant
progress toward that goal in
the past 12 months," he said.
"The decision to return to my
law firm was a difficult one for
me as I do not like to leave a
job undone. On the other hand,
my one-year leave of absence
from the firm has expired, and
it has urged my immediate return."

World Series Of
Golf This Weekend
AKRON, Ohio (AP) - Pro
golf's Big Four winners square
off in the game's World Series
this weekend with-as usual-Jack Nicklaus in the favorite's
role.
The Golden Bear, a four-time
winner of this event, is making
his ninth appearance in the
World Series of Golf while the
other three competitors are
starting in this tournament for
the first time.
The other players eligible are
the winners of the American
and British Opens, the Masters
and the PGA National Championship.
Nicklaus got in as the winner
on the season's last major title,
the PGA.
The others in the fight for the
$50,000 first prize are British
Open champ Tom Weiskopf,
U.S. Open king Johnny Miller
and Masters title holder Tommy Aaron.
The site is the 7,180-yard, par
79 Firestone Country Club.
While the winner gets a fat
$50,000, the runnerup takes $15,000, the No. 3 man wins $7,500
and the last man is assured of
$5,000.
Both rounds will be televised
nationally by NBC from 5:50
p.m. EDT Saturday and Sunday.

Giles Travel Trailers
Year End Specials!!
1 — 20-Ft

Contact:

1 — 23-ft

Jimmy Herndon
753-8072
or
may be seen at the City Park during the Good Sam
iampout, Saturday, Sept 8 and Sunday, Sept 9.

Ake
GTheass
cLanterna rr
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Char-broiled Steaks
Meetings•Banquets
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Terunislornament Set
For MN This Weekend
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sportswriter
The teacher and the student
will be out to defend titles this
Weekend as the 15th annual
Kentucky State Hardcourt
Championships Invitational
gets underway at Murray State
University.
Play will begin in the opening
round Saturday at 9 a.m, and
the final day of competition will
start at 9 a.m. on Sunday.
Four classes are included in
the tournament including open
men's singles, 35 and up men's
singles, open men's doubles and
36 and up men's doubles.
Milk° Horsma, a tennis star
at Murray State, is the defending champion in the open
singles.
Horsina should receive ample
competition this year as Middle
Tennessee State University will
be bringing seven players to the
tournament.
Among these seven players
are Jeff Gilchrist and Wally
Norwhich.
Gilchrist won the championship of the number -three
singles at the Ohio Valley
Conference tennis chamin
pionships last spring
Morehead. • ---- Norwich kat in the second

round of the number two
singles, in which Horsma won
the conference championship.
Another challenger for the
title will be Gary Dunn of Nashville, now attending the
University of Terinissee arid a
member of the Vols' tennis
team.
In the men's 35 singles,
Murray State tennis coach
Bennie Purcell took the
championship last year.
Purcell expects to receive
rugged competition
from
Ronnie Smith of Campbellsville, last year's runnerup.
Western Kentucky University professor Henry Baughman, a former Murray State
tennis player, is another of the
top seeds in the 35 singles.
In the open doubles last year,
Horsma teamed with Murray
State net star 011ie Karvila to
take the championship in that
division.
This year, Horarna will team
with Murray State tennis player
Arnie Knudson.
Other top entrees include
Kigengo-Durelwaan of Middle
Tennessee and GilchristNorwich of wrsu.
A Louisville pair, Don Eads
and Tilden McMasters, has
taken the championship in the

By DENNE H. FREEMAN
Associated Press Sports Writer
DALLAS (AP) — The world
champion Miami Dolphins enter the 1973 regular National
Football League season wondering where all their magic
has gone
Call it the Superbowl jinx or
whatever, but the Dolphins

have lost their touch to win in
the crunch, a trait which carried them to 17 consecutive victories last year.
"It used to be that the Dolphins were pulling out victories
at the end, but now it has
turned against us," Miami
Coach Don Shuts said Thursday
night after Tony Fritsch's 22-

ar

at
5,00
Of

sttulneus4..

After seeing a considerable
amount of action on Murray
State University's football.team
as a freshman, Joe Echert, a
defensive end from Evansville,
Ind., brought smiles to the
coaches faces as they saw the
potential he had for the future.
He unleashed some of that
potential last season by being
the fifth leading tackler on the
Racer team.
Although he was hampered by
several minor injuries last
season, Echert was still
credited with 44 tackles and 23
assists. He says, "The number
of tackles I made in a game
doesn't tell me anything about
the kind of game I played. I
could be the game's leading
tackler buClf I haven't given a
full effort, then I've not played a
good game."
Murray defensive coach Bill
Hine says, "I can't say enough
about the effort Joe puts ottL
it's-sirtipTY been -rafttiislEci
worked hard this past summer
to stay in condition and reported
to practice in the best condition
of any squad member. That's
the type of athlete he is."
Realizing that every athlete
sets certain goals, the 6-1, 200pounder says, "My main goal

this season is to make at least 75
tackles, but I don't want to be
compared to anyone while
striving toward that goal. I
simply want to be the best I
he
can." Last season
established himself as one of the
best defensive ends in the Ohio
Valley Conference. "If Joe
improves this season as he did
last year, he should definitely
be All-OVC", Coach Hina said.

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
The Montreal Expos are in a
pennant race. Isn't that just
grand?
Yes, that is just Mike Jorgensen's grand slam.
The bases-filled blast Thursday led a 5-3 victory over the
Chicago Cubs that moved the
Expos into second place in the
National League East, three
games behind the St. Louis
Cardinals.
That brought noisy approval
from the partisan crowd at
Montreal's Jarry Stadium.
Montreal's fans have every

Final Action On Local
Blackouts To Come Soon
WASHINGTON (AP) — Despite a veiled threat by the National Football League, final
Congressional action apparently
will come within the next two
weeks on lifting the ban on local TV blackouts of sold-out
home games.
By the overriding majority of
75-6, the Senate voted Thursday
to require the telecasting of
hometown games if they are

Second Half Comeback Enables
Cowboys To Shoot Down Miami

.er

ed
50
n-

35 doubles for the palit..twO
tournaments.
Ronnie Smith and Henry
Baughman will team in the
same division to offer rugged
Eadsfor
competition
McMasters.
Baughman
and
Smith
recently won the 35 doubles in
the Sun-Democrat Tournament
In Paducah.
Former Murray State netters
Monroe Sloan and Charlie
Champion, both of Paducah, are
also expected to be in the
running for the title.

Jorgensen -Grand Slam Vaults Expos Into Heat
Of Pennant Race, Dodgers Drop Seventh In A Row

yard field goal in the final
three seconds handed Dallas a
26-23 victory as both clubs
closed out the NFL exhibition
season.
Two weeks ago, Fred Cox of
Minnesota toed a field goal at
the final gun to give the Vikings a 20-17 victory over
Miami, snapping a streak of 23
games without a loss.
LOsses to Minnesota and Dallas came after Miami had built
up huge leads The Dolphins led
Minnesota 17-3 before bowing,
and they held a 23-6 lead over
Dallas before melting to the
Cowboys' second half charge
led by Craig Morton.
Quarterback Earl Mon-all,
who played the second half for
Miami, summed up how his
team felt about losing the pressure cooker games: ''It's kinda
tough to lose by a pair of field
goals right at the last."
Miami opponents said that all
last season.
Miami opens the regular season a week from Sunday
against San Francisco in the
Orange Bowl while the Cowboys travel to Chicago.
Baltimore, winner of Superbowl V, and Dallas, 24-3 conqueror of Miami in Superbowl
VI, both folded in a defense of
their crowns.

Echert thinks it will be an
upset, not if Murray wins the
conference, but if it doesn't win
it. "I didn't come out of a game
last season thinking that the
other team was better. I thought
we should have won all ten."
The Kansas City Chiefs, hamThe Racers hada 4-6 record last
pered by a erratic offense
year.
While helping his team to a 10- which has produced just one
0 record his senior year at Rex victory in five preseason
Mundi High School in Evan- games, will rely on 36-year-old
sville, Echert had no thoughts of quarterback Len Dawson to
winning a college scholarship. call the plays Friday against
&ray-Stat-e was the -- only' 'the St Louis Cardinals. --Dawson has quarterbacked
school that even looked at me
and I jumped at the opportunity the Chieffr only five queetars
during the exhibition season
to play for the Racers."
Also in high school, Echert and managed to complete di of
was a stand-out in track and 13 passes for 58 yards in Kansas City's 27-16 loss to Dallas
wrestling.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. last week.
The Cardinals have a 2-2 preCharles S. Echert of Evansville.
season record and probably
will rely on a passing game
sparked by quarterback Jim
Hart who completed 18 of 48
passes for 257 yards in last
week's 31-20 defeat by Chicago.
New England plays at Detroit
and San Francisco is at Los
Angeles in other Friday night
games.
Saturday night Oakland is at
Buffalo, Cincinnati hosts Green
Bay, Cleveland and the New
York Giants clash at Akron,
Ohio, the New York Jets battle
Philadelphia in Tampa, Fla.,
Atlanta is at Pittsburgh, San
Diego welcomes Minnesota and
Houston is at New (rleans.
Baltimore is at Denver Sunday afternoon and Chicago
travels to Washington Sunday
night.

BASEBALL
PITTSBURGH — Danny Murthugh, former Pirates' manager, replaced Bill Virdon as
manager of Pittsburgh for the
remainder of the season.
NEW YORK — The New
.
).York. Yankees traded brothers
_
FwittiziritivWfitaruot.a.eigesirt,•dete•gi
relipe Aloe to the Montreal
Murray State, ranked as the fifth-leading tackler last season for Expo* and Matty Alou to the
St. Louis Cardinals both for
the Racers. Echert is a nadve et Evansville, Indiana.
(Wilson Woolley Photo) players t be named later

right to go Desert, if they wish.
The expansion club came into
the league in 1989, but hasn't
had a bona fide contender until
this year.
In Thursday's only other National League game, the San
Diego Padres nipped the Los
Angeles Dodgers 3-2,
In American League action,
the Cleveland Indians beat the
Detroit Tigers 10-4; the New
York Yankees stopped the Milwaukee Brewers 8-6; the Chicago White Sox blanked the
Minnesota Twins 6-0 and the
Oakland A's tripped the California Angels 6-4.
Padres 3, Dodgers 2
Fred Kendall singled home

sold out 72 hours prior to the
event.
The House, which Is considering several similar bilis,
could take action in the letter
part of next week, triggering
the possibility of the telecasting
of the NFL's 1973 openers on
Sept. 16.
However, House procedure
may delay a floor vote until the
week of Sept. 16 because the
measure still must be written
in final form, accepted by the
subcommittee and approved by
the House Commerce Coinmittee before a final tally can
be taken.
Pro football commissioner
Pete Rozelle, without being specific, said the NFL would not
wait for the technicalities to be
ironed out or for President Nixon's signature if the two bodies
approve what he called "definitive measures."
He said the televising of a
single game-of-the-week natiowide is "far and away the alit
economically productive meet
television by professional sports
leagues.
Ftozelle said his statement
was not a threat by the NFL.

Dave Roberts with the decisive
run in the sixth inning, giving
San Diego a 3-2 decision over
slumping Los Angeles. The loss
was the seventh straight for the
Dodgers, who dropped 2kt
games behind the front-running
Cincinnati Reds in the National
League West.
Indians le, Tigers 4
Chris Chambliss slugged two
home runs, one with the bases
loaded, to power Cleveland to a
10-4 decision over Detroit.
Chambliss' grand slam shot
keyed a seven-run inning in the
fourth that put it away for the
Indians.
Yankees 8, Brewers 6
New York scored four times

SMALL CARS
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31
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}000470.0.041=0C.O.C142C}C
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
American League
East
W. L
Pct GB.
Baltimore
79 57 581
Boston
77 63 .550 4
Detroit
74 67 .525 7' 2
New York
71 69 .507 10
Milwaukee
67 72 .412 13,2
61 81 .430 2!
Cleveland
West
Oakland
82 Si .590 Kansas City
76 62 .551 5',
70 70 .500 12,2
Chicago
67 71 .486 W I
Minnesota
California
62 73 .459 18
47 91 .111 34,2
Texas
Thursday's Games
Cleveland 10, Detroit 4
New York 8, Milwaukee 6
Chicago 6, Minnesota 0
Oakland 6, California 4
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
Oakland (Odom 4 11 or Holtz
man 2011) at Texas (Ht.K1S081 4 1).
N.
California (Ryan
16-15) at
Kansas City (Busby 14 12), N
Chicago (Wood 22 113) at Min
nesota (Decker 96), N
Baltimore (McNally 1413 at
Cleveland (G.- Perry 15 181. N
Milwaukee. alatort 11 1) at
New York (McDowell 56>, N
Detroit (J. Perry 1311) at
Boston (Pattin 12-13), N.

Sizes i1814, 15
1.18-15

I '111,•.
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H111,0111111'

Use Your Credit * No Money Down
No Finance Charge * 6 Months To Pay

Gillette

With Approved Credit

STEEL BELTED
RADIAL

GILLETTEES
EXECUTIVE PREMIUM
• Erionoottyd /or 11 p g A
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•4•Pl7 Hylorn Cofiii 12, 37"*
• C601 Rvilning, Lon,
••oring Tread
• Ou•Stortd.ns, Contt•I

IN 75%* more road
hazard protection
II 20%* better
handling

OakTand ai Texas,
California at Kansas CRy
Chicago at Minnesota
Baltimore at Cleveland, N
Milwaukee at New York
Detroit at Boston

S Cooler running*
:3 U 12%• better
traction
111 Gas economy

National League
East
W. L. Pd. G.B.
79 68 511
St Lows
Montreal
68 70 493 3
67 69 493 3
Pittsburgh
66 73 475 51,2
New York
Chicago
65 73 471 6
63 77 .450 9
Philadelphia

I,

Magic Carpet Ride

• As consporsd to out conventtoAsi
78 son. I ply bia• tires

conveutionai
Size

West
• BS 55—:,••if —
83 se -.589 7172
Los Angeles
Francisco 79 59 .572 5
San
Houston
71 71 .500 15
'67 74 475 18"7
Atlanta
2
,
San Diego
50 89 360 34
Thursday's Games
Montreal 5, Chicago 3
San Diego 3, Los Angeles 2
Only games scheduled
Friday's Games
St Louis (Wise 13 10) at Chi
cago (Hooton 11 13)
New York (Matlack 11 15 and
Montreal
Koosmafn
12 141 at
(Torrez 911 and Renko 12 91. 2.
at
001
Pittsburgh
J K ison
Philadelphia (Brett 12-7), N
Cincinnati (Grimsley 131) at
Atlanta (Schutter 7-7, N.
San Diego (Arlin.t.13) at Los
Angeles (Osteen 16.7), N.
Houston (Roberts 14-9) at' San
N
F ranCiSCO (Marichal
Saturday's Games
New York at Montreal. N.
Philadelphia.
at
Pittsburgh
SI
St Louis at Chicago
Cincinnati at Atlanta, N
San Diego at Los. Angeles, N.
Houston at San Francisco

the only support he needed in
the first inning.
The White Sox scored two
quick runs off Dan Fife as Pat
Kelly opened with a double,
Jerry Hairston walked and Bill
Melton and Carlos May came
through with run-scoring singles.
A's I, Angels 4
Two relief pitchers helped
Vida Blue win his 16th game in
Oakland's 6-4 triumph over California. Blue held a 6-3 lead but
was knocked out of the game
on Frank Robinson's 25th
homer in the eighth inning.
Horacio Pine came into the
game at this point, but needed
help himself from Paul Linblad.

in the eighth inning, three on a
homer by Mike Began, to beat
Milwaukee 84. The Yankees
loaded the bases and scored
their first run of the rally on a
sacrifice fly by Thurman Munson.
Hegan then blasted his fourth
homer of the year against the
foul pole in Yankee Stadium's
right field. The four-run rally
wiped out a three-run uprising
by Milwaukee in the top of the
inning.
White Sox 6, Twins 0
Stan Bahnsen checked Minnesota on four hits, pitching
Chicago to a 6-0 triumph for his
18th victory. The White Sox
provided the right-bander with

Excite.
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'39.95
(7.75)

41.95
43.95

Black Wall
Sizes

Whitewalls Prices

6.50-13

16.95

Prices

Excise
Tax

115.95
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EWING TIRE SERVICE
808 roHvveter Rood - Near 5 Points • M...irroy
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753.3164

$1.75
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nerAnd Mourning A Normal Process

PAT MALONEY,graduate student in art at Murray State University, demonstrates how to make
pottery at the Arts and Crafts Exhibit held in conjunction with the Kentucky Lake Folk Festival at
Kenhike State Park on Saturday and Sunday. She was one of the many exhibitors at the fair both
days.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
—
"There's no reason to go on
living." "Why did it have to
happen?" "I wish I were dead."
Such statements reflect the
emotions a person feels when a
loved one dies.
Understanding that the death
of a loved one can be an
especially stressful time in a
person's life, the Department of

Mental Health has published a
booklet to help people understand the grief and mourning process.
The booklet, written by staff
members of the Office of
Preventive Programs, is titled
"Grief and Mourning" and tries
to show through pictures and
words what is normal grieving.
"We want to help people

By Larry Tucker, reporter
The Calloway County Chapter
of the
Future Farmers of
America held a special meeting
at the school on August 28.
Reports were given on
Chapter activities held through
the summer. They were: State
Convention, held in June by
Ronnie Armstrong; Donnie
Armstrong, FFA Officer
Training Camp held at Hardinsburg;
Larry
Tucker
reported on the winners in the
County and State Dairy Shows
and the crop production winners
in the county.

Business discussed at the
meeting was to send Dairy
Judging team to Midsouth Fair,
to combine selling weeks with
the FHA, and to initiate
Greenhands at the next
meeting. They also voted to
sponsor a Local Farm Tractor
Pull to be held at the Fair
Grounds on
September 22,
starting at seven p.m.
Whole small fish ITIrly be
fried, broiled or baked. Dip the
fish in flour, buttermilk biscuit
mix or cornmeal before cooking.

understand their
feelings
during this period," said Ms.
Betsy Burke, director of the
Preventive Programs Office.
"By using simple words and
pictures, we felt people could
identify with what was being
said and get a message from
it."
According to the booklet,
grief comes in three stages:
shock, depression, and finally
recovery.
During the first period, the
person feels a lot of guilt—guilt
over the things they wanted to
say and didn't; things they
wanted to do and didn't; but the
book stresses that feeling guilty
is human.
Feelings of anger may set in
during this first stage as well as
a numbness and oblivion to
things around them.
During the second stage, life
seems to lose its meaning.
"The second stage," said Ms.
Burke, "is perhaps the most
difficult."
The person realizes his extreme "aloneness" and may
experience a variety of

emotions including confusion,
depression and helplessness. He
really believes that there is no
reason to go on living.
It is during this second period
that its very important for the
person to comprehend what he
is going through, realize that
grief is a "normal, necessary,
healing process."
Finally there is the recovery
stage. A person finally overcomes his terrible sorrow and
slowly begins to find new
meaning in life.
Ms. Burke cpplained that
staff members silent long hours
of research preparing for the
booklet. Aside from the written
material they studied on the
subject, ministers and funeral
home directors added insight
into the stages of grief.

1

"After compiling our information," said Ms. Burke,
"we got together and shared our
ideas. At times it was difficult
sifting through the material but
it was so important to try to get
Just the right idea across."
The booklet has been sent to
all chaplains of state mental
hospitals and to Comprehensive
Care Centers throughout the
state for distribution to funeral
directors, ministers, insurance
companies, counselors and
other appropriate agencies.
Individuals and groups may
obtain the booklet by contacting
their comprehensive care
center or ,the Mental Health
Department.
"We just hope people will be
able to relate to their own
grieving situations with the help
of the booklet and understand
that grief is a normal, human
experience," said Ms. Burke.

WALLIS DRUG
PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
We live tt-li tiillSet It- r It Can't Be Had
Prices Good Friday, Saturday and Sunday Only

n) etic)

FAT
OVERWEIGHT

TVA LAND FOR RENT
TVA has 8 tracts of land in Calloway and
Marshall Counties, Kentucky,for rent from
fanuary 1, 1974, to December 31, 1978. These
tracts vary in size from 5 to 69 acres. Some
tracts may be used for all crops except
peanuts and tobacco. Others can be used for
hay and pasture only.
Sealed bids for the use of these tracts will
be accepted by TVA Division of Reservoir
Properties, Paris. Tennessee, until 2 p.m.
CDT. September 27, 1973, when the bids will
be publicly opened. Bid forms, size, and
other inforrnation—mayalned from
anager, Western District, DRP, 202 West.
Blythe Street, Paris, Tennessee, or call 901642-2041.
TVA reserves the right to reject
any

all bids.

and
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-CAPRICORN
(Dec. 72 to Jan. 20) Vi
Friends will make demands
on your time, energy and cash_
Be wary. One who is especially
aggressive may pose a real
problem. Counteract with tact,
poise.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) -"""
...Draw from your repository of
creative talents to implement
another's good idea. Someone of
importance in the right quarters will assist you both.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
An unexpected encounter
with the "right" person
heightens your prospects for
attaining an almost "impossible" goal.
YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectually inclined, affable
by nature and a born producer.
You have a strong drive and, if
you choose business as a career,
would make an outstanding
success
in
banking,
manufacturing, railroad enterprises or promotion. But you
are extremely versatile, and
may fit yourself for a career in
the theater, where you could
shine as actor or producer. If
you should take up the law, you
will probably wind up in the
world
of
politics
or
statesmanship. In the arts, the
best outlets for your talents are
writing or music. No matter
what career you choose,
however, you will always be
trustworthy, diligent and
meticulous in handling details.
Birtbdate of: Lodovico Arian*,
Italian poet; King Richard I
(The "Lio n-Hea rted"), of
England; Peter Sacra, film
star.
THAT'S CAPITAL!
DALLAS, Tex!(AP) — "The
service center industry will
spend over $150 million on capital equipment in 1973," R. G.
Welch, president of the Steel
Service Center Institute told the
group's 64th annual meeting.
"Between 1960 and 1970, service centers doubled in size in
terms of tonnage of material
-shipped,— -says—Welch,- --imd
from 1970 through 1972, we
have jumped another 50 per
cent. This indicates a continuation of high growth through
the balance of the decade. The
industry currently handles
about one-quarter of the metals
sold in the U.S. — about $9 billion worth."
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Look En the i;ectforrin which
your birthday comes and find out.
what your outlook is, according CANCER
(June 22 to July
to the stars.
ARIES
Time for evaluation, to find
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
missing links, details hidden to
Allow for some delays in the casual eye, to change a
carrying out your program but course that has proved a dead
don't create them needlessly end. And to go on from there!
yourself. Crisp, consistent LEO
action needed to top the com- (July 24 to Aug. 23)
petition.
Good solar influences favor
TAURUS
clever
and
ki€1
7 Innovations
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
strategies. A good period in
Be careful in handling which to put over unusual ideas.
finances. Above all, do not VIRGO
commit yourself to future ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
payments when there is no
If things are not going as well
certainty that you will have the as they should, do not let
money at the time.
matters rest. Delve in and try to
GEMINI
get them back on the right
(May 22 to June 21)
track. A new offer may be worth
Opponents of your ideas may looking into.
have a point or two. Try for LIBRA
clarification. Some differences (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Stars suggest that you reach
for highest attainment now, but
don't
yourself
set
an
unreasonable schedule. Easy
The Oil,Inez Plan can help you
does it.
b•come the sinn trim person that you
SCORPIO
world like to be Odrinex has been used
(Oct. 24 to Nov 22i MA*
successfully by thousands WI over the
country tor 14 years. Get rid of excess
Your judgment could be
fat and km longer.
clouded by emotionalism.
(Annex is a Imy tablet and easily
Postpone making important
swallowed Contains no dangerous dtugs
decisions until Monday.
No starving No special exercises
Odrinex Plan costs $3.25 and the large
SAGITTARIUS
economy size $5 25.
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) )
effiit).
You must lose ugly fat or your
Some restrictions where
money will be refunded No questions
personal relationships are
asked Accept no substitutes Sold With
this lintIWO! by
concerned. In mid-morning,
Savrite Drips-Bel Air Shopping
especially, avoid discussions
Canter
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Bads an easy way to
onday,Sept. 17 (8:30-

Friday September 14.

THE EASY WAY—Dick Preston, portrayed by series star Dick Van
tumble Into bed after a hard day's work,on "The New Dick Van Dyke Sksof,
II:00 pail.; CDT), on the CBS Television Network.
• ,

10:30 p.m.Late Movie: channel
12(11:30 p.m. on ch. 5)
"Trog," starring Joan
Crawford. Science-fiction
thriller concerning an anthropoligist who thinks she
has discovered the link
showing man's relationship
to the prehistoric world.

Stevens, Aliz
Talton.
Scientist establishes that a
giant mantis having wiped
out polar outpost is heading
south.
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could go to bed in time to get
up the next morning," Jack
concluded.
Mitzi, daughter of a dancer
and a musical director, was
born in Chicago, but, when
she was 8, moved with her
family to Detroit where she
began dancing lessons.
By the time she was 13, she
was a featured dancer in Edwin Lester's Los Angeles
Civic Light Opera Company
production of "Song Without
Words." Continuing with
Lester's company, she was
starring in his production of
"The Great Waltz" when director Henry Koster and producer Sol Siegel saw her and
took her to 20th Century Fox
for a series of lighthearted,
musical films.
The first of these was
"Golden Girl."
Among others of the genre
which she made for Fox were
"The I Don't Care Girl,"
"We're Not Married" and
'There's No Business Like
Show Business."
Later, as a free-lancing
star, she worked with Bing
Crby in "Anything Goes,"
with Frank Sinatra in "The
Joker is Wild," and with Gene
Kelly in "Les Girls" before
winning the role Mary Martin
had done on Broadway in the
film version of "South Pacific."
"After World War 11,- Mitzi
said, "the wh. le picture in
Hollywood began to change.
The production of musicals
simply came to a halt.
-So Jack and I, analyzing
the situation, decided that I
should put together a nightclub act.'•
F'rom that time on, 1,er career has been such a succession of successful club engagements that one major
critic has called her "the
country's No. 1 female song
and dance star."

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc.

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

Fhttroday Nite--FrInay Nite—Saturday Nite
Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music
ENJOY AN F.VENING AT RAY'S

GOOD BANDS EVERY

HOLLYWOOD — "I don't
think! could face those 5 a.m.
calls anymore," Mitzi Gaynor, erstwhile movie star,
pronotinced.
Well, yes, if the perfect pichire came along, she'd be interested, but, for the present,
nightclubs are her scene.
Nightclubs and occasional
television, like her special,
The First Time,"
which was aired by CBS on
Wednesday, March 28.
"I don't mind the traveling
that nightclub work involves," Mitzi.said over lunch
at The Bistre. "Traveling's
become our way of life. It's
better for us than getting up
for early calla"
She exchanged a happy
glance with her husband and
manager, Jack Bean, who
was sitting beside her.
They've been married 18
years and live in a world of
their .own making. He plans
and negotiates and sells and
takes care of her so that she
can pour her energies into
performances .j;vhich have
meant standing-room-only
engagements almost everywhere that she's appeared.
"When I was making pictures." Mitzi said. "Jack got
up at 4.45 every morning to
get things going.
"Every morning I'd beg,
'Can't I have one more minute?' But by 5 I had to be up,
too.
'Then I'd go to the studio
with Jack following me, because it was early he didn't
want me to be alone in case of
car trouble or something."
"Yeah," Jack said. "And
after that I'd have nothing to
do foe hours, because nobody
else got to their offices until 9.
Every day I memorized The
Times."
"It ;wasn't so bad when I
was working at Paramount,"
Mitzi; continued, '•because
Parimount served breakfast.
Those were the extras you
looked for when you read a
contract."
"We had to rush to eat
ner every night so that we

By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service

Mitzi likes
traveling now

YESTERDAY'S STARS TODAY
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"Oh, Susanna" Gene Autry,
Booth Howard. Gene is
stripped of his clothes and
thrown from a speeding
train.
8:00 p.m.—Movie channel 29
''Mara of the Wilderness"
4
4 Adam West, Denver Pyle.
- When her parents are killed
in Alaskan wilderness, a
seven-year-old girl is left to
spend 12 years with wolves as
companions.
10:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Deadly Mantis" Craig

Friday

12:110 p.M.--Movie: channel 3
"Slight Case of Murder"
Edward f7l. Robinson, Allen
Jenkins.: Prohibition beer
runner, who has gone
straight,:finds someone has
hidden a corpse in his
country home.
1:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Nightmare lit The Sun"
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie
on Thursday
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5

Frida)t,September 14
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MYSTERY QUARTET—The tow stars of "NBC Sunday Mystery Movie,"
(clockwise from top
left) Dennis Weaver as Marshal Sam McCloud; Richard Bootie
as Her Ramsey; Rock Hudon as
Police Commissioner Stewart McMillan and Peter Falk as U.Colombo,return
to the NBC Television
Network Sundays, during the 1973-74 season.
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Notorious French
nobleman's skull wields a
vicious influence on those
who have it in their

Wednesday Highlight;
Wednesday,flogNsuber 12
1:30 p.m. — Midst Charuiel 29.
"Red,Sot,&Blue" Repeat of
10:00 p.O.mcrtle on Tuesday

F

Phi. Linda Adams
753-2378

lot is Wags Na.

lifre-rairaga.
TOWN!

THIS IS A

She had returned from an
European tour, during which
she'd married ballet instructor Nico Charisse, when Metro Goldwyn Mayer chose her
for a spot in "The Legfield
Follies."

Cyd began ballet lessons
when she was only eight years
old, because she was too thin
and her parents hoped dancing would build her up.
Her father was an Amarillo,
Tex., jeweler who, she remembers, "gave me nickles
and dimes to dance" and who
encouraged her further by installing a practice bar and
wall mirror in her room.
By the tune she was 12,
more advanced training was
indicated, so the child was
sent to Hollywood for lessons.
Then, less than a , year later,
she was auditioned by Colonel
de Basil of the Ballet Russe
and signed to tour with the
famous troupe.

taking a dancing lesson. To
me, that's fun. If a time
comes when dancing is no
longer fun, that's when I'll
quit."
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By NANCY ANDERSON
Copley News Service
HOLLYWOOD — "I have 11
pairs of dancing shoes here,"
Cyd Charisse said, eyeing the
neat, multicolored row of
satin slippers in her Las
Vegas dressing room, "and
they'll all be worn out by the
time Tony and I finish this
three-week engagement."
Every night, twice a night,
she was giving her lovely legs
t and lively feet an arduous
workout as part of the act she
and her husband, Tony Martin, were presenting in the
Showroom of the Thunderbird,
The act was romantic, nostalgic, filled with beauty and
grace and well-remembered
, songs from other years.
"I wear cheap shoes, however," Miss Charisse continued, "the most inexpensive I
Ican buy."
.• Charisse is a sensible woman free of pretentions, whose
marrige to Tony Martin has
.fasted for a generation.
"Beyond the obvious, love, I
n't quite know what makes
marriage last," the danceractress said as she nibbled
sherbet between dinner and
late shows to keep her energy
up.
"I think the fact that both
Tony and I were in show busihess was important. I've
heard people say that two
Show business careers in one
family are always one too
Many. But ow- careers gave
as more in common and
helped each of us to understand the other better.
"Also, each of us had been
rrried before, so we were
deternuned to make ow marriage succeef."
Though Cyd is the mother of
grown children, her figure remains as seductive as it was
when she danced with Gene
Kelly in "Singin' In The Rain"
and "Brigadocc" and with
Fred Astaire in "The Band
Wagon."
She attributesher contours
4 light eating and heavy
eaercise.
"I don't follow a rigorous
diet," she said, "but I've
never eaten many sweets. For
apick-me-up, I may have hot
tea with honey and lemon.
, "I ve studied dancing almost all my life, and I continue to study, because I enjoy it.
When other women might be
playing tennis or golf, I'm

Cyd Charisse
dances for fun

One of the breathtaking action highlights of Warner Brothers'
Technicolor-Panavision presentation of "Camelot," now showing
at the Central Cinema, is the crashing battle of mounted knights
on King Arthur's legendary Round Table. Richard Harris,
. Vanessa Redgrave, Franco Nero, and David Hemmings star in
the Jack L. Warner production directed by Josue Logan
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A misplaced comma once cost !Be Un4e1 Statesigoverm
ment S2,000,000!

11:8I p.m.—Movie: channel 6
"Nightmare in Chicago"
Robert Ridgley, Charles
McGraw.
An
escaped
murderer turns the turnpikes
of Chicago into seventy-two
hours of horror before he is
finally caught following an
all-out police man-hunt.

man into human monster
• who steals bodies from
morgue to create life like
images in wax. Followed by;
"Man of Mystery" No other
information available. r
1 lil:39 p.m.—Mokle: channel 5
"The Outcast" John Derek,
Joan
Davis.
Young
westerner battles his crooked
uncle for rightful inheritance
and is aided by a hometown
girl.
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leads Chan on a chase in his
own backyard, so to speak.
10:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 3
'Gun nat at Commanche
Creek'Audie Murphy,
Colleen Miller. Detective
employed to help smash a
band of outlaws works his
way into the gang and saves
himself from an impossible
situation by exposing the
master-mind of the gang in
time to save his own life.
11:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
-Murder in.khe Blue Room"
information
other
No
available.
11:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 4
"House of Wax" Vincent
Price, Frank Lovejoy.
Museum fire turns handsome

Highlights

.3aturday,September 8
4:
:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"sorry Wrong Number"
Barbara Stanwyck, Burt
•
Lancastter. Woman
overhears murder plan
arranged on telephone. She
tries to get help, as killer
closes in to keep her quiet.
3:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Man In The Saddle"
Rsndolph Scott, Joan Leslie.
, Wealthy rancher is out to get
:his. neighbor, the, man his
Iwile loves.
8:00 P.m.—Movie: channel 29
!"Ifide the Wild Surf" Fabian,
Shelly Fabares, Peter
Brown. Four boys, intent on
making records in big surf
*
corapetition, meet four girls
Intdnt on marriage.
10010 p.m.—Movte: channel 29
'iChiu-lie -Chan in Honolulu"
Sidney Toler, Phyllis Brooks.
pisappearance of jewels

Saturday

PACE TWO

'
IIIR11.1r1

"The most frustrating part is
the small orders that trickle in
all year," remarked Ms.
Sussman. "These have to be
handled individually, rather
than in groups like district
orders. The process is more
time consuming, making in
very important for us to see that
each district orders on time."
As the guides begin arriving
in classrooms around the
Commonwealth, the work will
begin once more as Arlene
Sussman fills individual teacher
requests for the guides_

An order form is provided in
the handbook for teachers to
select the guides they need. This
form is turned into the principal
of the school, who forwards
them to the superintendent's
office. There the information is
compiled into a single order for
the entire district and sent back
to KET.

Before school ends in the
spring, each teacher is mailed a
handbook, containing the "InSchool" broadcast schedule and
a short description of each
program.

LEXINGTON,
Ky.
—
Utilization specialist Arlene
Sussman has a chronic
headache that becomes very
prominent this time of year—
mailing Kentucky Education
Television (KET) teacher's
guides
"In-School"
for
programming.
This year the 140-member
Tates Creek High School band
in Lexington helped send the
guides on their way to
classrooms across the Commonwealth. Of 189 school
districts in the state, over 180
have been mailed teacher's
guides. Orders ranged from 14
in one district to over 4,000 in
another.
"It's more fun than work,"
commented one band member.
"Actually, it is getting a little
old," he added toward the end of
the week-long project. The band
worked all week processing
guides for shipping to school
districts. One set of guides,
those for the new "Inside-Out"
series, will be mailed later.
KET receives material for the
guides from the agencies
produciog the programs. These
materials are compiled into
workable teacher's guides at
the Network Center. KET's Art
Department then designs
covers.

KET Mails
Teachers'
Guides

•

us

"It's A Gift" W. C. Fields,

i 1
•

Paris
Tenn

before marriage
7:36 p.m. —Mystery Movie:
channels 4.8 "Cop of the
Year," starring Rock Hudson

r
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TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT .

For Correc,

NONFICTION
"Dr.
Atkins'
Diet
Revolution," Atkins
"The Joy of Sex," Comfdrt
"Laughing All the Way,"
Hower
"Sybil," Schreiber
"Weight Watchers Progral:n
Cookbook," Nidetch

Thursday September 13

Members of the Tates Creek High School Band in
Lexington load boxes of teacher's guides on a truck
for shipment to school districts around the Commonwealth. The band spent a week preparing the guides
for shipment to over 180 of Kentucky's 189 school
districts. The guides are designed as an aid to teachers in the use of Kentucky Educational Television
(KET) "In-School" programming.

A., •

P.Obli she,'s' Wool+)
FICTION
•
"Breakfast of Champion',"
Vonnegut
-Once Is Not Enough,"
&warm
•
"The Hollow Hills." Stewart
"Harvest Home," Tryon !
"Facing the Lions," Wicker

(Compiled by

Current
Best Sellers

CHECKING 'EM OUT—Arthur Holland (center) portrays a psychiatris
t brought into the M-A-8-II
unit to survey the surgical team of (clockwise from top left)
Radar (Gary Burghoff ), Hawkeye (Alan
Aida I and Trapper John (Wayne Rogers, Maj. Erank Burns
(Larry Linville) and Hot Lips (Lorettn
Swill, and it. Col. Blake (McLean Stevenson) and Corp.
Klinger (Jamie Farr) on the second-seasoq
premiere of"M-A-S-H"Saturday,September 15 on the CBS Television
Network.
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Shopping For
A New Home?

Thursday, September 11
3:30 p.m.— Movie: Channel 3.
"Lone Star" — Clark Gable,
Ave Gardner. Bitter political
rivals fight for the two things
they love most. Texas and
the same girl.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5.
"Beyond the Time Barrier"
— Robert Clarke, Darlene
Tompson. US. Air Force
pilot crashes thru the time
barrier into world of 2024,
inhabited by last remnants of
earth's civilization who
escaped cosmic plague of
1971.
7:06 p.m. — Movie: "Evel
Knievel" — Channels 3, 8. A
feature film drama based on
the exploits of the motorcyclist known as "Americas
King of the Stuntmen."
Starring in the film are
George Hamilton in the title
role, Sue Lyon, Ron Masak,
and Bert Freed. The story
follows Knievel from his
turbulent youth through his
restless, wandering life.
Knievel himself performs the
spectacular stunts that have
made him famous.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 5,
12. "The Hot Rock," starring
Robert Redford and George
Segal. Released from prison
after serving a four-year
term, a man is persuaded by
his scheming brother-in-law
to mastermind the theft of a
priceless diamond on exhibit
at the Brooklyn Museum.
8:N p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"Hell is for Heroes" — Steve
McQueen, Bobby Darin.
Drama of heroism and
futility: Battle-weary GI's
ordered to stave off a German attack, each gives his
life to carry out the command.
10:14 p.m. — Movie: Channel
29. "Nightmare In The Sun"
— John Derek, Aldo Ray.
Unscrupulous
sheriff,
knowing wealthy weakwilled rancher has murdered
his young wife, deliberately
tries to convict innocent
hitch-hiker of crime.
10:30 p.m. 4k, Late Movie:
Channel 12(nil° on Channel
5) "The Biggest Bundle of
Them All," starring Raquel
Welch and Robert Wagner.
Comedy-adventure
concerning an inept crew of
amateur criminals who
kidnap an exiled American
gangster living in Italy,
hoping to collect a hefty
ransom. Godfrey Cambridge, Vittorio De Sica and
Edward G. Robinson are
featured.
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winner, portrays
011 "Medical Ceti), on the CRS
portrays Dr. Joe

Tonite & Sat. 11:40
"THE ADVENTURES
OF ZORRO"Prl

LATE SHOW

"KING KONG
ESCAPES" 1G'

Children's Movie
Sat. 1 til 3 p.m.

®0000Pie

Notorious French
nobleman's skull wields a
vicious influence on those
who have it in their
possession, including an
author doing research on the
occult.
10:31 p.m. - Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
5) "Hunters M for Killing,"
starring Burt Reynolds,
Melvyn Douglas and Martin
Balsam. The story of a young
man who returns home after
serving an undeserved prison
term. Suzanne Pleshette,
Larry Storch, Jill Banner
and Peter Brown also star

Wednesday Highlights

KENTUCKY

Wedailey,
September 12
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News
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CBS
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Movi•
Mexico at the turn of the
cent
7:30 p.m. . Movie: Channels 3,
8. This Iseries starts its fifth
season with "She Lives"
starring Deal Arnaz, Jr. and
Season Hubley. Two 18-year
olds who meet through a
GOOD TIMES: An Oral History of the 1960s. By Peter Jocollege newspaper ad and
seph. Chatterhouse Books. 472
share a very special love join
Pages. $11X95. •
together to fight the girls
Starts
The publication of "Good
terminal illness and find a
Times" probably was a bit andoctor, researcher or anyone
ticlimatic for 23-year-old Peter
who cap help her.
Joseph. Joseph, you see, is not
7:30 p.m. In The Heat Of The
your ordinary young man.
Night Channels 4, 8 starring
As a Princeton ' underSidney Poitier, Rod Steiger,
graduate a time most spend
formalizing their ambition Lee Grant and Warren Oats.
Joseph logged 15,000 miles travAn angry and resentful police
eling the United States. He
chief (;
)
eiger ) subjects a
compiled 280 interviews on the
black
an (Polder) to
A SUPER CHARGED GIRL!
meaning of the 1960s and the
bigotedl insolent questioning
ambitious
project
college
thesis
ALWAYS READY
about aimurder, only to find
is the basis of "Good Times."
FOR ACTION
the imam is a top-ranking
The book includes 125 of Johomicidle detective who is to
...ANY KINDH
seph's interviews, from Allen
work in tandem with him to
Funt of Candid Camera fame to
JOYCE 1111.S014
SCAMS HittSW Mak Wain S RE Lag
Ken Kesey of book fame and
solve the crime.
from golf superstar Arnold
8:11 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
Palmer to rock superstar Jerry
PLUS A COLOR CARTOON
"A Girl. Named Tamiko" Garcia.
Laurence Harvey, France
• The oral history format has
Nuyen, Martha Hyer. When
favorite
sociolbecome a
tool of
ambitious European
an
ogists and journalists these
photographer
in Tokyo
days. Studs Terkel is one of its
American
courts
an
best known practitioners. It is
secretary to win U.S.
an interesting form and Joseph
citizenship he doesn't reckon
does it justice, making it more
with his deep love for a
than a transcript. But going
through the book, one yearns to
Japanese
girl
named
listen to the tapes rather than
Tamiko.
read the words. The emotion is
11:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel
missing and that is one of the
29. "The Skull" - Peter
problems of the form.
Cushing, Christopher Lee.
John Cotter Associated Press
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10:31 p.m.-Mvoie: channel 6
"Sergeant Ryker" Lee
Marvin, Bradford Dittman,
Vera Miles. Sergeant faces
court martial as a traitor.
After being found guilty and
sentenced to hang, a
prosecuting attorney in the
Judge Advocates office, wins
him a new trial on the
grounds of inadequate
defense.
10:45 p.m.-Movie: channel 3
"Humoresque" John Garfield, Joan Crawford. Gifted
musician sponsored by a
wealthy woman decides his
career is more important
than she is
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8:00 p.m.-Movie: channels 3,8
"El Dorado" John Wayne
and Robert Mitchum star in a
bruising, brawling western
adventure of two old fighting
friends - a gunman and a
sheriff. Also starring James
Caan, Charles Holt and
Michele Carey.

before marriage.
7:30 p.m. -Watery Movie:
channels 4.8 "Cop of the
Year," starring Rock Hudson
as McMillan and Susan
Saint James as his wife,
Sally. After receiving the
Policeman - of-the - Year
Award, sergeant Enright
(John Schuck) is booked for
the murder of his ex-wife and
practically admits his guilt.
Edmund O'Brien, Michael
Ansara and Charles Nelson
Reilly guest-star.

Sunday Highlights

Sunday September 9

12:11 Nom -Movie: channel 5
"It's A Gift" W. C. Fields,
Baby Leroy. Grocery store
owner with yen for orange
groves, and all that happens
when he inherits money.
12:311 p.m.--Movie: channel 12
"The Well" Richard Rober,
Henry Morgan. When a
Negro child is trapped in a
well, prejuices vanish
5:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 8
"The Yearling" Gregory
Peck, Jane Wyman. Marjorie Rawlings' best seller of
young Florida boy and his pet
.
fawn
7:00 p.m.-Movie: channel 29
"Sylvia" Carroll Baker,
George Maharis. Private
detective is hired by L. A.
millionaire to investigate
background of his fiancee
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secure life of officers on an
Army post.
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Londoa. Louise
Lasser and Loe Jacobi also

artist in

studeni in Los
Angeles and to a Struggling

medical

also
double
handles a
romantic life, married to a

My line of credit with P.C.A. means
I can buy with cash. It sure helps me buy
at better prices and my annual payment is
set up to fit my income. inat means a lot
to a farmer this day in time.

emergencies in her job. She

airline stewardess who ably
toughest
the
handles

John Davidson and Michael
Anderson Jr. The coined)
concerns a tender-hearted

8:30 p.m.—Movie: channels 5,12
Me"
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starring Karen Valentine,

of finding
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fifth

Vincent, Bradford Dillman,
Jack Weston, Charles Aidman and Jim Davis. Three

"Deliver

Us
From Evil" starring George
Kennedy,
Jan
Michael

with

series stars it's
season

This

7:30 p.m.—Movie: channels 3,8

after being crippled in World
War U.

Auden= and 9bere

do today," he stated.

n

p.m. —Movie: channel
"Appointment With Danger"
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie

1:30

Tuesday,September 11

Tuesday

Movie" Wednesday nights this Fall on the NBC Television Network.

robbery plot in history after
meeting two women-219,

Pm

artists

to West Palm Beach, Florida to

WSIL

Husky has also expressed an
interest in the project.
On the other hand, Jones
insisted that Hank Williams'
music is his favorite. "I feel he
put more into a song than a lot of

hundred miles of travel by boat.
Along with Anderson, Wilson,
and the Jones family, Ferlin

lakeside.
—This summer, we're going to
form a caravan and go up to
Kentucky Lake," he said. The
water journey from middle
Tennessee to west Tennessee
two
would
almost
involve

on.
"She's a very down to earth
person," he said.
Much of the conversation on
the show dealt with the fact
that Bill is left-handed and the
problems he has had in a righthanded world. It is interesting to
note that he plays the guitar
right-handed.
"It's the only thing I don't do
with my left hand," he said.
Bill's wife, Becky, was also a
guest on the show and told Dinah
how to make Soutbern corn
cakes.
An interesting sidelight to
the show happened when he
boarded an east bound plane out
of Los Angeles following the
taping of the show.
•'Dinah got on the same
plane," he said. "She was flying

Hickory Lake between
Old
equally large boats owned bj
RCA's Norro Wilson and Grand
Ole Opry stars George Jones
and Tammy Wynette.
He informed this column that
if the weather doesn't clear and
the lake go down, "I'm going to
float it in my backyard." That
might not be as difficult as it
might seem. His home is

when he returned to Nashville to
find the Spring rains that have
plagued much of the nation had
not subsided. Bill has just
43-foot
new
a
purchased
houseboat that he has sitting on

everyone recognized her and
wanted to talk with her or get
her autograph. Ever though she
was very tired, she was nice to
everyone who came to her," he
said.
Anderson was disarxxiinted

take a short vacation. She had
taped four or five shows that day
and was exhausted. Naturally,

John Hoskins' heroic fight to
retain active-duty status

,

By DAftRELL ROWLETT
Country music recording star
Bill
an
made
Anderson
appearance on the Dinah Shore
Television Show on Tuesday,
May 8th, over NBC. It was the
first time Bill and Miss Shore
had met.
"I though she was tremendous. She was
very easy to
talk to," Bill
told this writer
after taping the
show. According to Anderson, Dinah is
very much the
same off camera as she is
Rowlett

FRIDAY —SEPT1EMB.R 7, is;

IN WEDNESDAY LINEUP—James McEachin (left) plays a typical guy nest door who happens to
be a private detective in "Tenafly" and George Peppard stars and a modern-day bounty hunter hi
"Banacek," both of which will be included In the rotating segments of "NBC Wednesday *stery
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Bill Anderson On Dinah
Shore Show Plans StarStudded Houseboat Caravan
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Alan Ladd, Phyllis Calvert.
Mail's ace fighting
agent smashes biggest mail
U. S.

10:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Appointment with Danger"

to set up their own shah.

"Omar Khayyam" Cornel
Wilde, Debra Paget. Band of
fanatics, the assassins, plot

8:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29

their stolen loot.

from his former partner who,
seven years earlier, shot him
in the back and escaped with

Gregory Peck and James
Gregory. A rehabilitated
exguhman seeks revenge

8:00 p.m.—Movie: channels 4,6
"Shootout," starring

Miami. Also starring Raquel
Welch and Dan Blocker.

Frank Sinatra as
private eye Tony Rome on
the seamy underside of

starring

premiere for

"Lady in Cement" Television

(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)

WH IL E-YOUIAIT

with

8:00 p.m.—Movie: channels 3,8

over persons
type "0" blood.

control

order to break up an International Syndicate which
apparently has a robot-like

Brion. Former Interpol agent
is induced to go to Spain in

Constantine,

4:00 p.m. —Movie: channel 5
"Attack of the Robots" Eddie

3:30 p.m.--Movie:

channel 3
"East Side West Side" Ava
Gardner, James Mason.
Love and murder in high
society when a wealthy
married socialite meets a
beautiful, designing woman.

guilty lovers run down an
innocent cyclist.

1:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
"Death of a Cyclist" Lucia
Rose, Alberta Closas. Pair of

Monday September 10

Highlights

Monday

FRIDAY—SEPTEMBER 7, 1973

Fast Print Copy Center

FRIDAY,SEPTEMBER 14
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
BLUEGRASS
6:30
SPORTSMAN
700 COLLEGE IN
STRUCTION: TBA

THURSDAY,SEPT. 13
400 SESAME STREET
5'00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL

7,:00 COLLEGE INSTRUC
TIQN
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 NARUKAMI, THE
THUNDER GOD
9:30 MAN BUILDS,MAN
DESTROYS
10 00 HOMEWOOD Pro
files in Cool Jazz

NtIGHBORHOOD
6:30 NEW SHAPES. EDUCATION

WEDNESDAY, SEPT. 12
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30
ELECTRIC COM
PANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS

6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III . On this new dav,
Thalassa shows often over
looked substitutes for the
old standby houseplants
7.30 WKU PRESENTS
8.00 PLAYHOUSE, N.Y
The 40's; Great Radio Comedians
9.30 JAZZ SET
Keno
Duke Quartet
10:00 THE OUTSIDER

TUESDAY,SEPTEMBER 11
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COM
PANY

WEEK Cry Sorrow, Cry
Hope
9-00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK Skating Spectacular
10.00 WASHINGTON WEEK
IN REVIEW
10 30 BLACK PERSPECTIVE ON THE NEWS

ROCHA Ck
2ARO
PEKE( Ck
L XING TON RICHMOND
WIEMICh
L UWVILlE
Ch
OITVENSBORO TRANS(•1011
Ch
BREIT E SITURG 1 RAPIST •T CHI
Ch
ON/VILLE TRANSLATOR
IMIIIICTURViL LE TRANSLATOR
Ch
pwAr. CREEK I OL IA TRANS/ A TOR Ch
Ck
ISA TRANSLATOR

i

MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 10
4 00 SESAME STREET
5.00 MISTER ,ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5_30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
600 MEDIA LIBRARIAN:
A view of the duties of the
modern librarian
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

Monday—September 10

COE rt.,.
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T. Lisa
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1000

11.-•

i
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m
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Th.

Ralph
Emery
Show

Ch. 5
Noshaille

Ch. 4
No•hville

Ch. 3
Her•.•kurg

NoWlystried
Oew.
•• Girl In
.."
.
/
NV LAD
c
'
•

•

t

_

WLAC

WSM

WSIL

•
Zoe
R•vtrit
)0 Jack

' 30

, I 10030
•

av

21
52
17
19
25
53
54
23

Daytime Schedule for Monday-Frida

CBS Television Network.

terrifying when a band of young thugs senselessly harasses them,
in "Terror on the Beach," to be seen on "The New CBS Tuesday
Night Movies," Tuesday, Sept. 18 18:30-10:00 p.m., CDT) on the

IN
-8.
9
i0o• ";,. ,F. ,. Only Woil°011d,

.a

4

-I

4

WILM• Ch
*AMR Ch
*KIM)Ch
PEKOES CI.
WKP1Ch
PIKS° Ch
MEAL Ch
*KGB Ch
WCVN Ch
Mkt! Ch

SUNDAY,SEPTEMBER 9
7:00 ZOOM
731:1 F.RENCH CHEF
8:00 EVENING AT POPS
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: The Golden Bowl
10:00 FIRING LINE

(MENTON
PIKE VIL LE
SOME RSE T
*5541 AND
BOWLING GREEN
COVINGTON
(LIZABETHTOWN

MURRAY MAYFIELD

MAOISOWVIIL I
MORIN'AD

KeINILIJCKU 1

THE LEDGER & TIMES •- MUR

NIGHTMARE—Dennis Weaver and Estelle Parsons portray
parents who head out on a family camping trip that turns

PAGE
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Lesson
By Dr. H. C. Chiles
(Based on copyrighted outlines produced
Committee on the Uniform Series and used
mission 1
God's Wisdom For Man's Folly was the only message that
In the church at Corinth there would bring pardon and peace
were divisions over preachers. to troubled souls, transform
The Paulites constituted one human lives, and produce the
group. Another group went into desired results. The "word of
ecstasies over Apollos. Another the cross" is God's way of
faction rallied around Peter. salvation, whereas the wisdom
Still another party refused to of man is man's way of
follow either of these men and salvation. The agency of the
professed attachment to Christ former is preaching and of the
as their exclusive right. The latter is philosophy. The only
members were exalting the place in which they ever unite is
messengers above the message. at the cross, and there human
They were dividing over men wisdom must capitulate to God.
instead of uniting around a The gospel of Christ is a
message. The messengers were revelation and philosophy is an
human, but the message was invention. Human wisdom
divine.
cannot meet the needs of the
I Corinthians 1:18-25
souls of men.
Paul knew that the best anIt pleased God by the
tidote to these divisions in the
church was the glorious gospel foolishness of preaching to save
of Christ. He recognized that them that believe.'.: Notice that
there is a perpetual difference this verse does not say the
between the message of Christ's preaching of foolishness: To be
gospel and the wisdom of the sure, much foolishness is
world. The source of the gospel passed out under the label of
is the wisdom of God. Unwilling preaching, but what is meant
that beautiful words! Or human here is that the message of the
eloquence should obscure the cross is an absurdity to those
gospel of Christ, Paul was who are worldly-wise. They do
always very careful to preach not object strenuously to
the "word of the cross" instead preaching Christ as the world's
of words of wisdom from men. greatest man and a wonderful
Paul preached the death, example. They respect His life
burial, and resurrection of and admire His example, but
Christ in obedience to the Great they reject His crucifixion as an
Commission, as an expression atonement for the sins of men.
of his personal appreciation, The reason is that the cross
and as man's only hope of precludes any possibility of
regeneration. He knew that it salvation through self-effort.

by the
by per
In this passage we are
brought face to face with three
great types of religious life.
The Jews require a sign," that
is, an outward display of the
spectacular and miraculous. To
the Jews, who believed in a
conquering Messiah, dying on a
cross was unbelievable,so they
tried to kill Paul. "The Greeks
seek after wisdom," that is,
considering themselves the
embodiment of culture in art,
literature,
science,
and
philosophy, they unhesitatingly
claimed intellectual
supremacy, and laughed at
Paul for preaching about Christ
dying on the cross for the sins of
men. Paul spoke for the
Christians saying in substance,
as for us, we will stand by the
Christ of the cross, Who may
indeed be a stumbling block to
the Jews and foolishness to the
Greeks, but to those who are
called, whether Jews or Greeks,
He is the power and wisdom of
God. Man's wisdom of God.
Man's wisdom alone cannot
lead to a personal knowledge of
God.
I Corinthians 2:8-13
The Bible is a revelation of
God and from Him. This
revelation came through divine
inspiration. Inspiration is the
inflow of cause, the revelation is
the outflow or effect. The word
"revealed"
marks
the
definiteness of the operation of

IR'
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)
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END PROJECT
COlINTY LINE
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OH.

the Holy Spirit in making known
to believers the truths of God's
wisdom. This revelation is the
work of the Holy Spirit, Who
alone has the power of
enlighenment.
The Holy Spirit knows the
thoughts, purposes, and plans of
God. His illumination is
unour
necessary
for
derstanding of the teachings of
the Bible and for living in accordance therewith. The Holy
Spirit makes known to us the
thoughts of God as we study and
meditate on His Word. It is the
height of folly for us to expect to
understand the Holy Scriptures
if we approach them for an
intellectual standpoint only.
The secret of getting the mind of
God is in being absolutely
dependent on the Holy Spirit as
we persue the Scriptures. A rich
and rewarding experience is
available to every Christian
who will study carefully the
Word of God and listen to the
Holy Spirit. What a joy it is to
comprehend the wonderful
truths which God wants to
convey to all of those who are
linked with Him through the
Lord Jesus Christ! The Holy
Spirit makes known to us what
we could not know otherwise.
Paul made it clear to the
Corinthians that the wisdom of
God and the wisdom of man are
not identical. Regardless of how
much of this world's wisdom
man may possess, he will never
understand and appreciate the
great truths of God until the
Holy Spirit makes them known
to him. Man's discoveries
through research are not of
value
equal
to
God's
revelations. The wisdom which
is so desirable, and yet so many
do not possess, is bestowed by
the Holy Spirit to those
believers who are willing and
ready to receive it. Upon the
commitment of our wills to
Christ, the wisdom of God is
received, understood, and
appreciated.

•.
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Let's Support the New Era in
Murray Football

A Good Luck Thorobreds & Tigers

Murray State Thorobreds
Reading from Left to Right
ROW ONE •

Thomas A. Johnson, Rodney R. Pickering, James E. Engel, James A.
Surrency, John M. Norrid, Dale H
Willis, Bruce E.Farris,Charles D.Oupenter. Billy W. Young, William D.
Farrell, Raymond S.Crump, James
A. McPeake.

ROW TWO:

Russell F. Carlisle, Steven W. Martin, James W. Duncan, Don A. Hettich, 0.
Jay Waddle, Donald A. Wright,
David R. Mains, Paul G. Coltharp, Mark L. Hickman, Donald L. Deicken,
Joseph A. Caldwell, David ('
Wright,

ROW THREE: Kent Ward, Douglas E. Sanders, Martin P. Strome, Reed T. Miller, Ronald E. Kane, David H. McDonald,
Matthew M.Schappert, Lawrence S.Sramowicz,Timothy G. Kemple, Bernard F. Behrednt, Adrian E. Wolfe,
Kelly C. Farmer.

C.JCt

NC

FRIDAY—SF.PT1E341Ekit "6, III%

-3AJLLER
N,
• •

ROW FOUR:

Bill S. Pallobagis, Charles J. Ecbert, William D. Clayton. Mark A Lacy,
Daniel P. Helfrich. Thomas S. A imy.
Harry L. Fritz, Jackie H.Dupin, Billy Mark Brashear, Timothy J. /lenient',

ROW FIVE:

Richard Stabingas (Grad. Assistant), Samuel Tandy Asitan),(
Alive M. Hobble, Thomas A. Pendell',
Douglas C. Baker, Ralph E. Engel, William A. Lee, Lester R. Stinnett, Charles
A. Martin, Charles A. Wempe,
Larry White (Grad. Assistant)

ROW SIX:

Coaches: Jere C. Stripling, Gary L.Crum, W.W. Furgerson (Head Coach), Bill Hine, Carl Oakley.

• •

Sept. 15- WESTERN CAROLINA
Sept. 22- TENN.TECH.
Sept 29-'MOREHEAD
Oct.1- UT Martin
Oct. U - Middle Tenn
Oct 20- East Tenn.

F 193 (17)
SP 18-3-4L
MURRAY - BENTON ROAD
(US 641)
MILEY/

MURRAY 7:30 p.m
MURRAY 7:30 p.m.
MURRAY 7:30 p.m.
Martin 7:30 p.m.
Murfreesboro 2:00 p.m.
Johnson City 2:110 p.m.

Nov.3- AUSTIN PEAY
Nov. 10- Youngstown
Nov. 17 - Western Ky.
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Murray High Tigers
Reading from Left to Right

TRAILER
PAR

AMOS
POP i3,5•7

•"
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Doug Shelton, Dean Limning, Terry Melton. Ricky Garland, Alan Jones, Alan Lemons, Tony Thompson
Lair) Lovett. Jody McCoart, Chris Miller, Randy Chapman, Wes Furgerson.

Row Two:

Coach Jimmy Harrell, Scott Marvin, John McCage, Ell Alexander, Jay Kennedy, Cliff Dibble, Brad Barnett.
Gary Buchanan, Bobby Knight. David Gore,Steve Porter,Craig Sulter, Ken Grogan,Coach Jerry Morris.

S.

Mickey PfIrCuiston, Steve Winchester, Bryan Terhune, Dale McCuiston, Kenny Adams,Tony-Boone.
Hibbard, Kevin Skinner. Lindy Suiter, Pat McMillen.

\

a
,
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Row One:

4
0

c.)
0

•
NOTICE OF OPPORTUNITY TO REQUEST A DESIGN
PUBLIC HEARING ON PROPOSED HIGHWAY PROJECTS
This notice provides the public an opportunity to request a Design Public Hearing on the following proposed project:
Calloway County, F 193 117), SP 18-3-11L, Murray-Benton Road (US 641), from approximately 0.15 mile south of the
Carlton Road (said beginning also being approximately 1.5 miles south of the US 641-KY 484 junction at Almo
Heights) and extends northerly to the Marshall County Line. The project length is approximately 5.4 miles.
The proposed plans are available for public inspection at the Department of Highways, District Office, in Reidland and will
be on display at the City Hall in Murray,from 9:00 A.M. to 4:00 P.M. local time, on Tuesday September M, 1973. Departmental personnel are available at the District Office and will be available in Murray on the designated date to discuss the
proposed project, reply to questions and to provide information to all interested person.
The Draft Environmental Impact Statement will be available for reviewing and copying at the showing of the plans on the
above date. The Draft Environmental Impact Statement also covers Highway Project, F 193 (171: SP 79-153-4I„ the
Murray-Benton Road (US 641) In Marshall County.

Row Four:

Coach Bob Toon, Coach Mark Brady, Roger McCuistion, Billy McDougal, Randy Thompson, Greg Grogan,
Tony Thurmond, Stan Henley, Dewey Seigler, Todd Harrison, Paul Robertson, David Parks, David Noffsinger, Philly Adams. Coach Clayton Hargrove, Coach John Hina.

Sept. 7 - HEATH
Sept. - Mayfield
Sept. 21- FULTON
Sept. 2$- Bowling Green
Oct.5- TRIGG CO.
HOMECOMING

HOME
Away
HOME
Away
HOME

Oct. 12- Tilghman
Oct. 19- HOPINSVILLE
Oct. 26- RUSSELLVILLE
Nov.3- Ft. Campbell

Away
HOME
HOME
Away

Federal Savings & Loan

A Design Public Hearing will not be scheduled by the Department of Highways unless a written request for hearing is
received on or before Friday,September 28, 1973, by the undersigned.
^

"

Jack Gray
-District Engineer
Department of Transportation
Bureau of Highways
P.O. Box 3010
Paducah, Kentucky 42001

7th & Main Streets
1

Phone 753-7921

-

no

I
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Baptist
SCetts Greve
Service
II 00•in
Evening worship
7 )Op.m.
Emmanuel missionary
Morning worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
6.30p.m

s erc E
•
111

Worship

400

West Fork
Morning Worship
11 a.m
E amino Worship
6.30p ni

Lane Ook Primitive
Surwlay
tie PIA.
3rd Sunday
10:30 &M.
Pettit Baptist
Opening Worship
11 A.M.
EvenIno Worship
e:30 PM

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10 - 45e m
Evening Worship
I 30 pm
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening worsnip
Nortlisnle
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p m

Mu

Peeler Satings
Morning Worship
11$.M.
Evening Worship
6 30 p.rn.

THE LEDGER & T

K Messy Baptist •
Morning Worship
t1..m.
Evening Worship
7,30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morn.ng Worship
10 • SO a.m
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
New MI. Carmel Missionery
Morning Worship-11-4/70erns.
Evening Worship
7:00 p.m
Flint Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a in
E s natg Worship
7.30p rit
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tit

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning worship

LI

Salem Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a en
Evening Worship
7 1Sp rn
Super Creek
Morning worship
II a.m.
E yen iro worship
7:15 p.m.
Owens Choral
Morning Worship
11:00AM
Evening ~snip
5:30 PM
Mount Horeb Freewill
Baptist
Sunday School
9 30• m
Worship
11 00 ern -

'

First Christian
Worship Services
10 30. m 7
m
Murray Christian
Worship Servicin 10 45• en 7p m

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

low Open In Our New Location
On Arcadia, Across from
he Central Shopping Center. 753-967IS
Boots and Shoes For Any
Activity Under The Sun

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS
606 5 4th

Boone's Incorporated

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs
Have
Their Way".
100 So. 13th St
753.3914

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

Corvette Lanes, Inc.
"BOWLING AT ITS BEST'
'

Ptione 753-22112

1415 Main Street

753-6025

/ Kenlake Marina

.HOUSE

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

2095 7th

Ph. 474-2211 Ext. 171

-Com mercial-ResidentialOriginal Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd

American
Motors

753-7117

1413 Olive Blvd

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires. BatterieS-ACCesSOr les .._._. .,__.
South 2nd St.._
_
NitiMay.ity.

--,'-',--- '- •I'Op Qualify Used -Cars
Fite Pointe - •
Phone 7534444

Ph 753-3571, Murray

bie e
„
eist4,4 Restaurant
7-

Ph. 642-4624, Paris

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERINGA
,

-- 4t:
../ •

oore

1210 Main

paints

A Cho.ce Selection of Relishes- Salads Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service - Open Sundays
Hwy. 441 North
Phone 753-27041

ph 753,3000

Mobile Homes Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
.
"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
SALES
SERVICE

Grecian Steak House
Wee.,

s
-

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

F TD

MEMBER F.T.D.
502 N 4th St

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

753-3251

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates.
Hwy 641 S (Hazel Hwy./
Ph. 753-7150

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTIL
IZER NEEDSMurray, Ky.
•

Wells Electric

Shirley Fi rilf

IL

chicken .

4111!

st.
-

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST
Steaks - Chops - Seafood Plates . Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye
Steak
Ground Sirloin- Thurs..
Fri., Fish
No. 12th Ext. 441 • Call In Orders 10 753 4419

Phone 753-1933

ool Office Equipment &
-,

Supplies

SALES . SERVICE & RENTALS
Typewriters Adding Machines and
Calculators
So 4111
753 1763

,,,
0
.

LUBIE & REBA'S
SUPER BURGER

- - 1 obie A Ida _Pauish, owners_
.
1100 Chestnut Street- Phone 753-8488

501 N. 4th

Ward-Elkins

'_f'IMINIII

c*

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvani
a
Complete Repair Service On All Mak

cieater

Ph 753 9636

Guy Spann

Real Estate Agency

Residential . Commerciat Farm - Building Lots and
Lake Property --Buying - Selling- Leasing
518 W. Main
Ptione 753-7724

Phone .753 1/13
•

.--

153 8944

Mrs. Mona Purdom.RN-Admin
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR
THE
SENIOR CITIZENPhysician On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
y4
753-7109

Trenholm's Drive-In

Bel
Phone 753 71797

1.2 -

18 A
(abb
mon
r tti
l (abt

Murray Livestock Co.
SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M
- PH 753-5334
Hogs bought daily

261221
24
25
2e

East

Main Street

accomperir

3;281 "1:°Ro
:
orl.:3
7:
:
:an
o
riz
n:
idatal
ior
i
32 Harbinger
3
34
5 13
G::sLak
prod
e

Phone 753-3540
36 Fuc
erni ale ruts
etees
4
397 C
M
A01s
artc
saae
slt.4fha(
iissi

Roberts Realty
g. motets;
\,'3.9
i•
r 1.

42 Hypothetical

REALTORS
HOTY ROBERTS-RAY
ROBERTS
Corner 12th & Sycamore
Phone 753 1651
Nite 753 3914

46
3 LTo
hsosroughfar
45 Greek letter
48 Showered
50 Chemical
compound
51 Salt solution
DOWN

Seals and Service

1 Potatoes(co
log 1
2 Cylindrical
3 Coniunction
4 Spanish for
-river
6 Vast ages

Air Shopping Center
Phone 75341102

-t:4

-''''")

705 No. 4th Street

udIndion's Service Station

p Pagliai's
PIIIIIIPS

111131E7A11
510 W

FAST-FREE-HOT DELIVERY
main

66

753 2975

"'"
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Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

'

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS
PHILLIPS 46 PRODUCTS

No 4th Street

West Kentucky

Phone 7

7 164
7 aur
Tr?Il
ad
de
enec'nxi'Uni
dllr'
t on

.._..

God Still Speaks To
Those Who Take Time
To Listen

r."'""".".

753 1717

Sam Calhoun Plumbing -Electric

Storey's Food Giant

KENNY PENNY CHICKEN
SPAGHETTI
PIZZA
25 Cent Delivery on All Orders

,,,
.
- -- - -

Murray. Ky.

Fern Terrace Lodge

,

161 Pubkt
unc suation
h
13 Great outcn

BUILDING BLOCKS& READY MIX
CONCRETE
..-

• -,
,
,*

,

ACROSS
1 Retail estab
lishment

WM E DODSON, OWNER

500 N. 4th

12th & Chestnut

Rt 4

Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
AU...Types of airca Houses

Murray's Most Complete Department
StOrtiL
Central Shopping Center
753-7175

Crossc

Paschall Truck Lines

..:'4,..,..
.• Shirley Garden
-e, 'V.' 50 Varieties of Center

ROSES )

753-2315

Murray Warehouse Corp., inc.

•

Joe Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes
Murray. Ky

:"•;/

7033144

Sales and Se

Benton. Ky

------„,

..
AK2
;„t
nbnk•

-

MY ADVICE
cORGET IT

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires

Phone 753-6148

:411.41!!!

AT -PleSQE

COMPLIMENTS

Carroll Tire Service
Rural Electric
RCA VICTOR FRIGiD
AIRE-MAYTA
.....Co-Operative Corp.,Cor• GOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
....

403 Mao
.
,

Ewing _ Tire Service
,

COMPLIMENTS

Member FDIC
7-7-7"fil -12th & Story
chestswi
753-6655
-- 753-'1215

Phone 75341111

Phone 7S3.8220

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
_ .-........-Repeirs 4. in,stallation-Gas JI, SVNOF
-

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service-Parts
Complete Boating Supplies
94 E At Murray Bai
t753-3734

John D. Grogan

.
PARK RENTAL
---- ---- . - -- --.7-7.-7- .300 Main
Merv. 94. ?MI E. Murray . Ph 753-6485
- 753-3231

Claude Vaughn

•

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybean
s
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
E.
Outland, Supt.

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th Call in Orders 753-7101

753-7334

STEAUNG A
\ RUING - - WE
BEFCRE

orit.n

Kentilekvirriet.ekieku

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Benjamin

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 66 at Aurora
Phone 474 1102

i

"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
4th at Poplar
753-1372

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Co., Inc.--

Ambossador-Hornist-Matedor-Grentfin-jeep

802 Cheetah*

Taylor Motors, Inc.

Serving Murray State University

THE PHA
21""
WE KNOW

Ph. 753-52e0

PM Coldwater Rd.

Wallace's
Book Store

"BIBLES &
RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

Rudy Lovett Distributing

Cain & Tre9s- Motor Sales

Morning

Randy Thointon Service Co.

HEATING . SHEET METAL - AIR CONDITIONING

Phone 753-1319

•

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
Services 10.45 A.M

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial
Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

DIV

753-1751

Industrial Road

IT DOE
MAK
VENS,

Mt. Hebron
Worship Service 10:00 a.m 1st
Sunday-11 -00a m. 3rcf Sunday
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. lit
Sunday-10:00 a.m. 2nd..
etth Sundae'
Mt. Carmel
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 4th Sunday
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st, 3rd
& 4th Sunday: 11:00 •.m. 2nd
Sunday

2 Mi. From 5 Points on N. 16th Ext.

Glass Company

Ph. 753.3037

Lirowtar•v•
Worship Service at 9:4.5 a en lit
lird Sundays. II • m. 2nd I. 4th
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
Worship Service
10 00a en
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10.00 a.m.
lit I hid Sundays, 11:00 a.m.
3rd & 4th Sunday, 430 p.m.
lit IS Ird & 4th Sunday

Mayfield Hwy. 121

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES MIMES SERVICE

BOAT.GENTALS4t

753-2900

JAS. D. CLOPTON

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

Lassiter a Frankhouser
____,

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral IL Whirlpool

V

Mayfield Hwy

J.W. WI LHAM-MGR .

Ky Lake State Park

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T.V,

753 7991

_Complete

Highway 661 North

C A ppla ,„ii-,,,

N
Tucker TV Sales & Sryic.
Your ..,Z,C2....lqiii Deshie, -

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
Automatic Transmission ServiceFront End Alignment-Complete Tune-up & Repair Service-

URGER
QUEEN

**sew Methodist
Worship Services al 115 m lit
ha Sundays, 7 p en 2nd & IttI
Sunda vs

Shady Oaks
Mobilo Home Courts

753-2411

Five Points

NANCY

Russells Chapel United
Sunday School
10 a.m
Morning Worship
11 a.m

&event., Gay Adventist
Sabbath School
10:03• m.
Worship Service
9.30 a rri

Sholar's Auto Repair

d

10 00. m
11 COO m

Insmaistrin Luther/he
Sunday School
9 15a mi
listornrag Worship
10 30. en

.
Palace Cafe

11 a.m

First Methodist
Worship
445 & 10- S0a.m.

SI. John's Episcopal,
Sunday School
10 - 304.m
Morning Worship
:30•.m

Not God

10 a.m.

Mornino Worship
Sunday School

11a m
3 P.m

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Ccic

Temple Hill United

Waymen Chapin A.M.I.
Worship Services lla rn, 7pm

Ph . 753-74tI4

4 KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Sunday

3.

Prayer Changes Us,

YOU DiDN
A FIRE

m.

KIrlisey United
Morning Worship
11:008m
Evening Worship
7:00 P-m Coldwater United
Worship Service 11:00 am. 1St &
ind Sunday. 10•00•M. 3rd lath
Sunday School 10:00 a.m 1St &
2nd Sunday • 11:00 a.m. 10 & efh

Lee Consent ahrldi
Sunday Mass la tn.. 114 m . 4
m
Sehorday Mass
6:30 p.m.
Christmas Science
Worship Service
II•m
Jithevan's Witnestes
Watchtower
10 308.m
Bible Lecture
30a.m

,
Vernon's Boot & Shoe and Western Store
and Shoe Repair

.,(

Independence United
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
71 a.m.

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Dar Saints
114111Bily School
104.M.

To

United
7 00p m.
9 30e tel.
11 00a m.

/ Bethel United
11 00a
IS
Y
7 00p
& Ith Sundays
3rd Sunday
9 30.

Other
Denominations

ave you tsar Lona Mown? Court is where lies ny
Anil the guilty niust pay. Often court is where brilliant
attornms attempt to. and sometimes do. hang juries and sway
lionise judges. "Your Honor" has an awesome requinsibility In
die accused, to society, and to GOA- Even II eh his
serilict may be filled with reserence. nevertheless, it is frightening.
Too often transgressors hi,* eunenniberl
to the temptation to ealn personal fame sok •
fortune At the elpense of their prey. All of our country
bleed, in humiliation and the price we have to pay is
..... Anil endlens. Such monstrous art- committed by
thioe in high places are die most damaging ones. They
will have
had effect on •Il of our society for all time to come.
In such rases the judge's responsibility is 1111 very.'
poienant.
moral the innocent would be terrible, tot to
pardon the guilty would be unthinkable.
Since life is inside lip of days, week". months, and years
it would hr well for HS tii write our own yard* day
by day.
Let us keep our records clean.,hr,"we shall reap
what irse
". Galatians 6:7.

Christian

.

Ete
Lts
MUM
ii

Liberty Cumberland
Sunday SCIsegol
106 m
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Morels Peesanl Greve
Sunday SiO6001
10
Worship Service
11•.m.
Oat Greve
Sunday School
Worship Services Its en 7 p.m
Ilitemet Phrasal
Morning Worship
114.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Presbyt
First
eries
Church School
9 Scam.
Worship Service
10:45 41.m

ai

Brooks
1st Sunday
2nd Sunday
3rd &Mb Ssfñdays

Coldwater
Morning Worship
10 50a m
Evening Worship
6p m

1111111.011.
,

II.00

Sunday

University
Morning Worship
•0 30•.m
Evening Worship
600p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:43•.m.
Evening Worship
70.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10 Sa•.m.
Evening Worship
SP
Union Grave
Morning worship
10 504.m
Evening Worship
•30p m.
Seventh& Papaw
Worship Service
.
Ma m
Evening ServiCe
60 m
NeviConcerd
Morning ,,,,t
10 50•
Sei
rttice
Eveningship
7p m
-*lesson Valley
Morning Worship
11 a im
Evening Worship
trt
Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Presbyterian

Cherry Corner
11• m
7p m

-

06:%*

I

service

New Providence
Morning Worship
118.m.
Evening worship
I 30p.m.

Church

Alma Heights
Morning worship
11 a m
Evening worship
7 30 p m
United. 31$'pram Ave
Sunday School
IV• rm
Evening Worship
7p m
United. New Coninard
Sunday Sthoo4
0. rm
Worship Services ii. in , p rn
Calvary TitinMe
Sunday School
10 rn
Worship Services
11• en .7 30
m
First Assembly 04 God
Church School
10 00
Shorshio Service

Blood River
Morning Worship
II a.m.
Evening Worship
630p.m.

Ent anew
Morning Worship
Evening niacin ip

111.LI

r

Pentecostal

Grace Baptist
Morning Worsts p
10 45 a m.
Evening Worsnip
7p.m.

11 a m
7p m

L

.,Li.

„_1111L41_11, 1'1

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m
1st
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
Sunday Scheel
10 00
Worship
,
South Pitesant Grove
Morning Worship
10:45 li,n(
Evening Worship
7:00,.Ø.m.
Good Shepherd Uni
School
.30a.m.
Worship Service
9:30 ern.

Church Of Christ

417

Sunday SZn00#
10 a m
Worship Service
lie In
Locust Grove Church
Morning Worship
11• rm
Evening Worship
7p m

Haan Baptist
Alorning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7.30p.m.

Storming Worship
Evening Worship

RR

IL 1t.

Nazarene

Sinking Serums
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
EVIM.ng Worship
710 p Fri.

•

IL

/
1
4.

BLOND

Methodist

owe,

Locust Grove
Morning Worship
11:00e.m.
Evening Worship
7:00p.M.
Chestnut Street General
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
Morning Worship
WOO arm

11 a
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NANCY
I JUST SAW A SIGN
THAT PUZZLES ME -1
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Tappan Sells
Factory And
Equipment
Company,
The Tappan
Mansfield, Ohio, has confirmed
an announcement made by the
Jim Walter Corporation, that
they had purchased from
Tappan, a 150,000 square foot
factory and some manufacturing equipment in WilliamPennsylvania
for
sport,
$1,800,000.
W.R. Tappan, President of
Tappan,stated that a reserve of
$200,000 net of tax had been
established during the second
quarter of
1973, to cover
shutdown and moving costs. He
said that the movement of inventory and equipment to the
Company's Richmond, Indiana
location had been virtually
completed, and that the cost
had been less than anticipated.
As a result of this, Mr. Tappan said third quarter earnings
are expected to reflect $350,000
after tax gain from disposition
of the Williamsport property,
including a reversal of a portion
of the 9200,000 reserve
previnusly established. The
overall after tax effect on 1973
earnings is expected to be a
gain of $150,000, or 5 cents per
share.
Mr. Tappan indicated the
Company expects continued
cabinet
improvement
in
operating profits as a result of
consolidating its Williamsport
Richmond cabinet
and
operations.

SAVINGS

ixeso's

Hospital Report
September 5, 1973
ADULTS. . 194
NURSERY ..4
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Pyong Hwa Hendrickson
and Baby Girl, Route 3, Benton,
Baby Boy Beth (Brenda Sue,
Mother ), Route 1, GilbertsvWe.
DISMISSALS
William Ernest Green, 906
Vine St., Murray, Larry Nix
Ahart, Route I, Alrno, Mrs.
Elizabeth Dowdy, Route 3, Box
34, Murray, William Robert
McCuiston, New Concord, Mrs.
Linda Lou
Hester & Baby
Boy, Box 36, Kirksey, Herman
Michael, Route 1, New Concord,
Mrs. Carol Sue Albright, 209
Maple, Murray, Master Larry
William Sanders, Route 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Leo Gentry
McKinney, Route 5, Box 106,
Murray, Mrs. Trena Diane
Parker, Route 1, Benton,
Foreman Hilton Graham, 1017
Sharp, Murray, Mrs. Jewell
Crouch, Route 7, Murray,
Augustus Enloe Gamlin,
Puryear, Term., Mrs. Mary Ann
Lamb, 418 South 9th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Dolly McWaters
Jones, 305 N. 5th St., Murray,
Mrs. Vida Grace Smith, 711
Payne, Murray, Mrs. Ella
Murray Kee, 304 South 13th
Murray.

eAD NEWS,

Crossword Puzzle
6 Arithmetic
Sign
1 Retail estab7 Ethiopian title
lishment
8 Negative
prefix
6 Publish
11 Punctuation
9 Warning
10 Elephants
mark
13 Great outcry
proboscis
14 qroldoen city 12 Minoritem
15 Burdensome
13 Native E9Y-P' 17 Trade Union
lion
16 Bakers prodIabbr
18 A month (abbr.)
uct
19 Hold
201Halts
21 Period of tints 21 Patterned
23 Make amepcb
(abbr./
22 Portico
25 Warning
24 In music, high
dey.e
27 &ëcor
25 stone
26 Impose as a
28 Evergreen
necessary
tree
accompapt, 33 Seesaw
31 Newly married
merit
28 Diminish
women
;9
0).41bor
32 Lease
Rise and fall of
ocean
I
2 3 4 5
31 Musical
organization 11
. 32 Harbinger
34 Great Lake
35 Baker s prodMetal fastener
Classifies
A state (ebb()
NYPOthetical
force
43 Thoroughfares
45 Greek letter
48 Loss
48 Showered
60 Chemical
compound
51 Salt solution
38
39
41
42

19??
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33 Make deeper
34 Species of
lyric poem
35 Harbor
37 Skid
39 Heavenly
body

40 Pi44c•

..KA:4512 6

A
•sAriPeLyet
7
43 Bishopric
44 Till* of
respect
47 Ostanc..
IneaSINO
(soot)
49 Symbol for
nickel
7

6

9

10
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WHERE CAN YOU BUY a 3 bedroom brick house with full dry basement, living
room with freplace, carpet and on large corner lot with shade trees for less than
i20,000.00? We have it. Give us a call
THE HEFtSCHEL CORN HOME on Lynn Grove Road in the best location in the
county On over one acre lot with beautiful large trees, shrubbery and a parklike setting. This is an extra large remodeled home. The size of the rooms will
astound you. Modern kitchen with all buit-ins, paneled den, large formal dining
room,extra large living room with fireplace and adjoining sun parlor and patio.
Designed for gracious livInifentertainitig. Has 2 baths, 5 bedrooms. Has central
heat and air and on city water. You must see to realize the potential Call for
appoiotment to see. Possession with deed.
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BEAUTTF'Ul.LAKE LOTS at Sugar Creek Subdivision. About 12 wooded, water
front lots. Other fine wooded lots near the water and Irving Cobb Fishing Lodge.
These are fine lots - not the run of the mill. Call us for details.

ONE OF THE BE-rreat BRICK HOMES IN MURRAY at 809 Qlive Street. Has 6
bedrooms, 3 baths and an 90' x 240' lot. Has 3 fireplaces, 10 closets, steel beam
construction, basement. All built-ins in kitchen. Large family room, fenced
yard. Must see to appreciate.

EXTRA NICE FUNLSHED HOME at Lakeway Shores on water view lot 117' by
121'. Aluminum siding, basement, electric heat, air conditioner, built-in range
and oven, 2 bedrooms, formal dining room, large family room with fireplace,
patio, garage. On paved street and community water. Everything for teisurly
year around living and a really good price.

MODERATELY PRICED BRICK HOME with central head and air. Three
bedrooms, 2 baths, kitchen-family room, utility, carport and large lot. Located
on Catalina near KeenLand Drive.

20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S. 16th St. The best piece
of land left in the city. Call for details.

.AT 903 DORAN ROAD IS A MODERN 3 BEDROOM BRICK near the new high
school. Has Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet, draperies, all built-ins. Really
nice.

ON 17 ACRES OELAND.New split level btidr
home 1% miles southeast
of Almo. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and air, carpets, Anderson
windows, built-in range. House still under constructinn

1209 DORAN ROAD—BEAUTIFUL three bedroom brick veneer house on large
corner lot with 3 baths, fully carpeted, double carport, central heat and air and
plenty of built-ins. Yard is professionally landscaped. Must see. Call for an
appointment.

BEAUTIFUL BRICK HOME an Keenland Drive. So unique is this
lawn and
rock garden that you must we it to believe. Has large swimming
pool, enclosed
back yard with beautiful exotic plantings. House has all built-ins,
central heat
and air, three bedrooms, two baths, draperies, carpet, fireplace
and on large
lot. Call for appointment.

ON THE BEST WATER-VIEW LOT at Panorama Shores. Lovely rustic type
home. Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms, electric heat, 3 air-conditioners, all built-ins,
washer-dryer hook-up, family room, 2 fireplaces. Large double garage. On
community water and on paved street with paved drive. Must see to appreciate.

COTTAQE NEAR LAKE—TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly furnished,
four-t‘nths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock,$7,250.00.

503 S. 16TH A NEWLY REMODELED and completely redecorated home.'''CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN
Street—New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and
White painted brick. Has 2 baths, full basement, 3 bedrooms, centrici
air, two baths, two car
air, 2 car garage, new carpet Really nice and on 90' X 360' lots.
garage, fully carpeted, and ready for possession.
apMust look at this price
$34,500.00.
pointment to see.
AN OLDER FRAME HOME at 501 Vine in good condition has 11'4 acre lot with
orchard in back, 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, gas furnace, fireplace, basement
$21,500.00.

FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK-HOME in new conditioy-iln large corner lot,
11th and Poplar. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central hest and air, 3 fireplaces, 3
car carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement,,latge patio, all modern conveniences and extremely well built. Located near schools and downtown. Shown
by appointment only.

ON BAGWELL BOULEVARD is a nearly new 3 bedroom brick home with all
draperies, built-ins, 2 baths, central heat and air, double garage, paved drive.
Extra nice and owner occupied.

LYNN GROVE--BEAUTIFU
REE BEDROOM brick veneer house on
approximately one acre,
central heat and air, two baths, fireplace and
large family room. 22'
workshop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.

ABOUT 2 MILES SOUTH on 641 and on over an acre lot is a nice 3 bedroom
brick home with large recreation room, central heat and air, carpet, 2 baths,
good well and a good price. Call for details

HOUSE AND WI'IN ALMO Lot 50' X 210. Has new paneling, new electric wall
heaters, 2,bedrooms apd bath, kitchen and dining room. Large living room.
Garage and workshop downstairs. Only $7,000.00.

WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City and County lots. Some small,
some large. All different price ranges. Check with us for residential or commercial lots.

AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick veneer. Large living room,
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths, central heat and air,
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio. On nice corner lot.

NICE COMMERCIAL LOT on corner of 14th and Main St. Large old home in
need of repair. Call us for details.
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
garage with apartment. Good income Also one car brick garage behind house Priced to sell, $37,500.00.
ME MAX OLIVER FARM,1% miles southwest of Itirksey. 117 acres of fine
land and three bedroom brick horne. This is a fine dairy farm with silo, 4
tractors, milk barn,63 milk cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment. Also
tobacco barn. Call for other details.

BEAUTIFUL NEW HOME in Bagwell Manor is brick with 3 bedrooms, central
heat and air, carpet, 3 baths, all built-ins, family room. Z.car garage and
storage galore. On lot 150' x 180' and immediate possession. Call to see this one.

NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5 acres of good land. Lots of blacktop
frontage, about 1L2 miles north of Kirksey. Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet
and good well. Large trartsferebie-VA -Loan. -

ON OLD 641 NORTH IS A NICE OLDER FRAME HOME redecorated and
remodeled Has 2 baths, 4 bedrooms and on large lot. Has built-in range and
oven and on city water. Priced to aell,$14,500.00.

1211 MELROSE IS A really nice moderately priced 3 bedroom brick home. Has
electric baseboard heat, tile bath with shower, carpet, utility, pantry and
outside storage. $19,000.00.

"ONE HOUR MARTINIZING" BUSINESS for sale. Good for a man and wife
operation. All equipment is in good condition and building is in good state of
repair and leased at reasonable rent. Profitable business Details to interested
parties. Shown by appointment.

FOUR ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
prime location and priced right.

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER. Has two-car
garage,fireplace, and a new well. House built in 1969 Priced at $17,000.00.

Our Sales Staff...
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

40 Z.;41

•

FRAME HOUSE ON 3 ACRES just East of Dexter on Brooks Chapel Road. Has
3 bedrooms & bath, good well, new roof. $8,800.00.
LOVELY FRAME ,HOME at 111 N. 7th Street. Has extra nice carpet, 3
bedrooms. 14,r baths. basement with garage, central heat. Has fireplace and
formal dining room. Priced to sell.
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Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422
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ON COMMERICIAL LOT-104 S. 12th St. Exceptionally nice frame
house with
basement. 4 bedrooms, family room. Pt baths. Nice patio, built-ins,
carpet.
Real nice home and investment.

Multiple Listings

•
4, oc..
7

• .41:

CORNER OF 6th and Sycamore is a good piece for future profit. Frafie
condition Has 3 bedrooms, gas floor furnace.

Guy Spann Realty
...ber.
Nu sycamore Sir.
,

.mow.....4• 41111144116.4.
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ON 94 WEST just 21,,2 miles East of Ph-City is a9 room frame house on about 24
acres of land. Has hardwood floors, 4 bedrooms, huge family room, well. Priced
to sell at $15,000.00.

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn. ,
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses. Call for details.
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Call Today To See This One ...
Phone 753-4342

IN WHITNELL ESTATES, this 3 bedroom brick has huge rustic den with
beamed Cathedral Ceiling, large kitchen, dining room,2 baths, central heat and
air, large walled in patio for privacy. On wooded lot in one of Murray's best
locations. A real good price.

•19

22

SEVENTY ACRES for only $21,000. This farm has 25 acres
tillable ground, 30 acres of pasture and the rest in Umber.
Call for an appointment. This could be just the farm you ve
been looking for.

DO YOU LIKE A SPLIT-LEVEL home on lot with nice trees'
9 We have it at 1207
Doran Road. Has 4 bedrooms,formal dining room, family room, 2 car garage,
central heat and air, all carpet and tile. All built-ins. The kichen is a beauty.

LAKE COTTAGE ON KIRBY JENNINGS TRIAL. Newly remodled and
painted. 3 room cottage and bath. On large wooded lot. Budget priced. $8,900.

Ii

on

WANT A FORMAL DINING ROOM,large living room and den with fireplace?
Then you must see this 4 bedroom brick veneer home. Has 3 baths, large
playroom, worlds of shelves and closets. This house is only 5 years old and
priced far below replacement cost.

REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad St 3 bedrooms, central
gas heat. % basement, 2 air conditioners, draperies, some carpet. Priced right
at $17,500.00.

,-5IACVE-

Has Listed ...

LARGE LOVELY OAK in this front yard on Glendale Road. Nice brick home
with kitchen-family room, central air conditioning and electric heat. Can be
used as 2 or 3 bedroom home. Has built-in range, utility room, outside storage
and small office or hobby room behind carport. Nice hardwood floors. Built by
an architect for his home. Priced right.

AT 307 N. 7th STREET is a large 5 bedroom home with aluminum siding on
large lot 80' X 450'. Has fireplace, 2 baths, washer-dryer hook-up. Bargain at
$12,800.00.
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IN EAST Y MANOR,really nice 3 bedroom brick veneer, like new. On large,
well landscaped lot, 1% baths, utility, built-ins lots of cabinets in kitchen. This
well kept and just like living in town except no city taxes to pay. Must see to
appreciate.

REAL NICE WATERFRONT LOT in Green Valley Estates. Priced to sell.

••••••

TUCKER REALTORS

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann Realty. We
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to*serve you.
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THREE BEDROOM brick with IN STELLA, three bedroom
kitchen-den combination, two trick, large family room with
baths, carpet throughout, central fireplace, game room, formal
heat and air, attached carport dining room and formal living.
and concrete double drive, patio, room. All carpeted. Radiant
shade trees, close to high school ceiling heat, Double car garage
and university. Immediate large lot. Immediate possession.
possession. If interested phone Phone 753-2469 after 5:00 p.m. for
753-9357.
S7C appointment. T. G. Curd, Jr. S1OC

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

NICE LARGE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME at 806 N. 19th. Has 2 baths, large
family room and over 1,800 feet of living space. On nice large lot. Has built-ins
in kitchen. Priced right at $25,500.00.

Pt Asia

C.

elitifinFIED]

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

FRIDAY—SEPTE1VIBF-ft L 073

41rall

....41•44014'.
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AUCTION SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

LEDGER &

THREE BEDROOM brick, two
baths, central heat and air,
range, dishwasher, disposal.
Landscaped, trees, fenced yard.
Phone 753-8416.
SIX

IN srEuA 8.7 acres of land on /THREE BEDROOM brick house, FOUR BEDROOM, 2/
1
2 baths, proxunately 50 hours, acetelyne
good -blacktop road Perfect carpet throughout, central heat, new house. This house has all the welding and cutting set, lots of
building site. Phone 753-2469 after and air, garage. Five miles north extras and must bee seen to ap- gab boxes.
5:00p.m. T. G. Curd, Jr.
S1OC of Murray. Phone 753-6639. 59C preciate. Phone 753-3903.
S11C For information phone Chester
& Miller Auction Service, Lynn
ELEVEN ACRES of land on Grove, Kentucky, 435-4042. "It
THREE BEDROOM brick, BY OWNER; two wooded lots, 42 ACRES, large colonial brick Coles Camp Ground Road, near Pays To Sell The Chester-Miller
Way."
carpet, dishwasher, patio, large Sharpe Street, beside park, near home,
$27,000.00.
Phone watershed lake. Beautiful P. S. Watch next week's paper
center, Dukedoni
buildi
ng
site.
corner lot. In city limits. Phone schools, shopping
Phone
753-12
days
77
eveni
ngs 247-1245. sac
for large estate auction, loaded
university. Phone 606)549or 753-5175 nights.
753-9717.
57C
SVC with good
glass, china and anOctober8C
2494.
tiques, north of Lynn Grove. S7P
AUCTION SALE
BY OWNER-two story brick
KENIANA SHORES-100' x 200'
AUCTION SALE, Friday night,
house with full size basement, BY OWNER split level three or restricted lake view. Lots for
three large bedrooms, two baths, four bedroom house, situated on $25.00 down and $25.00 per month. AUCTION SALE, Saturday, Septernber 7, 7:00 p.m. at the late
living room, dining room and nearly la acre lot with shade Also 80' x 200' mobile borne lots September 8, 10:00 a.m. at the Dale Rose's filling station,
trees. Built-in kitchen, large bath
Vivian Baldwin home in Gob, Coldwater, Kentucky.
kitchen. Has garage apartment
separate shower, lots of for $10.00 down and 10.00 per
Will sell odds and ends of
with two bedrooms, kitchen with
Kentu
cky.
closet over 1600 square feet of month. Central water-lake
automotive supplies, most of
living room, bath and utility living s,
space. Large out building access, all weather streets. Drive Will sell lots of nice usable them new, one lot
of used and
room. Phone 753-2205 after 4:30 with carport, good well. Come Northeast on 444 from New forniture, appliances, large lot of
p.m.for appointment. September take look. Main Street Hardi Concord and follow Keniana glass and china, also some shop recapped tires, new oil, 1958 Chea
n,
26C
and hand tools, including 225 vrolet pickup, 1964 Ford Galaxie,
$24,500.00. Phone 437-4472.
S8P signs to office. Phone 436-5320 or
H-Farmall tractor, for parts.
436-2473.
welder,
September 12C amp.
used
ap- Lots of scrap iron
and other
items.
•. •Atte•
•
••
For information phone Chester
ntion Homeow
ners Who• Wish To Sell: We need your listings, and you need our
& Miller Auction Service, Lynn
19
years.experience. August has been the best month in the 19 year
Grove, Kentucky, 345-4042. "It
history of Roberts Realty. Roberts
Pays to Sell The Chester-Miller
Realty has buyers for some homes we do not have listed, yours
Way."
Si?
might fill the need. Call

753-1651,
we will be glad to come out and look your home over and give you
the benefit of our long
experience in the business.
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RUMMAGISeptember t
Hall, 7:00
party. If you
Reasonable
antiques.

A simple combination of a clear contai
ner,
soil, rocks, charcoal, air, water and plants
.

Pick your own shape and color, then pick the plant
that you want, we have a large selection of both.
Also ask about our imported BONSIA

PUBLIC AUCTION, Monday, MOBILE
HOME, 10'x56', two
YARD SALE, Friday and
September 10, 7:00 p.m., 1020 bedrooms.
DOUBLE BED with foam
$1800.
Broadway, Paducah, t Pedro's Phone 753-9912 000r highest bid. Saturday, 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., mattr
ess, $25.00. Phone 489SIC
September 7 and 8 at 1107 South 2689.
Little Hacienda). The secured
SIC
16th Street. Clothes of all sizes,
party after default gives notice TRAVEL
FOLLOWING ARE A FEW OF OUR LISTINGS WHICH WE
TRAILER-1968
adult
that
-infa
it
will
nts.
condu
Want a large 3 bedroom brick with
Small appliances TRAIL BIKE, 1972 model
ct an absolute Concord, two bedrooms, 8'x35'.
WILL BE GLAD TO SHOW YOU.
some very good income,
175 SL
and baby equipment.
auction on the date, time, place, Perfect for lake lot
say $250 per month' Then you might
S7C Honda. Trail accessories inor
studen
ts.
be
intere
sted
in
this
menti
oned
NEW 3 bedroom brick near Doran Rd.
above
house
See
locate
of
at Riviera Lot number 187 J.
the
d on Hamilton, it has central heat
cluded. $350.00. Phone 753Nice entrance hall,
and air conMAGNAVOX
TELEVISION 5436.
Large den with Fireplace. Dining room,
following described property. P. Russell, Murray, Kentu
dihaning, Carpet, Range, Entrance
cky console, AM-F
2 full baths, Central
Sip
hall, Family room,
M radio and record
Pursuant to the provisions of until Saturday, September
heat and air. Carpeted throughout,
Fleeted is completely private.
8. Air player.
2 car garage, Paved
Good condition. Phone MUST SELL
Kentucky revised statute number conditioned.
drive, Dishwasher, Range, Dispos
repossessed items
Si? 7534.3
al, Intercom. It is a
02.
355.9-501 through 355.9-507
WE RAVE a large Frame house locate
beauty!
S7C for balance due: one console
d at 1101 Main Street
Property to be sold will include- CHES
that has 6 rooms and lit baths,
color T. V.; one console AM-FM
T AND bed, table and six
ON MULBERR
plus a 4 room upataris
nice
stainless steel Aerohot waterless chairs
apartment, plus a3 room garage apart
frame
stereo: one portable black and
.
Phone
753-27
house with aludThn
26
ment,
or
see at FORD TRACTOR and
plus a shady lot
heat, ca4, possession
food warmer, stainless steel 1711 Farme
over 300 feet deep. The main floor of
gas white T. V. J& B Music,753r.
with deed $40,750?-house is now vacant can
SIC welder. Phone 753-2521.
three compartment sink with 5'
have immediate possession. You could
S7C 7575.
Sl2C
own this home and let
galvanized drain board, Castle 6
the rent make your payments.
ON A 1 acre lot on 94 Highway east we
have the nicest 3
REFR
IGER
ATOR
-Fri
eye
gida
gas
ire, CRASS FURNITUR
range with oven com- BASS BOAT, 15' Fabuglass Pro
bedroom brick you have seen lately
E have
for $20,000. Has large
16'. In good condition. Priced
pletely across, 2 door Frigidaire Model-1972, 65 H.P.
garden and plenty of shade
Mohawk carpet remnants
Jun LISTED TODAY an apartment house with
Mercury reasonable. For
5
infor
refrig
apart
matio
erator
n
,
single
door Crosely trolling motor. Phone 753Values to $13.95 Square Yard
ments located only 2 blocks from the court
phone 435-5855
square This place
refrigerator, LaCrosse two door 9487,
S7C Your choice $2.00 Square Yard.
ALSO ON 1 acre lot on 641 South, we have
is now renting for S137 per month, has
Sl2C
a very nice frame
furna
ce,
hot water heat
stainless steel refrigerator,
house with 3 bedrooms, Den, Breezway
SIC
and listed at $19,500 for a quick sale.
and garage in very
DESK AND chair, $35,00;
LaCrosse four door slide top CAMPERS!
good condition priced at $21,500.
CAMPERS! A lot typewriter, $40.00
; World Book,
drink box with water fountain full of them
WANT A BUSINESS HOUSE ON THE
at prices you couldn't $35.00; Early
SQUARE? We have
Ameri
can couch, COMPLETE SET of numbered
SOMETHING MUCH LARGER AND NICER
attac
hment
,
2
comp
the
artm
Belk
ent
and the Kuhn Buildings and both are
believe, starting at $450.00. Full $60,00
is the tri-level
priced FAR U.freezer, stainless steel
. Phone 753-2698 after 3:00 prints by Ken Holla
on Poi acre lot, located Pt miles east of Murra
less than you would think. These two
nd. "Cider
type,
fold
Thurdown
and
motor
y. It has
homes
.
buildings are the best rfrnaduke steam
everything and is priced at $52,500.
S7C Apples," Style Of Own,"
table,9 place with New and used. At Bill's Camper p.m.
location in the down town :bopping
area. One building has
maple work board,stainless steel Corner, located at Bill's
"Precious Memories,"
been reduced in price $16,000, the
e REGISTERED
Other $5,000.
house of Bond gill, stafnles$ Homes, 3900 Clarks River Mobil
HAMPSHIFtE "Angels." *350.00.7534341.
IN LYNWOOD ESTATES we have
SSP
Road,
a very nice 3 bedroom
gilts, also full stock gilts.
steel Starrnaster number 101 Paducah, Ky. Phone collec
WE HAVE LOTS OF LOTS for
trick with family room,large ceram
t for Breedable age. Nice.
sale, Beautiful lot corner
ic tile bath and beautiful
Phone 753- PORTABLE DISHWASHER,
deep fat fryer, stainless steel information 443-6150.
Henry and Shady lane,(** lot left
hardwood floors only 2 years old
SIC 9390 or 753-1348.
on Dudley Drive, Lots in
$25,000.
Lectner exhaust and grill housing
S7C stove and desk. Phone 753the Broach Addition, one extra large lot
in Sherwood Forrest
with maple work board, Norris CREOSOTE POLES,
5591.
for $2,500. Commercial Lots in the
AT HAZEL we have an extra nice 2
SIC
I.
I.
8'
25'
to
and
Roberts Business and
bedroom brickrett House
stainless steel two place milk treated fence posts. Murray SUPER stuff, sure nut' That's
Industrial Subdivision located on S.
priced to sell. This house in Murray
4th at Sycamore
would bring $16,000 to
dispenser,
18,000, but is priced at only $14,000
Victor
adding Lumber Company, 104 Maple Blue Lustre for cleaning carpets.
1969 SEA Ray, 17' boat, inboard.machine-cash register with Street
LAKE PROPERTY
SIC Rent electric shampooer $1 Kwikoutboard 120 H.P. Black with red
tape. 6' maple top kitchen work
ON NORTH 18th Street we have a 3
Pik
Marke
t,
Five
Points
.
SIC
bedroom Brick withalinterior. All accessories. Phone
table, 6 square pedestal type
A BEAUTIFUL 3 bedroom trick
car garage, Air conditione
d, Dishwasher, Range,
in Panorama Shores
ARRO
tables
WHEA
, 16 restaurant chairs,
SIC
D CAMPER Sales, 30 GALLON fish aquarium, all 753-8455.
Subdivision, has Central Heat and Air,
Refrigerator and Clothes dryer. Posse
Carpet, Large Family
ssion with deed.
approximately 33' counter, Mayfield, Kentucky on the accessories, everything, you
room with fireplace. A beautiful
view at $341,000.
$65.00
.. ONE SET of Ludwig Tymbali.
formica top with foot rests, 14 Benton Highway. Travel trailers, need, including fish.
At 423 S. 9th Street we have a 3
bedroom house with glassed
saNc For information, phone 4891
ii
pedestal upholstered chairs, pickup camper, toppers. We also Phone 753-0771.
A NICE 2 bedroom cottage on a large
front and back porches on lot 75
by 175' this house is vacant
wooded lot with 245 ft.
2690.
metal hat rack, 4 place pop up rent campers by the week or
and is priced at $9,500.
of extra good water front. The cottag
S8NC
e is furnished and the i:
toaster, 5 ton York air con- weekend. Call 247-8187 or 489- 250 MX Yamaha and factory built
price has been reduced.
ditioner, stainless steel serving 2303.
ON NORTH 5th Street near Olive
SIC trailer, $500.00. Number 97, NORGE REFRIGERATOR, 14
we have a 6 room house
• table, Duro-chrome restaurant
Riviera Courts, phone 753-0263 cubic feet, 105 pound freezer
WE HAVE A double wide mobile home
with garage. This house needs
some decorating and can be
with 3 bedrooms, 1 2/2
booths with 5 double upholstered KENTUCKY'S LARGES 8:00 a.m -3:00p.m.
bought cheap enough for you to do
baths, central heat and air, carpet, on
sig_ Good condition. Phone 753this work.
T
large corner lot in
Int 2- single upholstered seats variety of pistols. Buy now while
Panorama Shores Subdivision, has 1200
2876.
SlOC
Sq. Ft. living space
WE HAVE A Little Doll house on
for $15,000.
and 11 tables, maple cutting you can still get them
at COMBINE, INTERNATIONA
Woodlawn, has 2 bedrooms,
L 841 PET stiop, north. Chihu
large Livingroom with carpet
board, miscellaneous kitchen reasonable prices. Country boy
ahua
and fireplace, extra large
Utility room, A nice office or den
We have a15
uter0s, miscellaneous pots and Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles; sarviwier, good condition- Also puppies, cocker, spitz, tiny
%
on a beautiful lot with large
toy
in
Creek
truck,
garden space. Immediate Posses
Bottom. Has two d
pans, some stainless steel, from Hopkinsville, Junction 117 one tun CkevT°Iet
1959 peddles, parakeets, fish and
sion.
model
.
d
Phone
water
753-08
65.
S7C supplies. Phone 753$25,0013.
typewriter, paper supplies, and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
WE HAVE JUST Ust r...1) an
miscellaneous can goods, dishes,
Octoberl1C
extra good 5 room frame house
SIC AKC REGISTERED German 1862.
in Dexter. This house is in extra
.141 ACRES WITH TOBACCO BARN
glasses, fire extinguisher,
,stock barn, some good
good condition, has small
sheph
erd
puppi
es,
month
2
s old.
stock barn and lot, Garage,Smok
timber, extra good stock water this would
Mexican decor and other items CASE
e house, Good garden and
make a fine stock
WAGON for tractor. Phone Make good watch dogs. Reduced
-priced.at-ft.:300.
faim priced at $28,500.
too numerous to mention.
USED BICYCLE, boy's, 20",
753.2987.
SIC price. Phone 4364624.
S7C Schiiinn Jr.
_Thia merchandise sold to the
Sting Ray. Phone
IN OLD ALMO is this 6 room
31 ACRES ON PAVED ROAD very
highest bidder for cash or cer753-4670v.house on approximately 1 acre
near lake has land on both
-410C
BUTT
ER
BEAN
S
(wiiite)
lot all fenced has stock barn,
sides of road $30C per acre.
tified check and must be removed
Immediate possession priced at
freezing and ,canning. Ready
69,750.
from premises by Wednesday,
now. .30 pound. Phone
47 ACRES ON GOOD GRAVEL ROAD
September 12, 5:00 p.m. Phyllis
some
The
good
489-2520.
'Tunber,
S7C
nice building place $10,500.
ALSO IN OLD ALMO is this 2 bedro
Ham Auctioneer, 500 North 12th
om brick on extra large
lot priced at $10,73.
Street, Paducah,442-7189.
S7C
FOR THE collector of early
*2 acres on paved road. 2 miles from
Murray $2,500.
Americana old wall telephones,
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
hand crank type in brass and oak.
602 S. 12th
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
"Eure
ka
model
"
For all your Real Estate needs chec
mint
condit
ion,
•alesi•asisissea was•000000000000000meseessassesim
is having a sale on
k with Hut people at Roberts Realty at
$80.00. Phone 753-1652.
S7C
12th
•
and Sycamore. We have plenty of Free
•
•
every
thing in the house
Parking. Or call 753-1651 and
•
BABY BED, 34 size, with sheets;
ask
for
play
pen;
two high chairs; one
Hoyt Roberts, Ray Roberts, T. C. Collie
oriel° Reed Parker. We are
car seat; some items almost
alwa
ys
new. Phone 753-1407.
glad to talk Real Estate!
SIC

vtl

'4if
411

•

Happy Ad

V
V

CRAFT.HOUSE

40% Off

* Member of Multiple Listing
*
Buying - Sel

RUNABOUT, 18' inboardGARAGE SALE! Back to school
outboard Oceanic V. 350 H.P.
goodies! Aquarium, vacuum
Chevr
olet engine, convertible
cleaner, furniture, curtains,
top, FM Marine radio and tanbooks, this-n-that. 1516 Oxford
dem trailer. Phone Bob Forsee 1Drive, 12:00 noon to 6:00 p.m.,
898-7983 after 5:30 p.m. or 489September 7 and 8.
S7C 2436.
SIIC
BATHROOM FIXTURES. Tub, -NEVER USED anything
like
lavatory and commode All in it," say users of Blue
Lustre
good condition. See at 313 South carpet cleaner Rent
electric
s7p shampooer fl 00 Big K,
10th Street.
Belaire
Shopping ('enter.
S8t'

ling - Appraising Managing

WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE
SEE

•

"CONGRATULATIONS"
Congratulations are in store for "MA" and "PA",
"MOM" and "DAD", "SIS" or "BROTHER" when they
buy this nice, neat, brick home. The house has 3 bedrooms
and 1 tile bath with a shower. It is carpeted and featur
es
electric heat. You drive in on a paved driveway and enter
a kitchen equipped with a garbage disposal .and also
a
washer and dryer hook-up. Buy this home for 818,600
and
let your other relatives help you move!

12th & Sycamore
Office Phone 753-1651

BROKERS HOME PHONE
Ray Roberts.:,.,,.........763-55113 -- -- -.-.
140-asionts----153-3924
Lela Reed-Parker
753-6086T. t Collie
731-5122

John Randolph Realty
and Auction Company
Auctioneer - John Randolph - Realtor
laSysamore 75343112

4
14€4

YARD SALE, Friday and Saturday,
September 7 and 8, COLOR T.V.-19", $269.88. Roby
• 10:00 a.m.-7:30 p.m. Clothe Sales, Highway
68, Benton.
s,
toys, furniture and other items. Kentu
OctoberIC
cky.
Highway 94 east, 2/
1
2 miles from
MOWER 5 HIP. rider. Briggs &
Murray. Watch for signs Phone 4782,
•
753-6379.
t S7C Stratton enge, forward and
reverse. New. $195.00. Phone 753SeptemberlOC
SEAMLESS GUTTERS. Baked
•dfl twassiti finish, guaranteed
30 SPELIA PRE-Season prices
•
For free detailed estimatai. on
Remington- chain stets: See
•
phone
Atkins Gutter Service, then
ALIOP•
now at Murray Supply
8992
Murray,7534407 or 7537
Special
OctoberlOC'
cash discomtSeptember t3C

1

FOR

FOR SALE

ATTENTI(
Rhodes Fet:
Mather tr..
16f:
420.40, 141t
$19.40,6 ft c'
eft. chain li
chain link g
link gate I,
gate $16.50,
$17.50. Also
percent ho.
.,or meal) $I
_bog suppler:
413.00 cwt. I
'41 per cell
,...$11.25 cwt.
!wormer ix.
Thiben.zole •
65 cent eat
Cuba,Kentit
2593.
GIRL'S
12. Misses
size 12.
1203.

16 &fie

A
VINYL
In 9'

MOBILE H
Wall to
conditioner
ance, a
t cost.
wn aga
house, sh
washer.
Meadows
AVOCA
recliner
3574.
GOLD SO
Priced to
dition. 99
753-8133.
SEWING
model wi
tortholer a
4743 after 5

Pentax
F 1.4 S
7534112S,

" BA
$5.25 each
$4.75 ea
selections
up. Plesi
and windo
and up.
colors, fr
and up.
Martin,
week. Pho
2420.

SERV
WILLIE'
tenor Pa
from 8:00
753-7484 a
estimates

B&C C
Complet
retainin
sidewa
perience.
437-47340
4765.
WILL
hauling.
753-6130.
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•1410k.e.--•
Call
753-1916

Sell

It

With A Classified Ad

Call
753-1916

•••-•••

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
RUMMAGE SALE, Saturday, SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING & TIMBER-LODGE on TennSeptember 8, American Legion Electric Complete pump repair nicky Lake,Route 1, Springville,
Hall, 7:00 a.m.3:00 p.m. ten service. Let us check your old Tennessee. will build complete
party. If you want it, we have it !! pump for you before you buy a fireplaces, starting at only
Reasonable prices, and even new one. 24 hour emergency $695.00. Selection of stones
antiques.
available. Satisfaction
S7C service. Phone 7535543.
September MC guaranteed. Phone 901-5933534.
TFC
ATTENTION FARMERS!!
Leave your heavy cleaning
Rhodes Feed Mill has received
GIJTITRING BY Sears. Sears
another truck load of gates. up to the experts at
seamless gutters, installed per
Special 18ft., 5-slat panel gate
your specifications. Call Larry
$20.40, 14ft., 5-slat panel gate
Lyles at 753-2310 for free
$19.40,6 ft chain link gate, $12.75,
PROFESSIONAL
estimate.
TFc
Rt. chain link gate $13.50, 10 ft.
CLEANING
chain link gate $14.60, 12P chain
ADVERTISE!! HANNA Sign
link gate $15.40, 14ft chain link
Company, 607 South 4th Street.
gate $18.50, 16ft. chain link gate
Phone 753-8346.
Octoberl7C
$17.50. Also 6ft. steel post $1.30. 35
percent hog supplement (pellet
EXPERIENCED ROOFER will
or meal) $12.00 cwt. 40 percent
roof house and furnish shingles
hog supplement (pellet or meal)
for $19.00 a square. Also will do
$13.00 cwt. Fly blocks $2.20 each.
Call Collect tor Free
patch jobs. Phone 753-6569. S7P
41 per cent dairy concentrate
Estimates
$8.25 cwt. Tramisol cattle
JERRY'S REFINISHING &
wormer boluses 65 cents each.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
Thibenzole cattle wormer boluses
South of Murray on Hwy. 641.
65 cent each. Rhodes Feed Mill
Jerry McCoy, owner. (502) 492247 7333
Cuba,Kentucky. 3826637.
TFC
2593.
October 9c BURNETT'S MOBILE Home
Service, 1105 Lackey Street, R & R ASPHALT Paving. Quality
GIRL'S CLOTHES, sizes 10 and Paducah, Ky. Patio covers, 14 work guaranteed. Business and
12. Misses dresses and pant suits, different colors to choose from. residential. Free estimates.
size 12. Phone 753-3387 or 7531.1nderpenning and anchors. Phone day or night Mayfield 247-'
1203.
S8NC Central air conditioning. 24 hour 7201.
TFC
service. Phone 502-442September 7C
3115.
HELP WANTED
NEW CHiLD'S PLATE ON

Another View

FOR RENT

er
53-8944
with foam
ne 489S8C
model 175 SL
esaories ine 753SSP
items
one console
le AM-FM
e black and
c,753S12C
URE have
remnants
•
Yard.
e Yard.

of numbered
Iland. "Cider
Of Own,"
emories,"
1 S8P
HWASHER,
753S8C
t, inboardlack with red
ries. Phone
S8C
g Tyrnbali
e 489S8NC
ERATOR, 14
• d freezer
e753SIOC
. Chihuahua
'tz, tiny toy
ts, fish and
Octoberl1C

bore, V',
Ray. -Phone

OUR NEW VENU Choice of
Hamburq,r hot doq chicken
Peq or crab cake with bench
fries and a hot vegetable AR
ge t. nts

LEARN
TO EARN

FIVE ROOM house in Murray.
No students. Phone 753-9395. S8C
SLEEPING ROOMS for men,
furnished, private entrance, air
conditioned, refrigerator.
Zimmerman Apartments, South
16th. Phone 75.3-6609.
S1OC

NOTICE

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY

TRAILER SPACE. Opening new
trailer court 2kes,j3lilet1 east of
Murray on Highway 94. Phone
753-2377.

SERVICE MASTER

SERVICE MASTER

NOTICE

.417,t /VC., A Lilgt•
7 rt Scri,Ct.

13LOCIK
1011Ittliglof NS AVAILARit
foll DIST SIUOINT.,

INCOME TAX
COURSE
•1•••••• 0•••••t ••• s. Mary

and
spoillaillon
peackeed he Reda allege hymn anal Is cengt.
• Chang et dare owl °We alma
• Caellicale noaribiel upon gradualion
• Choice of basic or oe•anced course

ENROLL NOVV!
Classes Start
SCIACII/t/Cr

3

Contact the 001031111LOCK
National Hotel Building
COACH ESTATES and Fox
Meadows Mobile Home Parks,
small parks, superior accommodations,
exclusive
residential area. Phone 7533855.
October8C

a NEVER REALIZED WE HAP So MAW
EXECUTIVE PRIVILEGE'
MUSIC

MUSIC -

Back to School Specials ....

MUSIC LESSONS
-Drams

-Voice
-Plano
-Organ

-Accordion
-Guitar
-Trumpet

UNFURNISHED FIVE room
house, 310 North 5th Street
Unfurnished three room apartment, 206 Poplar Street. Phone
753-1767.
S7P
FURNISHED OR unfurnished
two bedroom apartment, central
heat and air, wall to wall carpet.
Available now. Phone 7534331.
October9C
BUILDING ON Maple Street with
a 3 ton overhead crane and
electric hoist. Phone 753-2512 or
753-4434.
S7C

ADORES.
CITY

PHONE

vAl

7IP COOE..

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY

anything like
Blue Lustre
ent electric
g K, Belaire
S8C

ider, Briggs &
forward and
.00. Phone 753Septem ber 10('
ason prices
saws: See
rray Supply.
tSeptember 8C

sic

For the convenience of the Citizens of
Murray and Calloway County..

The Land Fill Hours

Will Be From:

7-4 Monday thru Friday
7-12 Noon Saturday
CLOSED SUNDAY & HOLIDAYS
Starting September 1, 1973

-Banjo
EARN $1,000 to $1,500. Work now
-Bead
to December 1st. Weekly
Bring this ad and receive 1 free lesson during the
paycheck, no collecting, no
CUIANGt
.
172 ACRE lot, located in Aurora,
month of September.
delivery, no cash investment.
GARAGE SALE, SAT.,
Now on Friday evenings:
for mobile home. Phone 354-8161
Playhouse Toy Company, Nancy
SEPT. 8
HARMON
ROY
after
Frick,
7:00
carpeter.
finish
different
527-7133.
p.m.
16
patterns of....
September 28C
OctoberIC
9-4
Custom
building
and
ARMS1RONG
Dixieland•753-7575- Murray
remodeling. Houses trimmed- comEGE STUDENTS, we are
TWO BEDROOM mobile home on Women's clothing, size 74:
VINYL CUSHION FLOR formica
/
2-61
/
2; matern4
tops and doors-Quality looking for students who wish to
Kirksey-Stella Highway, air shoes, 51
In 9' and 12' widths
workmanship. Phone 753earn extra money on a part time BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. PIANO
TUNING-repair- conditioned. Phone 753-6636. S7C clothes, size 8-10; some men's
clothing. Also records, books,
0790.
S17NC basis. Set your own hours and Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo rebuilding. Prompt expert serWIGGINS
work when you want to. 753Plano Company, across from vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben ONE BEDROOM furnished toys, puzzles, dishes, folding
FURNITURE
PAINTING-INTERIOR, ex- 2278.
Post Office, Paris, Tenn.
S7C W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky. apartment, couples only. Phone door, rugs FM antenna, T.V.
21
/
2 miles North 641
rotors, car record player and
terior, city or farm. Quality.
Phone 753-8911.
Phone 753-4566
TFC 753-7861.
S13C many other
items.
Open 8:96-5:36 Moe. thru Sat. Reasonably priced. For free ONE OF the nation's finest
1610 Keenthad
Watch this award-winning
estimate phone 437-4790 or 437- retailers is looking for a sharp PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. PIANO, BAND Instrument, SIX ROOM house,
bath, nice
program at 7:00 p,m.; Channel
October11C aggressive person. Must be Lonardo Piano Company, across violin, guitar and jazz lessons. patio, conveniently
MOBILE HOME 12'x55', Skyline. 4712.
near downwilling to relocate with nation's from Post Office, Paris, Ten- Phone-- Erwin or Pat Chandler
12
Wall to wall carpet, two air
town. Will be at the house on
company.
largest
shoe
be
Must
Don't read this unless you're Brought to you by
753-1470.
CONTRACTOR.
Lee
September 29C Monday, September 10
conditioners. Miller gun type oil CEMENT
nessee.
S7C
to show. looking for a mobile nome with PICNINALD W. WISHEAM,Special Agent
ance, about $10.00 per month Childress & Son, 753-6170. Patio, neat and willing to work. Rapid
igh Quality and low cost it you 711 Main SE
Require deposit and lease. Prefer
advancement, good pay, comare, Men start looking at
t cost. Underpenned. Tied' garages,walks,etc.
NORTHWESTERN
settled
couple
or
adults.
Location
Bell's Mobile Homes
pany benefits. Apply in person to
wn against storm. Utility Septtonlaw2IP
MUTUAL Lift •
Highway
South
MI
208
East
Poplar Street.
SIP
Mr. Hartell, Big K Shoe
ouse, shrubbery, duo-rnatic
MILWAUKEE
in
Murray,
S13C
washer. Phone 753-7489. Fox FOR ALL your additions- Department.
SMALL THREE bedroom house,
and
Meadows Trailer Court.
S1OC remodeling, residential or
3900 Clarks Riyer Road
furnished. All electric and air
Sale
Regular
in Paducah
WESTERN AUTO maid like
commercial. New or old. Free WANTED EXPERIENCED
conditioneAt Panorama Shores.
VA and bank financing
AVOCADO COLORED vinyl estimates. Call 7534123.
asnewace we are sow the
bookkeeper-s
ecretary
for
1-Spinet Piano
TFC
available
$459.00
$100.00 per month. Deposit
$695.00
recliner chair, $25.00. Phone 753Cell collect for information
sialbsrlsed dealer for camper,
general office work. Phone 753required. Phone 435-5285 after
753-7303 Murray
$849.00
3574.
1-Spinet Piano
tralleri and motor home parts
$699.00
S7C
S1OC ROY'S LOCKSMITH Service. 6102.
or
6:00p.m.
SI3C
alinieetowertes with one day
44.6150
Paducah
Phone Paris,642-6551.
TFC
$1320.00
$1149.00
1-Console
Piano
GOLD SOFA, early American.
Service.
PLUMBERS HELPER wanted,
ONE OR two bedroom duplex,
Priced to sell. Very good con1-Organ
$799.00
age
25
to
45. Experience
carpeted, central air and heat,
$599.00
As of this date, September 5,
dition. 99 Riviera Courts or phone PROFESSIONAL POODLE and preferred, but not necessary.
Legal Notice
dishwasher, stove, refrigerator,
Schnauzer clipping and grooming
1-Organ
1973, I Jerry Balentine, Route 3,
$1995.00
753-8133.
$1695.00
SIOC
Good
working
conditions.
washer
Send
and
dryer
hook
up.
with a personal touch. By apMurray, Ky., will not be
COMMISSIONER'S SALE
resume to P.O. Box 32-G,
Large Savings on Other Electric Upright, Grand
Private patio. Couples or girls.
COMMONWEALTH OF responsible for any debts other
THE
SEWING MACHINE-Sears 1972 pointment, Lyn Dunn, phone 753- Murray,Kentucky. September 8C
Phone 753-9574.
SIOC
Pianos and Organs.
October2NC
S7P
KENTUCKY, CALLOWAY than my own.
model with rig zag and a but- 4881.
MURRAYCircuit
Court,
tonholer attachment. Phone 435WAREHOUSE
HELPER
,LARGE MOBILE home on
wanted
WILL BABY-SIT for children, 3
CALLOWAY
COUNTY 444 414414*
4743after 5:00p.m.
B
S1OP and
Kentucky lake, 10 miles from
under, $15 a week per child, Someone with knowledge of
HOSPITAL PLAINTIFF,
electrical
and
plumbing
Murray.
wanted,
Air
conditioned,
or 50 cents an hour days per
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753.1575 automatic washer.
VERSUS PEGGY GARNER
Phone 436- RUSHING, DEFENDANT.
child. Also nights, 73 cents an Send resume to P.O. Box 32-G,
CAMERA
Murray,Kentucky. September 8(2
2427.
Sl3C By virtue of judgment and
hour per child. Phone 753EXPERT GUITAR
HELP WANTED
FOR SALE
INSTRUCTION
/1545.
SIOC
order of sale of the Calloway
Pentax Spotmatic II A with
Beginners and advanced
Circuit Court rendered at the
Study with one of Ky's finest
FOR LEASE
F 1.4 S.M.C. lens. Phone
teachers Now scheduling
August 24 Term thereof 1973, in
753-8825.
'T41CrTLEMEN-4110C
limited enrollment. CalE Ed
:AU 0411HR 1111111,•1110••111.
the above cause, for the stun of
'mane between S and 7 P.M.
Rhodes Feed Mill will store your
FOE LEASE
•
•
ajar 73141192.
grain, any amount, shell corn or
• Texaco Service Station • Five Thousand Five Hundred
/
1
2" BATHROOM wall board, ear corn,for your convenience in
• Excellent location. • Fifty Six and 25-100 ($5,556.25)
• Dollars, with interest at the rate
•
The City of Murray is accepting applications for the
$5.25 each. kot" C-D 4'x8' plywood, making feed. Phone Rhodes Feed
Good Business.
AUTOS FOR SALE
• of six per cent per annum from
•
Fire Department,starting salary of $432.50 per month,
$4.75 each. Twenty different Mill, Cuba, Kentucky 382-2593 for
Phone
753-2211
•
•
•
•
••OOOOOOOO•
with excellent retirement and insurance programs.
selections of paneling from 83.15 more information.
•os• June 9, 1972, until paid and its
October9C
BUICK SKYLARK-1970, double
cost therein I shall proceed to
Other benefits include liberal vacation, sick leave and
up. Plexiglass for stared doors
power.
and air. Lass than 25,000 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY offer for sale at the Court House
uniform allowance. Application forms are available at
and windows,50 cents square foot FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
actual miles. One year still left on
door in Murray, Kentucky, to the
the City Clerk's Office.
and up. Fiberglass seconds, all installation.Phone 753-7850. TFC
warranty. Phone 753-6965.
S7C DISTRIBUTOR WANTED to highest bidder, at public auction
colors, from 5 cents square foot
service "wait Disney Products" on the 17th day of September ORR ELECTRIC, electric motor
and up. Ross & Tuck Salvinte, BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
BUICK CENTURY-1973, full accounts. High earnings! Income 1973. at 1:00 O'clock P.M., or repair and sale. New Concord
Martin, Tenn. Open 6 days a also bank gravel, fill dirt and
TFC
APPLIANCE MANAGER oower, air, rnags. 1967 Buick over $1,000 per month possible! thereabout, upon a credit of one Road, phone 753-8114.
week. Phone 901-587topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138, WANTED SOMEONE to live in
Skylark, full power and air. 1949 Inventory necessary $3,290 to month, the following described
2420.
September8C or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m.. TFC or stay days with elderly couple. wanted. Apply in person Grant
•••••••••••••••
City, Mayfield,Kentucky.
MC Chevrolet pickup, excellent start! Call collect Mr. Davis ( 214) property, to wit:
Phone 753-6074.
243-1981.
S12P One Winston Mobile Home
ADVERTISING
condition.
Phone
753-7484
after
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
SERVICES OFFERED
DEADLINES
4:00p.m.
( house trailer 1 containing three •
technician
TIME
lab
FULL
SIIC
CONTROL
PEST
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
EXTRA MONEY needed? Sell' 131 bedrooms and two (2) baths. •
community hospital
needed
for
All display ads, classified
TFC
WILLIE'S -INTERIOR & Ex- Master 489-2504.
West South Street, FOR THE best in pest control'LINCOLN-1971 Mark III, 33,000 engraved golden metal social Said Winston Mobile Home
206
display
and
regular
terior Painting. Phone 753-4832
security
plates.
See
•
Rosebud'
trailer)
located
on
now
247actual
(house
is
service
Phone
Kentucky.
and
Mayfield,
miles. New tires, excellent
termite control call
display, must be submitted
r in 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. gnd KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest 5111. Contact personnel ofSykes,
Murray
Hatchery.
Phone Lot. No. A6 in the Fox Meadows
Superior Exterminating Com- condition Contact Larry Hurt at
by 12 noon, the day before
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free Control, phone 753-3914 100 South fice.
Sl5C pany, 753-7266.
Murray Supply.
Septemberl3C Trailer Parit -Property may be
September 8C 753-3422.
publiCation. 13th
Street,
"Every
you
'day
estimates.
inspected
any
the
before
time
at
TFC
• All reader classifieds
September 18C delay lets bugs have their
sale by contacting and making an •
OPAL-1969 Rally Kadet. Gas
FOR SALE OR LEASE
rust be submitted by 4
way."
TFC TRY THE Avon way to a
AUTOS FOR SALE
saver. Radial tires, big engine,
appointment with the Special
profitable business of your own
p.m. the day before
'40,000
Commissioner
named
btipw.
book
actual
miles.
Blue
B&C CONSTRUCTION work.
GROCERY STORE with or
during hours you choose. It's FORD-1966, four door, 6
publication.
•
Complete block basements, JOHN'S REOAIR Service. easy to get started. Call Mrs. cylinder, straight shift. Extra price $1025.00. My price $700.00. without living quarters. Will take For the purchase price, the 1••••••••••4••••••••
Jack Wolfe,753-6198
SIP house or farm on
retaining
walls,
patios, Plumbing-electrical-roofing and Glenda Duke 443-3366 or write clean. Phone 753-7619 or 753trade. Phone purchases must execute bond
in
sidewalks, etc. Ten years ex- carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or Box 3247, Paducah, Kentucky 0525.
513C
753-1408.
September21P with approved securities, bearing HAVING PROBLEMS with your
PINTO-1972, by owner, air,
legal interest from the day of hearing or understanding. For
perience. Free estimates. Phone 753-7625 nights.
42001.
October9C
TFC
sale, until paid, and having the free hewing,checkup and conINTERNATIONAL SCOUT- automatic transmission, luggage
437-4734 or 437WANT
TO
BUY
S8C
force and effect of a judgment. sultatioh, Call your Belton
1962, four wheel drive. Good rack. Phone 753-2660.
4765.
September26NC TIMBER-LODGE of TennBidders will be prepared to consultant,753-0832.
October3C
Tucicy Lake, Route 1, Springville, WANTED RELIABLE lady to do running condition, $550.00. Phone FORD-1971 pickup truck. 34 ton. WANT TO BUY
used 26" bicycle. comply promptly with these
SIOC Extra
WILL DO trash and brush Tennessee will do- your stone housework, two days per week. 436-2173.
heavy duty, V8, 2 gas Phone 753-5447 after 5:00 p.m.S7P terms.
0•••••••••
414
:1111474
S7C
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone work. Large selections of stone. Phone 753-7850
tanks, big tires and mirrors,
Frank
Ryan, SPECIAL • NEED EXTRA INCOME?
FORD TRUCK-1972, one ton, 35,000 miles. Phone 753-0955. S12C
TFC
TFC Phone 901-593-3534.
753-6130.
COMMISSIONER CALLOWAY
RESPIRATORY THERAPIST 356, long wheel
Work days, evenings or
baae, Pow&
ANC
technician wanted. Hospital
WANT TO BUY July'16 and July CLRCU1T COURT.
take orders where you ••
steeling, 360 ‘18 motor, stock JEEP-272.Phone 489-2504. S7C 17
experience, ex medic or corp- body. Very low mileage. Phone
copies of the Ledger & Times.
work. Set your hours, set
CARD or THANKS
Please bring by,, the Ledger &
sman preferred. Will consider 474-2297.
your own income goal in
sl3c CHEVROLET VAN-1967. Good Times Office, 103 North 4th
training .. qualified individual.
• your own business. For
condition. Phone 489-2504.
S7C Street.
Hours 3:00-11:00 p.m., or 11:00
TFNC We would like to say thank you
interview call 753-8970k
to those people ill Pine Bluff
p.m. to 7:00 a.m. Contact Per- DODGE VAN-1967 with 1970
between 2:00 and 5:00 p.m
sonnel office, Murray Calloway engine and transmission. Extra PONT1AC-1963. Fair condition. WANT TO BUY July 9 copies of Shores who donated a total of •••••••••••••••••••••
Phone
437-4365.
$50.10
Jerry
to
Lewis
Telethon
for
County Hospital.
S1OC nice interior. Phone 753-2997 or
The- Ledger & Times. Please
M. D. and our co worker in
- 4 bring to the Ledger & Times, 103 collectionPhyllis
489-2811.
Phone 489-2669 or 753-0888
SlOP
Lusk. Tammy RECIEVE FREE service or
LTD BROUGHAM-19W power North (111Stmt.
No Answer CA - 753-3667
- Scott lask,-Kenny_. lier- mapection on any type of vacuum
-TRACTOR TRAILER driver
britkg,_
YOTA 'CORONA-49n: four
-Chris._Cristiansan. ADA by calling Mike Hutchens Or floti
wanted, experienced over the
WANT-f6 BUY 50 of iii-aer
es- of Richard Prower.
lOtsrParby-Vartzunt door sedan, 21500.00 or best offer. steering, air conditioning, cruise'
road driver. Phone 436-2252
Office, 500 Maple Street, 753-0359
Can be seen at. 1701 Keenland or control, tilt steering wheel. land with or without im- LICENSED CONTRACTOR Dennis & Valerie
before 11008.m.
Phone
S11P phone 753-80'79
758-2411
SAC
provements. Phone 753-7645. SIOC Jackson sa,
October 10(
SW'
ITT day crr night.
WILL DO housecleaning, any day
of the week, experienced and
references furnished. Phone 4355560.
S8C

JoB MUSIC CENTER

'60 Minutes„

Piano-Organ Sale

NML

MUSIC CENTER

HELP WANTED

i

inboardV. 350 H..P.
convertible
dio and tanBob Forsee 1 p.m. or 489Silc

nearest you:

• Mass wig me free Intereolioe Newt tem Nan Bleat Iss.. Too Coarse.
This it • newel for latirmatle• wity aoil plates le• soar se obligation
le enroll
"LAIDIG comas(
NAME__

uw STATE.
Male 0.1 M.01.-411 opis eme.ml
CNN h wwiii hate* tpularailk

.office

;

i

t

Paschall Plumbing & Electric
Myers Pumps - Authorized Dealer

All Types of Pump Work

Bob Paschall

Frank Kendall

t

---..._.-40.1011111woremmumit
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Drug, Education
Council Schedules
Meeting September 10

ths awd-funerair
Program Announced Here Mrs. Mitchell Dies

Former Countian
Thursday Afternoon Dies In Michigan
Word has been received of the
At Westview Home death of Ledford Cunningham

The 1974 feed grain program
provides producers with the
opportunity
expand
to
production, Secretary of
Agriculture Earl L. Butz said in
announcing program details
today.
There will be no set-aside
requirement and no restriction
on planting for the 1974 crop
program, and there will be no
conserving base requirement
for the 1974 through 1977 crop
years. Likewise, the provision
which gives the Secretary
discretionary authority to limit
feed grain and wheat to a
percentage of allotment and
upland cotton planted in excess
of the base allotment will not be
implemented during the period
1974 through 1977
Barley will be included in the
feed gram program for the
duration of the Act.
The new legislation provides
for establishing allotments for
feed grains m the same fashion
as for wheat. The allotment for
1974 is set at 89.0 million acres.
The allotment for the feed
grains is approximately 68
percent of the base acreage
used in former feed grain
programs. However, any
payments will be paid on the full
allotment; whereas, previously,
payments were based on only 50
percent of the feed grain base.
The feed grain allotment for
1974 does not represent a limit
on acreage, but is computed
only for the purpose of
distributing payments to
producers
should
such
payment be required.

This allotment represents the
number of acres, harvested for
grain, of corn, grain sorghum,
and barley based on the
estimated national average
yield, which would result in
Mrs. Louisa Mitchell of Hazel
production equal to estimated Route Two died Thursday
at
domestic and export disap- 2:30 p.m. at the Westview
pearance in the 1974-75 Nursing Home. She was
86
marketing year.
years of age and the wife of
Should the average price Elmus Mitchell who died Ocreceived by farmers for corn, tober 10, 1955.
grain sorghum, or barley be
The deceased was a member
below the statutory target price
for th4-41irst months of the of a Baptist Church. Born April
marketing year, the difference 18, 1887, in Calloway County,
between the target price and the she was the daughter of the late
average price would be paid to Joseph Witherspoon and Ada
eligible producers after the five- Hunt Witherspoon. One son,
month's period and there will be Clyde Mitchell, preceded her in
no preliminary payments. A death on July 24, 1965.
producer would be paid on an
Survivors are four daughters,
amount of bushels determined Mrs.
Eunice
( Marelle )
by multiplying the farm Williams and Mrs. Guthrie
allotment times the projected (Beauton) Osborn, both of
yield established for the farm. Hazel Route Two, Mrs. Homer
The projected yield represents ,(Irene) Curry of Murray Route
the potential production for the Four, and Mrs. Henry ( Mary)
farm as determined by the Orr of Detroit, Mich.) two sons,
Agricultural Statoti•aunn and James Cliff Mitchell of Murray
Conservation Service ( ASCS) Route Four and Melton Mitchell
County Committee.
of Detroit, Mich.; fourteen
Target prices for 1974 are grandchildren; twelve great
$1.38 per bushel for corn, $1.31 grandchildren; and one great
per bushel for grain sorghum great grandchild.
($2.34 per cwt.), and $1.13 per
Funeral services will be held
bushel for barley. There are no Saturday at two pm. at, the
target prices for oats and rye. chapel of the Blalock-Colernee
Loan rates for 1974 are based Funeral Home with Rev. Jack
on a national average of $1.10 Jones officiating.
- per bushel for corn, $1.05 per
Pallbearers will be Glen
bushel 81.88 per cwt.) for grain Mitchell, Bobby Osborn, Jerry
sorghum, $.90 per bushel for Osborn, Danny Gallimore,
barley, and $.54 per bushel for Wilford Duke, and Richard
oats and $.119 per bushel for rye. Duke. Interment will be in the
The total amount of payments Macedonia Cemetery. Friends
a person may receive under one may call at the funeral home.
or more of the 1974 feed grain,
wheat and upland cotton
programs may not exceed
$20,000.
Producers may substitute any
non-conserving crop or any
conserving crop used for hay or
Jefferson Thomas Johnson,
for grazing in order to preserve brother of Mrs. Helen Blalock of
their feed grain allotments and Murray, died Wednesday at the
to make them eligible for any Jackson Memorial Hospital,
payments under the target Miami, Fla. He was 55 and a
price feature. Crops for which a native of Metropolis, Ill.
marketing quota is in effect are
Johnson was the son of the
excluded.
late William F. and Mrs.
Anettie Armstrong Johnson.
He is survived by one son,
Ronnie Earl Johnson of
Evansville, Ind.; fwo sisters,
(Cemented frees Puce 1)
Mrs. Blalock of Murray and
enjoyable. We have found that Mrs. Dorothy Boaz of Paducah;
friends are to be valued above three brothers, Joe and Nelson
all earthly things. Took us a few Johnson, both of Paducah, and
years to become cognizant of Robert Johnson
of Paris,
Tenn.
Funeral services will be held
The thoughtfulness of Joe and Saturday at one p.m. at the
Sue is highly appreciated.
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, with Rev.
How do you reciprocate on Wayne Carter officiating.
something like this?
Burial will be in Maplelawn
Cemetery, Paducah. Friends
Old Jay Bird outside the may call at the funeral home.
window giving his alarm call.
He gets alarmed easily.

Murray AAUW Will
Have Supper Meet
The Murray Branch of the
American Association of
University Women will begin its
1973-74 year on Tuesday, September 11, at 6:30 p.m. in the
Social Center of the Home
Economics Department at
Murray State University.
Following a tradition potluck
dinner an "Overview of the
Year's Programs" will be
presented by the officers and
program chairman. Officers
Elizabeth
are
Newman
president Alta Presaon, first
vice-president, Beryl Whaley,
second vice-president, Cecile
Applegate, secretary, and Kay
Poplin, treasurer.
Women who have graduated
from a college or university and
are interested in continuing
intellectunl
growth, advancement of women, and their
responsiblity to society are
invited to become members of
AAUW, Miss Newman said.

Seen & Heard . . .

Luncheon & Bridge Are
Planned At Murray Club

Our Carolina Wrens are still
with us. We put up a little Wren
box under the eve of the house,
The Women of the Murray so maybe they'll set up
Country Club will have their housekeeping We hope they
ladies' day luncheon on Wed- stay.
nesday,September 12 at 12 noon
Late nester. The Dove in the
with Mrs. Gary Marquardt as
the chairman of the hostesses. twin Red Oak. She stays with
her eggs and apparently will
Reservations should be made have her young in good shape
by Monday noon Hostesses are before winter arrives
Mesdames Marquardt, Louise
Lamb,J. D. Rayburn, James H.
The rain we had yesterday,
Frank_Gew Landoll, James which is also forecast for today,
(Jig) Lassiter, Exie H. Hill, will be worth many thousands of
Alfred Lindsey, Ralph Mc- dollars to Calloway farmers.
Cuiston, Harold McReynolds, J. Soybeans and corn will reach a
Tipton Miller, and Keys Moody. greater fullness and late garBridge play will be resumed dens will produce far more. It
again after the summer season. was the right kind of rain too,
Play will start at nine a.m. with coming down slowly so that it
Mrs. Chad Stewart and Mrs. could sink into the ground and
Larry Contri as hoSWeten--not run off.

Funeral services for Mrs.
Lola M. Kelso of the Lynn Grove
community were conducted by
Rev. James H. Kelso and Rev.
Bill Hart at the chapel of the
Max Churchill Funeral Home
this morning at 10:30.
Pallbearers were Howard
Rogers, Edward Glisson, Isaac
Ford, Jimmy Ford, H.L. Ford,
and Jerry Ford. Burial was in
the Beech Grove Cemetery.
Mrs. Kelso, age 78, died
Wednesday at Fern Terrace
Lodge where she had been a
resident for one week. Herhusband, Johnny Kelso, died
December 31, 1969.
She is survived by two sisters,
Mrs. Carman Rogers and Mrs.
Lydia Charlton, and two
brothers, Bowden M. Ford and
Alpha Ford.

Rites Are Today
For Mrs. Alexander

Yuill Is Honored
By U.S. Air Force

A funeral service Wan- act of devotion and a tribute on the part of the bereaved A properly
executed service can become a source of abiding comfort and peace in the days and years that
follow We pledge fun understanding of the grief and desire for solace by those in need of Our
services

The J. H.Churchill Funeral Home
Phone
, 751401

Third and Maple Street,
Murray. Kentucky
.

,

Kenneth Churchtfl Imes.
Tommy I,eie Welker. Owners

_

•rvice Wiik Reverence, Sinceritri Dignitr-and-Economy"
"Authorized to Service Kentucky Funeral Directors Burial man. policies

Staff Sergeant Gary L. Yuill
was cited for outstanding
achievement while assigned to
Detachment 1, 15th Communications Squadron in May,
1973.
Yuill, who is married to the
former Margaret To< ker,
daughter of Mr and Mrs.
Brown Tucker of Kirksey,
responded to a call for help
from a neighbor's dependent
wife. Yuill pursued and apprehended a suspect who had
forceably entered the home of
his neighbor and kept him In
.custody -until the'arrival ef-iawenforcement egglianel._
Tulll was awarded the Air
Force Commendation Medal,
first oak leaf cluster

It

Yabtonski family Murders Come
To Close With Arrest Of Boyle

PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
The 3-year-old case of Yablonski family murders is drawing to a close.
Richard A. Sprague, special
prosecutor in the case, Thursday announced the eighth and
ninth arrests in the investigation—W. A. "Tony" Boyle, 71,
former United Mine Workers
president, and William J. Turnblazer, 52, president of the
UMW's District 19 in Kentucky.
Sprague said there would be
no more arrests in the case.
"This is where the case began and this is where it ends,"
Sprague told newsmen after announcing that Boyle had been
The Mt. Horeb Free Will charged with three counts of
Baptist Church of Murray will murder in the deaths of Joseph
observe its annual Women's A. "Jock" Yablonski—who had
Day program on Sunday, sought unsuccesfully to unseat
September 9, at 2:30 p.m.
Boyle as union president—and
Mrs. Leo Easley from the Yablonski's wife and daughter
Greater Harrison Street Baptist In Clarksville, Pa., in 1969.
Church will be the guest
speaker
The church pastor, Rev.
• •
Richard Drew, invites the
(Ceselased from Page 1)
public to attend.
Pratt's decision is being appealed.
Parents Of Sixth Grade
The league's activities
against Soviet and Arab diploBand Members To Meet
mats in the United States
All parents of the potential le-ought the league within the
sixth grade band members of reach of "the President's conthe Murray Middle School will stitutional authority to conduct
meet on Tuesday, September the nation's foreign relations
11, at 7:30 p.m. at the band room and his power to protect the national security," Pratt ruled.
of the school.
Although Ellsberg released
Joe Sills and Buddy Light,
band directors, will be present the Pentagon Papers to conto answer all questions grump and U.S. newspapers,
regarding the band program. lEhrlehnsan said the government received information that
the Soviet embassy also had received a copy, introducing a
foreign intelligence aspect into
the investigation.
Noting the Supreme Court's
avoidance of the issue of forThe menu for the week of eign intelligence wiretaps, WilSeptember 10-14 has been given son told the Watergate committee there is "no one living"
for the Murray City Schools.
Monday—I3eefaroni, buttered who could categorically assert
carrots, green salad with that burglaries in pursuit of
French dressing, chocolate foreign intelligence were besquares, whole wheat bread and yond the president's power.
However, an assertion of
butter, milk.
Tuesday—Pimento cheese presidential authority as a desandwich, sweetened rice, fense against criminal charges
pickle slices, green beans, in the burglary seems clouded.
President Nixon has denied any
bread and butter, milk.
Wednesday—Pork and gravy, prior knowledge of the burcreamed potatoes, lima beans, glary, has deplored it and has
declared be would have prerolls and butter, jelly, milk.
Thursday — Hamburger with vented it had he had known
bun. French fries, pickles, half- about the break-in plans.
orange, fudge cicle, milk.
Friday—Fish, slaw with -Murray
Hairdressers To
relish, white beans, homemade
tomato catsup, bread and Hold Dinner
Meet Monday
butter, chocolate milk.
The Murray Unit of the
National Hairdressers will have
PASSES EXAM
a dinner meeting at Perkins
Robert G. Spann has passed Pancake House on Monday,
the salesman exam given by the September 10, at 6:30 p.m.
Kentucky Real Estate ComWanda Nance, president,
mission according to an an- urges all members to attend as
nouncement made today. The important business matters will
exam was given on July 25, 1973. be discussed

Mt Horeb Plans
For Woman's Day

Mrs. Lola Kelso's
Rites Held Today

HICKMAN, Ky. (AP) — Funeral services will be held Saturday for George Alex Ford,
who served as 1st District railroad commissioner since 1971.
He died Thursday, apparently
of a heart attack( at the age of
70 at his home here. Fulton
County Coroner Harold Everett
said Ford had apparently died
Monday, when he was last
seen.
In December, 1971, Ford became railroad commissioner
with a suprise victory over incumbent commissioner Wayne
Freeman, a Mayfield attorney
and former state senator. Freeman also has been a former
house member and held the
commission post for 12 years.
Ford's name was placed on
the Democratic primary ballot
by his court appointed conservator, Waudell Yarbo, who
said after the election "we just
wanted to see how many votes
an unknown could get. It was a
Final rites for Mrs. Pearl test to learn how much attenLogan Alexander will be held tion the voters pay to the minor
today at 2:30 p.m. at the chapel state offices."
of the Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Bro. Henry Hargis Rev.
W. Edd Glover
officiating.
Serving as pallbearers will be
Robert Alexander, Michael Gives Sermon Subject
Alexander, Golan
Hays, "God's Barriers To Heaven,"
Wendell Woodard, Gene Cutler, will be the subject of the sermon
and Fred Logan. Burial will be by Rev. W. Edd Glover,
in . the _hew. 14ovlidence minister of the North Pleasant
Cemetery'.
Grove
Cumberland
Mrs Alexander, age 89, Presbyterian Church, at the
widow of Marvin Alexander, morning worship services at
died Tuesday in Caro, Mich. She eleven o'clock
on Sunday,
is survived by three sons, one of September 9
whom is Hugh Alexander of
His scripture will be from
Murray, five daughters, 21 Matthew 7:14.
Sunday School
grandchildren, and several will
be held at ten a.m, and
great grandchildren
evening worship will be at 6:30
p.m. -Wednesday evening
worship will beat seyen
The
Cumberland
Presbyterian Women will meet at seven p.m. on Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Nix Crawford,

"A MEANINGFUL FUNERAL SERVICE. . ."

The Board of Directors of the
Callowey County Council on
Drug Education recently set the
first meeting date for the new
school year for September 10 at
the home of Wiltiard Ails, 1610
Keenland.
All interested persons are
invited to attend and become
aware of the services of the
Drug Council, Ails said.
Business at the first meeting
will be devoted to establishing
an anti-drug abuse bumper
sticker campaign in the Murray
and Calloway School Systeme,
he added.

of Highland Park, Mich., formerly of Calloway County. He
died at Highland Park, at the
age of 69.
Cunningham is survived by
one son, Tom Cunningham, of
Detroit, Mich.; two sisters,
Mrs. Wavel Beaman of Kirksey
and Mrs. Harold Johnson of
Mayfield; one brother, Lloyd
Cunningham of Kirksey ; three
grandchildren.
The body is being returned to
the Max Churchill Funeral
Home in Murray, but funeral
arrangements are incomplete.

Jefferson Johnson
Dies On Wednesday Alex Ford, Rail
Commissioner, Dies
Thursday, Hickman
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Presidential

City Schools
Lunch Menu

According to affidavits re- "kill Joseph Yabionski."
leased by Sprague, the informaBoyle was taken into custody
tion leading to Boyle's arrest Thursday in Washington, D.C.
was supplied by Turnblaser,
According to the complaints
who admitted his role in feder- against Boyle and Turnblazer,
al court in Pittsburgh Thurs- the deposed union leader "inday, pleading guilty to charges itiated and instigated a plan to
of violating the civil rights of a assassinate
and
[norunion member by conspiring to der...Yablonski."
Sprague _saw the arrest of
Boyle as proof the country's
legal system "will go to the end
of the road no matter where it
will lead" involving a crime.
(Cannared from Page 1)
The seven persons charged in
The increase of 5.8 per cent
In the August index followed a the case prior to Thursday
decrease of 1.3 per cent in July have all either pleaded guilty
and a drop in that month of 4.9 or have been convicted of firstdegree murder.
per cent for farm products.
"The case against him
surface,
On the
at least, the
difference seemed to be that ( Boyle),frankly, is enormous,"
the administration's
price a spokeaman for Sprague said.
The most recent trial in the
freeze was in effect in July, but
had been lifted by the time Yabionski case ended In the
most of the figures for the Au- conviction of Albert Pass, like
gust index were gathered on Turnblaser an official of UMW
District 19. The spokesman said
Aug. 14.
The Labor Department said the investigation into possible
prices of industrial com- charges against Boyle entered
modities were up 4 per cent in its final phase in a two-hour
August, compared with a one meeting immediately after the
tenth of one per cent increase Pass verdict.
in July, and consumer finished
goods prices were up 3.8 per
cent on an unadjusted basis
and 4.5 per cent on an adjusted
basis.
Prices of processed foods and
feeds increased 13.4 per cent PI
an unadjusted basis, and whet
combined with the increase in
SPACE CENTER, Houston
prices of farm products, the
overall increase in the cate- (AP) — Sitylab 2'3 astronauts
gory of farm products and today record more of the solar
processed foods and feeds was activity which earlier produced
17.6 per cent unadjusted and an explosion equal to the force
of 100 million atomic bombs.
19.3 per cent adjusted.
Aeronauts Alan L. Bean, Dr
That category had decreased
irnin K. Garriott and Jack R
by 4.6 per cent in July.
Lamm used a powerful batThe August increase of 6.2
tery of telescope cameras to
per cent in the over-all index film an unseasonally
high numon an adjusted basis compares ber of solar flares
and spots
with an average monthly in- parading across
the sun's face
crease during the previous six on
Thursday.
months of 1.3 per cent. WholeScientists said the insale prices increased at an an- struments
recorded a solar
nual rate of 27.5 per cent for flare which
produced a mushthe six-month period ended In room
cloud larger than five
August.
earths and showered radiation
The overall index stood at that is diarupting some commu142.7 in August of the 1967 base nicatiotui on earth.
figure of 100. It was 19 per cent
Now in the elxi day of their
above a year earlier.
50-day mission, the astronauts
were found medically fit and in
good health Thursday. Doctors
said there was no reason not to
continue man's longest space
journey until at least Sept. 14
(CeNtianed from Page 1)
look forward to working with
you." The implication was that Almo School PTC Plans
he would remain with the departrnent if a suitable position Meet At School Monday
were offered him.
The Parent-Teacher Club .,f
While acknowledging some Almo School will hold its first
discomfort at "running second meeting of the new school year
in what was essentially a two- on Monday, September 10, at
man race," McElwain declared two p.m. in the school lunthat "it's no shame to be sec- chroom.
Bucy,
Howard
Mrs.
ond to Dale Farabee." Farabee
and McElwain were classmates president, urges all parents to
attend this meeting on Monday.
in medical school.

Prices .. .

Astronauts
Record More
Solar Activity

Health .. .
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Sunday,Sept 9 - 1!!5 p.m.

FREE Carnations for all the ladies!

Register for the Grand Prize!
(One Blooming Potted Plant for Thanksgiving,
Christmas, Valentine's Day, Easter, Mother's Day
and the Winner's Birthday)
Come have a cup of punch and browse through the Dried Flower
Room, the Bridal Room, and our Main Showroom.

--!WINN! YotNottfinveraurs" - OM' Phone 753-fl80
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